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eye . e eye 

Influence of Silicon Upon the Properties of Ferrosilicon 
ee ee 

Pure Commercial Alloys Containing More Than 50 per Cent Silicon Contain the Primary Compound FeSi 

and.a Decomposition Product FeSi—Very Accurate Estimates of Silicon Content Can 

Be Made Quickly by Specific Gravity Determinations 

g By A. T. LOWZOW 

TRANSLATED* BY O. A. HOUGEN 
Research Chemist, Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y. 

Se 

ERROSILICON has repeatedly been studied by in Fig. 1, they encountered the two compounds Fe,Si 

different investigators. These investigations have and FeSi, but not the compounds Fe,Si, Fe,Si,, FeSi, 

been based chiefly upon ferrosilicon produced in and FeSi,, However, we are not justified in excluding 

small charges, the alloys being then treated with the existence of these last-named compounds on this 

different solvents and the residues analyzed. Hahn account. Guertler and Tammann worked with very 

assigned? the compounds -Fe,Si, FeSi and FeSi; De small charges at an average rate of heating and cooling 

Chalmot? described the compound Fe,Si, His deter- of 100 deg. per minute. It is easily understood that 

minations, however, checked up so poorly that they the manner of crystallization obtained in this way is 

were not accepted as full proof of the existence of this different from the manner obtained in large commercial 

compound, and none of the later investigators have charges; for instance, Dr. Pick (1906) found crystals 

encountered it. Gins* believed that the compound Fe,Si of FeSi, in large blocks of ferrosilicon which had cooled 
was produced in the blast furnace from 10 per cent slowly. On the whole, the following list represents the | 

ferrosilicon. Tick maintained that this compound did supposed ferrosilicon compounds, all but the first being 

not exist in the pure state, but only in combination relatively definitely proved: 

with manganese such as the compound (FeMn) Si. Per Cent Si Per Cent $i 

Naske' believed that he had found the compound FeSi, PeiSifoicceeece ccs 14,389 FeSi....0ce0-0. 33.33 

in 50 per cent ferrosilicon after treatment of this alloy § FeSi............. 20.00 FeSir............ 50.00 
with hydrofluoric acid.. This compound was not en- FesSig............ 25.00 FeSis............ 60.00 

countered by any later investigators and there is little Waters Por THe, Present: INVESTIGATION 
proof of its existence. , ‘ ate | . 

In 1905, W. Guertler and G. Tammann’ published the For investigation a series of samples of ferrosilicon 

results of their researches on ferrosilicon, based chiefly containing from 49.1 per cent Si to 77.46 per cent Si 
were obtained from Borregaard, and a sample contain- 

RET] LL LT ing 93.41 per cent Si from Kopperaaen, Meraker. - 

3 INN — | The following samples were selected and analyzed: 

3, aN $1 BX cH A N Fer Cent Per Cent 
I A No. i i eECEN Ee a: ue dG Pas 
jal | NZ TT TINT 2.2... 5 aro eece 77.50 TB hoinwheeooos oa se ve “OSLO. 
2 eal INNePT Ye 76.28 Mev. 6h 
ap | PO yr B ben toutes 75.90 Tee er a8 12 
ey] a Pe. va UI tesbcaies wi aioe oe » $9eAO 
e | | [=f] [ny PRE Toc cece ees 72.90 18................ 56.01 
ell HEHE PE Satta ee te te eM AOE SS WD... eee... 52.30 

are | Pepe gE EE) 72700 200i mkdceaert “60.90 
0 1 20°30 40 0 HDD. 71.25 Dcrevecectistniten tes Bi § ADA! 

Atomic Per Cent Si ll. 70.32 
54 3180 7 a3 (al aa ts 612 821100 : es 

er Cent Si by Weig : . . : . 
FIG. 1, EQUILIBRIUM DIAGRAM FOR IRON: SILICON It was necessary to polish the specimens with the 

ACCORDING TO GUERTLER AND TAMMANN (1905) greatest care, because there was a tendency for large 
pieces to break loose from the surface, especially with 

upon thermal investigations. They melted Fe (99.77 alloys between 55 and 70 per cent Si. Alloy No. 18 

per cent) and Si (98 per cent Si, 1 per cent Fe) in 4 with 56.01 per cent Si was so brittle that it could easily 
porcelain test-tube placed in an electric furnace and be broken apart with the fingers. The most brittle 

observed the cooling and heating curves. Thermo- specimens were bonded with Canada balsam in a 

elements were protected by ordinary porcelain tubes bunsen flame whereby they received sufficient mechanical 
in the investigation of alloys containing less than 1 strength for polishing. 

per cent Si. With higher silicon content the porcelain Eutectic and separated crystalline aggregates could 
tubes were protected by sheet platinum and magnesia. easily be distinguished under the microscope without 
Melting was performed in an atmosphere of nitrogen. etching. An attempt was made to etch the sections 
In their investigations, results of which are diagrammed with weak hydrofiuoric acid and weak NaOH solutions 

“eGidskrift. for Kemi, vol. 16, No. 1 (1919). From the Tech- in order to see the structure of the crystalline aggre- 

nieal High School Laboratories of Technical Inorganic Chemistry, gates, However, this etching gave unfavorable results, 
1Lieb. Ann. vol. 128, p. 57 (igs. the portion of the sections which were broken out 
‘Biektrochemie (1901), vol. 8, D. 38. became larger and the image-in the microscope less 
Ee ee age ot tay bee distinct. Crystals of FeSi, etched satisfactorily.
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Oo PN is ae oe ae aioe | i , ee Sey 
aN Fe eee | “are 
oe —— 2 35 + ——er 3 

FIGS. 2 TO 5. MICROSTRUCTURE OF FERROSILICON SAMPLES 
Fig. 2, 98.4 per cent Si. X 50. Fig. 3, 77.5 percent Si, x 50. Fig. 4. 56 per cent Si. X 65. Fig. 5. 49.1 per cent Si. Xx 20 

In silicon-rich melts, according to the diagram'(Fig.1), a uniform decrease in Si and increase in eutectic content. 

one would expect to find silicon crystals in a surround- In alloy 6, containing 74,82 per cent Si, I estimated 

ing eutectic having a composition of about 60 per that the amounts of crystallized silicon and eutectic 

cent Si and 40 per cent Fe. This proved to be the present were almost equal. Figuring eutectic to con- 
case, except that the eutectic apparently has a composi- tain 55 per cent Si, we obtain: 

tion of about 55 per cent Si and 45 per cent Fe. Crystals Per Cent Si 
of silicon were observed as rather long crystalline aggre- 50 per cent Si.... 00.0... ec cece cece cece ceeveeuves 50 
gates in the midst of the surrounding eutectic; they 50) per cent eutectic: os vi sex ces siawameniaen es 04 vs 27.5 

are gray and have a bright hard surface with only a Total ooocccccc cece cece ee TNE 
few small pieces chipped away from the surface. The 

surrounding eutectic presents a dotted structure with a departure of about 3 per cent from the correct amount 
a light gold color, Large portions of the eutectic which as given by chemical analysis. 
were removed during polishing appear as black spots Alloy 19, containing 52.3 per cent Si, shows the same 
under the microscope. eutectic mixed with a new crystal form, FeSi. (See 

Silicon in alloy No. 1 (93.41 per cent Si) appears in Fig. 1). Measurement of various photographs of this 
large smooth surfaces, separated by veins of eutectic alloy show that the crystallized FeSi comprises from 10 
(Fig. 2). The relative proportion of Si and eutectic to 15 per cent of the whole surface. In the former case: 
could not be determined with accuracy by the plani- Per Cent Si 
metric method on account of the relatively large sizes 90 per cent eutectic........ 0.06000 cc cee ve cece ee 49.5 
of the crystals. 10 per cent FeSi..... eect eee eee eee 3:33 

In Fig. 3 I have found it possible to obtain more ‘Toeal 32.83 
truly representative portions of silicon and eutectic oo ee : 
in one microsection. An alloy containing 56.01 per cent In the other extreme, 15 per cent FeSi: 
Si shown in Fig. 4 is the lowest in the series where Per Cent Si 
crystals of pure silicon are found. This is not a repre- 85 per cent eutectic... 6... 6... eeee eee 46.75 
sentative picture of the distribution of Si, but it is TD PER COME EEL: re wx et stnmertsntecs meee ac es on ee a 
that part of the section which shows the maximum WG tal sews so aos we ae oon ie ase aoe stores ania aie me 51.75 
amount of crystallized silicon; other portions were Whether one decides 10 or 15 per cent FeSi makes 

see Celine Bee Oe a og tbarenstials inst only about 1 per cent difference in the resultant total 

silicon content and an increasing eutente content Aa silicon, (compare with be8 by chemical analysis)» Bes! 
above noted, the eutectic works out to be about 5b r has a strong metallic-luster‘and gf wits oni Fig. 2 is cent Si: 45 per cent Fe per 4 photomicrograph of alloy 21. This alloy is estimated 

B id th ti = hi ¥ to contain about 34 per cent FeSi. esides the sections which are illustrated above, alloys - 13, 14, 15 and 16, with 65.70, 64.10, 61.95 and 61.40 per _¢¢ en Genz Bt . * + . < PRICE EULECEC, sas se ces ae coe aarsormanmaomarneeas we 36.3 cent Si respectively, were also investigated with the 34 percent FeSi.... 00.0.0... 00.0. cc ve eee eevee eee 11.3 
microscope. These samples, together with No. 17, ap- — 
proach the percentage corresponding closely to the com- OS 47.6 
pound FeSi, proposed by Naske. I could, however, find an error of about 1.5 per cent, 
no indication of such a compound.. All specimens showed In ferrosilicon with silicon content ranging from 48 

a to 60 per cent a large number of small geodes are found. 
Se a Fig. 6 shows the largest one found. In occasional pieces 

on i i... a whole series of small geodes were found varying from 
ee an — oS 0.5 to 1.0 mm. in diameter. 

ke ise ied . ase Bs ee In order to investigate the contents, individual crystals 
» » ae RNa pai ok were picked out carefully, avoiding as far as possible 
Paes Po 4 # aes 2 as ae : — taking portions which lay directly upon the solid ferro- 
aes Ae oma | ee ei silicon alloy, in order not to risk contamination. The 

“38 ae ES Se Se oe ace ad fragments gave the following analysis: 
Bet ee ee ; - eee Uipipetencecnses: Pe a is — Per Cent Fe Per Cent Si 
a. oe Co | nS I) 50.8 eas Dooce cece ee 49.3 49.1 

FIG. 6. LARGEST GEODE FOUND. x 2. This corresponds closely to the compound FeSi,.
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The first matter which had to be determined was were treated with cold 20 per cent NaOH solution. After 
whether geode contents consisted of an actual com- a lapse of one day the particles crumbled into small bits, 

pound, or if it were only an ordinary alloy which had and after a lapse of one week no more dissolved. 
assumed this form. A small blade from a geode, The weakly magnetic undissolved residue was filtered 
after etching with hydrofluoric acid, and magnified off, washed, dried, and analyzed, giving: 

100 times, showed individual crystals lying closely to- s a = : ample ——— 1 —— — 4—. — 11 — 
gether, a homogeneous crystalline formation with no Per Per Per Per Per Per 

Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent Cent 
<a aaea Si Fe Si Fe Si Fe 

Pe 1 54.66 45.45 54.90 45.66 55.30 44.80 
2 : eae 2 54.45 45.30 55.20 44.97 55.25 44.80 

¢ an ee This gives an average of 54.96 per cent Si, 45.13 per 
castes Sis B Pence cent Fe. The caustic has, therefore, dissolved out the 

ee Ee crystallized silicon from the alloy and left remaining 
t ded x ens d ot ee a ape 
Reape Pie | Vile a le an alloy which shows the same constant composition 

, a af Sat pe as oo for all three samples. This is the eutectic which is not 
Ager ec aaa > attacked by the cold caustic. According to this, the 
ek dy. composition of the eutectic should be 55 Si, 45 Fe. 

cn RK, Wicegs es is A is 
Ee ee eee In the diagram (Fig. 1) the position of this 

—r—<“—~s——”—~—~—C—C~C*COONSN eutectic is shown at about 60 per cent Si (atomic 
exo N 1 PRR CENT } percentage = 75). The few investigations which they 

FIG. 7. LARGE GHODE L FHRRO- carried out upon this eutectic and the large sources 
SILICON. NATURAL SIZE 

: of error which are attached to their work indicate that 
foreign ingredients present. It is, therefore, well the position of the eutectic at 60 per cent Si must be 

established that these geode contents consist of one Wong. The eutectic must surely not be far from 55 - 
kind of crystal, which according to the above analyses pe a ae i a Fe. The sahawe sheneores 
must be the compound FeSi,. n a slightly altered appearance as shown in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 7 shows a crystalline geode found in ferrosilicon : 
about 75 per cent Si. Its analysis gave: sh | ml jo oe 

Per Cent Si Per Cent Fe 8 \e- IL. LI] |_| sJ 
Lecceceeeeeeeee 82.04 17.48 SL NS iA pf 
Dore vin moran ion 2 wae 80.95 18.80 3 [We i TU \ | pet 

If the geodes consisted of homogeneous crystals it would 4%, Net LW NGA a 
correspond approximately to the compound FeSi,. a, eiily WI = tt NAT Ty 

Microscopic examination showed at once a compound | +5" ,J..d| [Val esi | Weurectic fri ftLee i 
structure. After observing the section in the micro- & |_| ro Pebacee: eget ANOS ¥ TTT] 
scope it is seen that the geode consists of two distinct z [| UL Ce [Hreesi#Fes} | | Felse|| ~y~~[__| puree, [TT | 
constituents—six cornered crystals, lying one on top of #& | @esirresil| | | [Prev | | Coto 
the other with an intermingling eutectic; the same | eS WEES | Lf} Tt] 
eutectic, light gold in color, which was noticed in 109 1020 a, 4 170 80 90 100 

previous work (55 per cent Si). The maximum eutectic Ren Centsilicon by, Welabr 
comprised 10 per cent of the whole. For example, sup- FIG. BE a Eo ae oo ragigy. RCE 

pose 10 per cent eutectic present. Then, if the crystals , 

were to consist of pure silicon we could obtain: The line ef becomes steeper in slope than the line fg; 

Per Cent Si also for two alloys lying equidistant from the eutectic 

10 per cent of eutectic contains... . 5.5 and on opposite sides when computed in atomic per- 
90 per cent assured pure........... 90.0 centages show a great difference in the relative propor- 
MOEA. os ss oa os 6a weve Sen weA : 95.5 tions of eutetic with their respective Si and FeSi. 

_ . The undissolved residues from alloys 4 and 11 after 
Since the analysis gave only an average of 81.5 per one week of treatment with cold caustic were treated 

cent Si, this hypothesis is excluded. ; a : . with warm 20 per cent NaOH for one week. The warm 
foe that in 6 poole per gent caustic attacks the small eutectic grains, which then 
Aan ‘a esi e sha e ec + cilicen asa portion fall into a powder. The powder, washed and dried, 

of the eutectic, the Gistribution of silicon 18; possesses greater magnetic properties than the previ- 
Per Cent Fe Per Cent Si ously discovered eutectic. The analysis gave: 

a per ee eutecte contains........ 18.5 22.6 Per C 5 P . 
e chemical analysisis............. 18.5 81.5 er Cent Si er Cent Fe 

— NG Become mia erste mae a0 ae a8 a 33.8 66.3 
Balance of pure silicon.................0.0005 58.9 No. 11... eee eee eee 33.9 65.9 

The probability is, therefore, that the geode is more This corresponds to FeSi—383.4 Si and 66.6 Fe. 
nearly constituted as follows: The warm caustic dissolved the silicon from the 

Per Cent eutectic and left the FeSi undissolved. 

Free silicon’. i eccxexees ss cs caves. s 589 e 2 : i 
Unresolved eutectic................. 31.1 tie oeeet Sompestuion ‘oe ies work oe Bent ener’ dis optpblished 
Eutectic surrounding the crystals..... 10.0 plained the formation of the compound FeSip from this eutectic 

a rum diagram the translator bes drawn ups thie ees rawn uj] i 
Total.. 0.0.0.0... eee eee eee 100.0 Giseremn The dotted ding below the solidus tine merely Indicates 

Particles about 5 mm. diameter of alloys 1, 4 and 11 _ not intended to even approximate the exact equilibria catditone:
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The specific weights of ferrosilicons given in Hén- gravities of FeSi, FeSi, and Si respectively. Specific 

igschmid’s works of 1914, “Carbides and Silicides,” are: gravities are seen to lie fairly regular between 70 and 

. . oa 78 per cent Si. This is to be expected, because these 

FesSi (20% Si). ... 01-02-02 seen ihe fae Bea a alloys are produced from iron scrap and quartz and 

FegSi (25% Si)s.csus wa weeks oe SEALS 6.36 (after De Chalmot) contain a very small amount of foreign constituents. 

FeSi (33.33% Si). .....-05.--.+5 6.17 No. 4 lies farthest from the curve; its analysis shows 
FeSi (50.00% Si)..........-..-++. 5.40 (after Lebeau) 76 per cent Si, but this determination figured from the 

De Chalmot gives for technical ferrosilicon the follow- specific weight curve should be nearer 75.2 per cent Si. 

ing specific gravities: In the production of high ferrosilicon of about 1 

Cc Si 25 per Cent Si 46 per Cent Si per cent Si, very close estimations of the silicon analysis 

Specific gain ree 36 4.85 can ie aa » ses than a hour by ay spect 
-;... gravity method, whereas an ordinary chemical analysis 

To determine specific gravity carbon tetrachloride is takes ‘almost two days. This has a great commercial 

used; this does not attack any of the constituents of significance. By one step an approximate analysis can 
ferrosilicon. One disadvantage of carbon tetrachloride 1,6 rapidly made. If compelled to wait two days for 
is its large temperature coefficient of expansion and an exact analysis there would be a risk of having the 
high vapor tension. The specific gravity of carbon neration of the smelting furnace go wrong before 
tetrachloride was determined in a Spengels pycnometer being aware of it. 

at 14.9, 17.1 and 20.1 deg. C. respectively, with parallel Poorer conditions exist with lower percentages of Si. 
investigations of distilled water. Results: The dotted portion of the curve represents the mean of 

Sp.er. at 14.9 deg. Co..0 ccc. ccee cc cecescessessseeees 1.6034 the specific gravities. A variation from this line is 
Sp-er- at ier ae &- wis ons sea BA fos omenetecncnie ech ogy ae ake me Lae : be expected aie my Recent alloys were ma 
p-gr. at 20. iA acce.ace mg Ee one aps Tarren aan ake Be Be ao rom iron ore and quartz, naturally giving a larger 

Ferrosilicon is permeated through its whole mass opportunity for the introduction of impurities. 

with gas and air spaces. The specific weight must, In order to determine if the constituent minerals 

therefore, be determined in powder form. To determine would have this effect upon the specific gravities, thin 

this a bottle pycnometer was used., It was found ab- sections were made upon the following samples: 

solutely necessary to work in a thermostat. A couple 

of investigations were made without the thermostat, puumber 5; a Jen wate ns ee et 

with reading of the variable temperatures and correc- aa . . . : : 

tions to the corresponding specific gravity of carbon These were inspected in the microscope, using trans- 
tetrachloride; this gave very bad results because of mitted polarized light. In 1, 2 and 11 no minerals 

cumulative errors. Temperature of the room was held were found. On the other hand 16, 18 and 21 contained 
at about 18 deg., maximum 19 deg., and the thermostat fairly small mineral grains in various amounts. One 
was kept constant at 20 deg. C. After filling the pyenom- would expect that these were unreduced quartz; how- 

eter with CCl, and fitting on the cork it was placed ever, quartz could not be detected. Ca-Mg silicates were 
in the thermostat. When the pycnometer had been found, which accordingly reduce the specific gravity. 
heated to 20 deg. the contents expanded and the over- 65.— 

flow was driven out of the pycnometer through the hee RT Le Ee 
capillary stem. At the moment when no more CCl, FE] Nee EEE 
came out a cap was placed over the capillary and the 55 SN 
pycnometer was dried and weighed. During the first 2, ttt TN PPT til 
investigations a small glass cap was used, but this did 5 ° r | ot fie | “Ble Lo fected of. ob al 
not prevent the CCl, from evaporating. By fitting on 045 18 MN 
a small piece of rubber tubing, which was closed at 2 40 | | [ae "5 PAE 

one end by a small glass bulb, all evaporation of CCl, 3 an N4 ag TNE 
was prevented. : 435 Ne ~ a 

After this the weighed amount of ferrosilicon was ys BRON 
placed. into the pycnometer, filled one-third full with oe r | | ft it i] ae NE 

TABLE I. SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF POWDERED FER 2031LICON a LTE TT TT re 

No. Per Cent Si Sp.Gr. No. Per Cent Si Sp.Gr. Per Cent Silicon by' Weight ~ 

} 93.41 2.542 12 66.25 3.453 FIG. 9. SPECIFIC GRAVITIES OF POWDERED 

venonescon ™ 
5 75.90 3051 16 61.40 3.857 scall ; . 

; $ ee 3 ooo iy aay pete Continuing further with decreasing silicon percent- 
& 73 : 3.203 B 2238 4:200 ages toward the eutectic (55 per cent Si), the alloy 

19 71-25 3-222 21 49.10 4.630 becomes cone Seah ea ee bi also S 
: : comes more and more friable. No. .01 per cen’ 

——ee oo ——— Si) is so friable that it can easily be crumbled with the 
CCl, and shaken well in order to drive out most of the fingers. Below 55 per cent Si, the alloy changes rapidly 

entrapped air. The remaining air was expelled by in character. Large laminated crystals of FeSi are 
, evacuation. The pycnometer was then filled with CCl,, -present and impart to the alloy 50.90 per cent Si a 

stoppered and set into the thermostat. The operation strong metallic luster, a silver white color and great 
was continued as described above. Results are given mechanical strength. Alloys which lie a few per cent 

in Table I. to the left and up to 10 per cent to the right of the 

These specific gravities are shown graphically in Fig.'9. eutectic (55 per cent Si), say between 53 and 65 per 

The points marked 1’, 2’ and 8’ indicate the speciic’ cent Si, have, however, fairly little’ mechanical strength
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How Silica P; ion Tubes C ow Silica Protection Tubes Cause 

Contamination o ermocouples i f Th pl 
: When Such Devices Are Used in a Reducing Atmosphere 

at High Temperatures, There Is a Marked Reduction in 
the emf. of the Thermocouple—This Is Lasting for Base 

Metal Couples and Temporary for Noble Metal Couples 

By O. A. Houcen* AND B. L, MILLER} 

T IS well known that the thermo-electric power of The couples were then annealed and recalibrated. 
[ivermccowic is affected by contact with silica pro- The couples were annealed by passing a current through 

tection tubes at high temperatures, especially in a the thermo-elements for 15 minutes with the platinum 
reducing atmosphere. The magnitude of this effect has couple at an intense white heat and the base metal 
seemingly not been.recorded. It was the purpose of couple at a bright red heat. A run of 50 hours at 
our investigation to determine this effect. 1,000 deg. C. was made on both couples in an oxidizing 

The following procedure was arbitrarily adopted. atmosphere and then they were recalibrated once more. 

The couples to be investigated were inclosed in silica Recalibration of the noble metal couple was made 
protection tubes and calibrated before and after various against fixed points. Recalibration of the base metal 
heat-treatments. Two types of couples were tested— couple was made by comparison with a standard noble 
one noble metal couple, platinum-platinum 10 per cent metal couple. . 
rhodium, and one base metal couple, chromel-alumel. The calibration curves were computed from the two 

The platinum couple was subjected to the following point equation in each case, EH = at. This equation 
heat-treatments: does not hold exactly over the lower temperature range, 

Preliminary annealing — oxidizing atmosphere but it is useful for comparison of results. The results 
50 hours at 900° Cc. in a reducing atmosphere are given in the accompanying graphs (Figs. 8 and 4) 

. ar “6 Teen o “oe “ te and also in the accompanying tabulation. 

Annealing at, white heat—oxidizing atmosphere WHAT THE TESTS SHOWED 

The chromel-alumel couple was subjected to the same First 50-Hour Run (900 deg. C.), Reducing Atmos- 
heat-treatments, except for preliminary annealing and Phere—There was no change in the emf. of either couple. 
the 50-hour heating at 1,200 deg. C. ste tractiny: Bowens : 

The reducing atmosphere was obtained by loosely — syca-protection tube~sdks Graphite Crucible 
surrounding the silica tubes with graphite powder; Y Sung) neo 77 
the oxidizing atmosphere by the natural circulation Y tire we Sse arumeden 
of air through the heated tube furnace. S ZG is eA ian 

The apparatus for this investigation consisted of a 3 & Y a I Less ZA 2° ---}|-Granular Carbon : 
Pt-Pt 10. per cent Rh thermocouple, a chromel-alume! >, & Y ie PILE] ey NOCH 
thermocouple, a Type K-L & N potentiometer, storage 8 G He 27 sy y 
cell, standard cell, wall galvanometer, tube furnace, |S OY), IY Plate 
resistor force, reactance coil, ammeter, L & N portable & ee CU 
potentiometer, graphite, graphite crucibles, pure zine, x WY UH) SS = 
pure copper, pure antimony, and silica protection tubes. 8 eens “Stee! Rod : 

New couples were used for these tests, the platinum |S Leaals Cold 
couple being carefully annealed before initial use. It RESISTOR FURNACE Junction 
was understood that ‘the base thermo-elements had HO-vollsA.C. 
been annealed before leaving the factory. The usual d 
precise method of standardization was used in cali- 
brating the thermocouples. The platinum couple was Standaral * 
calibrated against the melting points of zinc and copper; . “Cell Tc 
the base metal couple against the melting points of Rak 
zinc and antimony. The metals used were highest a PEP © 
purity Bureau of Standards products. The assembly ot 
apparatus for calibration against fixed points is shown 
in Fig. 1. 

After the first calibration the couples were heated 
for 50 hours at a temperature of 900 deg. C. in a reduc- — 
ing atmosphere. The apparatus and method of heat- S-ohm Cells 
treatment is shown in Fig. 2. CY OQ 

Another heat. run of 50 hours at a temperature of Q Shunt R50 
1,000 deg. C. was made for both couples, and one at 3 
1,200 deg. C. for the platinum couple only. Recali- LN. TYPE"K"POTENTIOMETER 
brations were made at the end of each heat run. 

*Assistant Professor Chemical Engineering, University: of Wis- Eatermal Ragostat Storage Battery 
consin. gts FIG, 1—ASSEMBLY OF APPARATUS FOR CALIBRATION 

{Chemical Engineering Department, University of Wisconsin. AGAINST FIXED POINTS
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reducing atmosphere 3.23 10.21 B = 0.021202) ST [TTT | AA original calibration | 
Fifth — Annealed oxidizing atmos- on =4 ex Curve 2-Caliration after heating to 900°C. for 50 hr, reducing antmes sphere 3.30 10.36 E = 0.002270. £ || LA Gres- POOR he 
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ectr Anti- 
Zine mony “ i Ba 'S SHOWING RESULTS OF TESTS ON BASE 

Point, Boint, Se ae METAL COUPLE “Call illi- illi- 
eae Treatment volts _ volts Equation ; 

Orlane) care genttentes 10-816. 29.508) .B" = .0.03330Gn% again indicating that some permanent alteration had 
it 2 te SS sys eos. . 

4 suing atmamphers a Te 16.816 25.564 B = 0.033366i1.08 taken place, due to siliconizing. However, visual exam- 
he ; Core songs . 7 

a Aisin utdipephers 16.27 24.479 B= 0.031212.06 ination showed that both couples had become brittle in 
Fourth Annealing oxidizing atmos- || 5) =% 9, = 9.951219 a reducing atmosphere above 900 deg. C., due to 
iRe | 30 honts Be {p00 dee. © sor: 26047 i & OvosaoemenT contamination by silicon from the reduced silica tubing. oxidizing at : . = 0. . 2 oy 8 u 

Evidence of this is further substantiated by the fact 
that the silica tubes were brittle and crumbling, and 

The silica tubes showed no tendency toward crumbling. that similar results were not obtained in the oxidizing 
Second 50-Hour Run (1,000 deg. C.), Reducing At- atmosphere. | . 

mosphere—Both couples showed a reduction in emf. as At temperatures above 900 deg. C., it seems that it 

a result of this run. The thermo-electric power of the is impracticable to use silica protection tubes for preci- 
noble metal couple was reduced about # per cent, of sion work in a reducing atmosphere, as the couples 
the base metal couple about 4 per cent. The protection become siliconized. The couples show 3 marked de- 

tubes became brittle and even powdered when the sur- crease in potential from the original calibrations. . 

face layer was removed-from the tubes. In an oxidizing atmosphere, the emf. of the platinum 
couple remains unchanged, while that of the base metal 

<r tft Conor pret? couple shows a decided increase when used above 900 
recoraer’s | (ee ee deg. C. for any length of time. This indicates that 

the siliconizing of platinum can be almost completely 
7o potentiometer removed and the thermo-electric power of the couple 

-Chromal-alume! = restored to almost its original value. It also indicates 
eels Platinum that the siliconizing of chromel-alumel couples produce 

: apie some permanent alteration in composition which cannot 
Nichrome (Chrome! sample in Alundum be remedied by subsequent annealing. 
Ribbarr.. { fused office tube Tube~s It should be made clear that in each case the couples 
NEE EEE CS EEN were inserted in new silica tubes, and did not come 

(A Nee rears ei kerncin thenetrrra Ne, WF, into direct contact with the surrounding air except 
Sas. Platinum Asbestos, When annealed. It seems that, at high temperatures 
‘protector sample in flised “Powdered pi : above 900 deg. C., the silica tube becomes porous and 

=f tbe ete the oaphite sia '  bermits penetration of the reduced silicon vapor. : y ‘ 4 : TUBE FURNACE fection : 
Asbestos IEOECUON: 1p 

a7 og es [TTT TT Ty yyy tt yy | plug There are noashestos plugs nor 4 
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phere—The emf. of the platinum couple showed a | SimedEe00r1zB 7120 A aoa rearpanHe 
marked reduction. The silica tube could be easily » carve em ee OPEL ES Conper=4088°C. Zn= 414°C. 

crushed and powdered ‘by the hand. The thermo- £ TLTLLLYA Curve lend 2 inseam om 
electric power of the noble metal couple was reduced _ Se 7 curved. 102) mu 325 
about 3 per cent from original value. Es LT | tA 

Annealing, Oxidizing Atmosphere—The platinum ¢ Ir TIA TEE 
couple recovered its emf. to a marked degree. The ¢ ‘TA CEELEELEELLL LET 
base metal coupled showed a decided increase in emf. Bs tag ber agarose 
its original value. This indicates that the siliconizing © 7 | |A_| Gurve2-Caliration after heating 10 900% for 50hn, reduchig atmos. 

es s 200 » on 
of platinum can be almost completely removed, whereas x || in ae nm mem et 
a permanent alteration takes place in the base metal I Vit Giver: > ” Seen moore: ioe hr oniteing abi: 

couple. 0 iE 
idizi 1? o 45 67 6 9 OV 2 B 41 Oxwidizing Treatment (1,000 deg. C.) —The plat- ° Electromotive Force in Millivolts 

inum couple showed no further alteration in emf. y1¢ 4 cURVES SHOWING RESULTS OF TESTS ON NOBLB 
The base metal couple showed an increase in emf. METAL COUPLE
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Oil Absorption by Paint Pigments 

An Economical Paint Formula Often Depends 

on a Balancing of Linseed Oil and Pigment 

Costs—Here Are Some Comparative Absorption 

Values With a Definite Bearing on This Relation 

By O. A. HouGEN AND H. D. HENTZEN . 
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Wisconsin 

HE amount of oil absorbed by a paint pigment claim of Barnard. As an example, a stiff paste made up 

i is of importance in the making up of formulas of white lead and raw linseed oil was changed to a 

for colors in oil and in estimating the cost of the flowing consistency after grinding. This was true of 

finished product.. This information is necessary in most of the pigments worked with, though to a varying 

determining the-proportion of oil and pigment required degree. 

for a paste of a definite consistency. K. H. Barnard determined the oil capacity of pigments 

The oil absorption factor is valuable when consider- by grinding with oil and then thinning to such a consist- 

ing the ratio of the cost of linseed oil and the cost of ency that 5 drops placed on a clean glass plate will flow 

pigment; thus if the oil were more expensive than the 2 in. in 5 minutes when the glass is placed vertically. 

pigment, a low absorption factor would be desirable, The criticism of this method is that for a given weight 

while if the pigment cost were greater than the oil cost, of paste applied over a given area the thickness of the 

a high absorption factor would be desirable. In this paste film will vary with the density. On the other hand, 

respect it is interesting to note the relation of French if the paste were applied as a film of definite thickness, 

process zinc oxide and white lead (basic carbonate), the the initial surface covered will be increased, thus in- 

former selling at, say, 10 and the latter at 93 cents per creasing the friction between the glass and the paint. 

pound. The oil absorption factor of the zinc oxide, Bingham and Green suggested the use of the plastisom- 

however, is almost three and one-half times that of eter for these tests. (Proceedings, A.S.T.M., vol. 19, 

white lead. With the cost of oil approximately twice p. 691; vol. 20, p. 451.) Such an instrument was con- 

that of the pigment, it may readily be seen that the sidered too complicated and expensive for most labora- 

zinc-oxide paste will be the more costly product. tories. 

The proportion of oil absorbed by a pigment will vary A NEw METHOD AND ITs ACCURACY 

greatly with different pigments and will also be de- In order to obtain comparable values for a number 
pendent on a number of factors such as particle size, oF representative paint pigments it was therefore neces- 

the extent of grinding and the degree of deflocculation, sary to devise a simple reliable method of determining 

4 dispersion of the pigment. Furthermore, the kind of 93] absorption. After considerable experimentation, the 

oil used will affect the oil absorption factor, Bes that some following method was found to give reproducible results: 
oils tend to flocculate and others to disperse the pigment A definite weight of the air-dried pigment (about 25 

particles. In the present investigation raw linseed oil grams) was placed in a small brass dish (height 1 in. 

was selected, because it is widely used in practice and and diameter 2 in.), and a raw linseed oil was added 
also has very little effect on most pigments in dispersing + 

or coagulating the pigment particles. ee 

é LIMITATIONS OF PREVIOUS METHODS 

The chief difficulty in determining the amount of oil 

absorbed by a pigment is in obtaining a definite and 

reproducible end point or degree of consistency. Num- 

erous attempts have been made to determine a suitable , 
method that would overcome, this difficulty. These oe 4 
methods have either been unsatisfactory or require too 

complicated equipment. Gardner and Coleman’s test 
(see Paint Manufacturers’ Ass’n of the U. 8., Circular TI , 
85) consisted in dropping oil from a burette into a 

round bottom glass tumbler containing a definite weight o_ ofl { : 

of the pigment, and stirring with a blunt-end spatula | | 
until the pigment has absorbed just enough oil to wet | wy 

the sides of the beaker. In this test, no grinding action oe a 
of the oil into the paste took place. According to K. H. 
Barnard, the results are not comparable to practice, 

inasmuch as the extent of grinding is a factor in the : 

amount of oil absorbed. (Paint, Oil & Chem. Review, SRRRDLN WERARANTS 
1920, vol. 70, No. 1, p. 8.) The changes in consistency 

of the samples worked with, the writers observed, were 
very marked after grinding, which seems to verify the i
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from a burette until all the pigment was taken ap. Thee Oooo 

oil was mixed in with a spatula and after mixing was TABLE I—OIL Sen ae Ue 

at ' hogy ae one ack ae a Jon (Raw linseed oil mixed with pigment in air-dry condition) 

grinding. This grinding was continued until no Gibper Oller Oilper we. 
scratches appeared, when a small amount was spread of of of Percentage ~ Zao 
upon a clean glass surface. The relative measure of white Pigments: Pigment Pigment Pigment Oil Pigment as | 
the consistency of the paste was obtained by means  7iegnie ean: ae 55, She Be Oe 18 
of a Vicat needle apparatus, such as is used in deter- White Lead (Data) one 14.5, V4 13.2 116 88.4 9.31 
mining the consistency and rate of hardening of cement. Lithopone....---.0001. 36:4 4136-3302 2B “94.9 O99 
However, instead of a needle point a disk, 4 in. in thick- aAtepeees re 25.6 3.07 23.5 18.9 81.10.56 
ness and 1% in. in diameter, was attached to the plunger. Prange oe BES 8! 
The weight of the plunger, and consequently the pres- Green Hismenta: (deep)... 49.24 5.91 45.0 31.0 69.0. 1.07 
sure on the paste, was 280 grams. More oil was Ghrome Green (et): 51.52 6.20 47.1 31:9 68.11.13 
gradually added from a burette until a consistency was yCproms Yellow (orange).. 44.00 5.28 40.1 28.6 71.4 0.96 
obtained such that the disk under its pressure load of — Ghrome ¥etiow (medium) 60.) 7-2, 24:7 33-3 GAT 1.31 
280 grams penetrated a distance of 4 in. into the paste BR OER ee weenie 50.30 6.50 46.0 31.7) 68.3 11 

: in 1 minute. This end point consistency corresponds to Pave Pancey Uae ces Best Hod 1-35 ioe B46 1:38 
the consistency of commercial paint pastes. RawltalianSienna...... 177.99 9:38 7110 413 38:3 194 

Factors Affecting Accuracy—Equal weights of the Rel Pamente ce 

various pigments could not be conveniently used in the — feymllliony--s-------1-- 33 2.8% BNA 76 82.4 0.51 
various tests due to wide variations in density of the ° Bore Lake page oo RD ode BG 3a ee ber 
igments. In each case sufficient pigment was used RedLead........000c0) 121 1145 10 9919 90.1 0126 a to give a height of about 2 in. of paste in the dish, _UOxdesc) 419 5.04 3832773 0.92 

Tests were made to determine whether a variable _ ; : 

amount of the pigment-oil mixture in the dish affected oil per 100 Ib. of pigment; number of pounds of oil per 
the results. It was found that within wide limits 100 Ib. of pigment; per cent oil and per cent pigment. 
the total amount of pigment used did not affect The results are also expressed on a ratio basis with 

the oil-pigment ratio. Thus in the case of zinc oxide 2!n¢ oxide as a unity. 

(French) a 25-gram sample gave result of 46.96 c.c. oil ABSORPTION BY PIGMENT MIXTURES 

Sere A NE ES OES wt Sacnen ey Golan of 
smaller amount of pigment did not give sufficient mate- two combined pigments varied in direct ratio as their 
rial to run a test and more than 35.5 grams was too percentages in amount by weight, a test was run on 

great an amount. A similar test on Chrome Green Mixtures of American process zinc oxide and Carter 
(Deep) on 35 grams gave result of 58.3 c.c. oil per 100 white lead, the composition being varied at each 10 per 

grams pigment, while 25 grams gave a result of 49.4 cent from 100 per cent zine oxide to 100 per ot of 
cc. oil per 100 grams pigment. In no case was the varia- white lead. The results, which are given in grap ‘ical 
tion greater than for duplicate tests; the maximum form in Fig. 2, show that the absorption for the mixture 

variation due to variation in the amount of pigment ‘8 not a direct ratio, but is less than what would be 
used was less than 4 per cent. , obtained by calculation. ee os 

- Two tests were run on each pigment. The experi- .. It. is of interest to note the relation of the oil absorp- 

mental results in the accompanying tabulation show to — factors of = process zine oxide and the what degree the tests check. To determine further the \merican ‘process zinc oxide. In the study of sizes of 

accuracy of the reproducibility of the method, the same Pigment particles, Henry Green found that the French batch was re-run on the testing apparatus a number of process particles were smaller than the American process 

times. The results of these tests showed that the test particles, the former ven ane. from: Ora “te 0.6 cand te on the same sample to within 1 or 2 per the latter from 0.34 to 0.44. (“Microscopy of Paint and 
Was /aceure Rubber Pigments,” Chem. & Met., Jan. 10, 1928.) . The 

cent. b: ed ts of oil absorption have results of this test show a high oil absorption factor 

bea cemented pen teal es as ar bar of c.c. for the French process pigment, which is smaller in f oil 100 of pigment; number of gallons of size than the American process pigment. This would 
or ol per grams 01 pig: : seem to confirm the view that the oil absorption value 

ah increases with decrease in size of the pigment particles 
NJ Tere ty] —that is, increases with the extent of the exposed sur- 
IN face. j 

ao o | mat | A comparison of. the above values with. published data 
al sh PKL | - obtained by different methods of testing is not depend- 
» RS r =] able, since the end point of consistency used in the vari- 

8 aaa | | [ef 4 ous tests was not the same. The similarity of some of 
igs SA = the writers’ results with those of H. A. Gardner seems 

- PT | ttf PaeAAAW to be only a coincidence. Gardner used a stiff paste as v | T—~] an end point but did not grind the ol and pigment, 
VP 200000 Zineoude’ ~~ % 1 © while the writers used a more fluid end point and ground 

0 10 20 30 Bape tle en 70 6 90-100 the oil and pigment. The similarity of results might 
COMPOSITION IN PER CENT be explained by the possibility that for the same amount 

FIG; 2 OIL, ABSORPTION CURVE FOR ZING-OXIDE- of oil used the greater fluidity obtained was due to 
, WHITE LEAD MIXTURES grinding. :
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G for which the Congressional appropriation was made. 

The Nitrogen Survey Consideration of the proposed nitrogen survey with the 

by the Department of Commerce above restrictions in mind led to the conclusion that 
1 adequate answers to the following questions might satis- 

By Harry A. Curtis factorily cover the ground: 
Chief, Nitrogen Division, Bureau of Foreign (a) What is the agricultural situation in the United 

eng De eee States with respect to fixed nitr ly? Si pect to fixe ogen supply? 
89 9 (b) What is the lowest cost at which Chilean nitrate 

. . can be produced in Chile, and what range may reason- 

fone une ie ee on ot the ably be expected in the various factors affecting the cost 

important raw materials surveys being made of Chilean nitrate in the United States? 
by the Department of Commerce under the (c) Is there any reason for believing that an air- 

direction, ce ker oe dine ne ee nitrogen industry will be able to compete with Chilean 
ress of this work, and it is therefore a priv- nitrate in supplying fixed nitrogen for agricultural pur- 

ilege to be able to present the accompanying poses; and if so, how soon may we expect this competi- 
article, Ay whieh: Drs Curtis. brietly reviews Une tion to develop? 

Ser and explains Sthe qatar fe co hiah the (d) What is the general trend in the domestic pro- 

information has been assembled. The final duction of nitrogen compounds in the United States, and 
results and conclusions drawn from these a raw is there any likelihood of domestic production being 

eee Sere Bree Pe pee nonae ae able to meet the demand except through the establish- 

Dr. Curtis also requests us to say that in ment of an air-nitrogen industry? 

Spite of — Ba deranied statements f the In order to establish contact with the agricultural 
the fullest co-operation from all of the govern. interests of the country, Dr. W. H. Walker and Ry F. 

ment bureaus with which it had dealings and Bower, of the American Farm Bureau Federation, were 
that its investigators in the field have likewise added to the staff of the division. During the past sum- 

received the fullest support.—EpITor. mer Dr. Walker visited many of the agricultural experi- 

fy, ment stations and agricultural colleges of the United 
- States. Information has been supplied freely by these 

HE third deficiency appropriation bill passed by the institutions. In this phase of the survey, and wher- 
Ths Congress carried an appropriation to enable the ever agricultural matters have been involved, we have 

Department of Commerce to investigate and report upon received most cordial support from the U. S. Depart- 
various combinations in foreign countries in control ment of Agriculture. 

of important commodities that affect the foreign trade 

of the United States. The general idea back of this FIELD INVESTIGATION MADE 

Raw Materials Survey, as the project has become known, _ Just how cheaply Chilean nitrate might be laid down 

is to determine the situation with reference to all those in the United States is at present a matter of consider- 

raw materials basic to American agriculture or industry able importance, when our air-nitrogen production is 

which are in any way subject to foreign control as to getting under way, for the ability of the synthetic prod- 

price or production. While the production of crude ucts to compete with Chilean nitrate will be the decisive 

rubber is the particular item mentioned in the bill, it factor in limiting growth of the nitrogen-fixing indus- 

was recognized at the time that there are other raw try. For this phase of the nitrogen survey the services 

materials in the same class, and the bill was purposely of Dr. H. Foster Bain, director of the Bureau of Mines, 

drawn to include these. In general, the Raw Materials nd of one of his assistants, H. S. Mulliken, were se- 

Survey is being carried out under the supervision of the cured. These two spent the summer in Chile, observing 

various commodity divisions of the Bureau of Foreign ‘mining and plant practices and conferring with a large 
and Domestic Commerce. The Nitrogen Division was number of the most active executives in the industry. 

organized last May to investigate the situation with The results of this field investigation are now ready for 

regard to supply and demand of fixed nitrogen for both printing and will probably be issued as Part I of the 

agricultural and industrial use in the United States, general report of the nitrogen division. ; 

with particular attention to the relation of our require- There has been much progress in nitrogen-fixing proc- 

ments to the Chilean nitrate industry. The urgent need esses since the war both in the United States and 

of agriculture for cheaper nitrogenous fertilizer and the Europe, and a review of these developments was consid- 

fact that the United States is buying more nitrate from ered timely. F. A. Ernst was borrowed from thé Fixed 

Chile than any other country is buying, more in fact Nitrogen Research Laboratory for this part of the suf- 

than all of Europe combined, without any voice what- vey, and, together with Dr. J. M. Braham, also of the 

ever in deciding what the price of nitrate should be, give laboratory, spent the summer in Europe. They visited 

ample pertinency to the nitrogen survey as a part of the nitrogen-fixing plants in France, Italy, Norway, Ger- 
general investigation ordered by Congress. . many and elsewhere and were cordially received. The 

results of this field study are now being assembled in 
Score OF THE NITROGEN SURVEY the form of a report, and it is hoped that this report 

In planning the nitrogen survey it was recognized will serve to bring up to date the current history of the 

at the outset that there is available in technical litera- nitrogen-fixing industry and particularly to answer, as 

ture a vast volume of information on various phases of far as present indication will permit, the question as td 

the topic, and that it would be impractical to attempt a whether this industry may presently be relied upon to 

review of the whole subject in detail. The problem was supply a considerable portion of the world’s fixed nitro- 

to select and assemble such data from existing sources gen demand. 

as would be needed, and to supplement these with inves- The domestic production of nitrogen compounds from 

tigations that would conform’ with the evident purpose the processing of coal is steadily increasing and leads to
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° e ° 
Selection Factors in Choosing 

R tories for Industria t Use efractories for Ind 1 Plant U 
hg, 

The Accompanying Article and Table Contain the Basic Facts 
Upon Which the Engineer Must Base His Choice of a Refractory 

—— Is 

By O. A. Hougen 
Assistant Professor Chemical Engineering, University of Wisconsin 

T IS obvious that there is no universal refractory strength at high temperatures above 1,600 deg. C. This 
[zat all demands, but in the selection of refrac- is true of magnesia, alumina, zirconia and chromium 

tory ware a compromise must always be made so as_ oxide. However, binary compounds of these simple 
to fulfill the most important requirements at the oxides may be bonded by this method, with the pro- 
expense of minor desirable properties. duction of ware possessing greater mechanical strength 

’ The general requirements of all refractories for high- at high temperatures, as well as being more resistant 
temperature work are high softening point, mechanical to reduction by carbon, and more resistant to fusion 
strength at high temperatures, resistance to sudden by fused acids and alkalis. This has resulted in the 
temperature changes, chemical inertness toward any development of such super-refractories as sillimanite, 
solid, liquid or gas with which it may come into contact spinel, zircon and chromite. 
and permanency of volume in use subsequent to manu- Attempts have also been made to make pure refrac- 
facture. This last requirement necessitates that the tories by casting the fused materials. This process has 
raw materials should previously be calcined and shrunk, proved unsuccessful except in the case of glass and 
preferably by electrical fusion, to the least volume be- silica. 
fore bonding and that the bonded ware should be ini- The properties of the common refractory materials, 
tially fired to a temperature exceeding any temperature both bonded and unbonded, are tabulated herewith. 
to be encountered in subsequent use. It has militated Refractories possessing high thermal resistance for 
against the development of super-refractories, because use above 1,200 deg. C. have not been developed indus- 
it is difficult to obtain uniformly heated commercial trially. Thermal insulation of all refractory materials 
furnaces, operating above 1,800 deg. C., for firing such is decreased with increase in grain size, with calcina- 
ware. The production of super-refractories will depend tion and with bonding. 
largely upon the development of such furnaces. Finely powdered materials such as magnesia, alumina, 

Certain industrial conditions demand other proper- diatomaceous earth, lime, carbon and graphite, when 
ties in addition to those listed above. Externally heated dry and uncalcined, are excellent heat insulators. Car- 
crucibles, furnace tubes, muffles and pyrometer tubes re- bon and graphite, however, cannot be used at tempera- 
quire a high thermal conductivity and low permeability tures above 600 deg. C. in an oxidizing atmosphere. 

- to gases. Refractories subject to frequent handling Magnesia, alumina and diatomaceous earth cannot be 
-and wear should possess hardness and resistance ‘to used above 1,000 deg. C. because of excessive shrinkage. 
abrasion. Electrically heated crucibles and wire-wound Lime may be used to high temperatures without 
furnaces should possess high electrical resistance. Re- shrinking. 
fractories. used for thermal insulation should possess a Finely powdered materials madé from the thoroughly 
low thermal conductivity and low heat capacity in order calcined or electrically fused refractories possess higher 
to minimize heat losses and effect a more uniform tem- thermal insulation than the bonded form. However, 
perature; control. Refractories for electrical heating these powders sinter together at temperatures above 
elements should possess sufficient electrical conductivity 1,000 deg. C. and far below their melting point. For 
to enable them to carry a heating current with a reason- this reason they should not be used in contact with 
ably low potential drop. furnace parts that require frequent renewal. 

Usually refractory materials are bonded with various Bonded diatomaceous earth possesses the highest 
ceramic bonds in order to give the shape mechanical thermal resistance of any bonded insulator commer- 
strength during all the processes of manufacture such cially developed. This material is used on an extensive 
as molding, drying and baking, and also to permit firing scale for insulating industrial furnaces. The powdered 
at a low temperature. This is done at the expense of and bonded forms begin to shrink at 1,000 deg. C. and 
lowering the temperature of softening. Recent progress will not withstand direct flame action. One special 
in inanufacture has resulted in producing ware from type of bonded siliceous material produced by partial 
the pure refractory material by bonding with a portion calcination may be safely used up to 1,200 deg. C. 
of material shrunk in an electrié furnace which* has without shrinking. 
been rendered plastic by water grinding. In this proc- The author gratefully acknowledges the generous 
ess the pure refractory material will sinter at a tem- suggestions of the following men: Dr. E. W. Washburn, 
perature several hundred degrees below its actual melt- of the National Research Council; M. C. Booze, Senior 
ing point. The ware produced from the simple oxides Fellow of the Refractories Manufacturers’ Association, 
by this process does not possess high mechanical and M. F. Beecher, research engineer, Norton Co.
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Physical and Chemical Properties of Refractory Materials 
Compiled by. O. A. Hougen, Assistant Professor, Chemical Engineering Department, University of Wisconsin, for Chem. & Met. 

es 
Resistance to Chemical Action 1000° C to 2000° C Deformation Under| . 

te ere Load Coefficient of 
Material | Composition . Resistance to Resistance to Fusion Point (Under a Expansion 

- Resistance to Resistance to Resistance to Reduction* Molten Metals Softening Point °C Compression Load (Linear) 
Basic Fluxes* Acid Fluxes* Oxidation (by Air) | (By Carbon and (when free from °C 50 Ib. /sq.in.) 

Reducing Gases) oxides) ‘ 

Alumina AlO3 Readily attacked.| Readily _attacked.| Not attacked Attacked appreci-| Not affected 2010° C (7) [99.5% .72X 10-5 (25 to 900°C) (9) 
(Granular) Soluble in fused| Attacked by fused| ably by _amor- AlL0s] :73X 10-5 (25 to 900°C) (9) 
—_—— |__| alkalis, morel silica and siliceous hous C at mp. 2075 + 25° C (8) £80 10-5 (25 to 900°C) (9) 

readily’ in fused] fluxes | But not as ceadily| 2000 + 50° C (8) 
Alumina KeS207 and Naz- by graphite (3). [92-96% AleOs] ; (Bonded) BiO7. Attacked Forms carbide slow- i 

by strongly basic ly at 1800° C (1)] ' 
slags and vapors Not reduced by} (TT EE EE | Se 
(12) . dry pure He at| 1950° C (best grade)| 2050° C (14) None at 1550° | .7110-5 (9) 

Resists basic fluxes 2500° C and 150] (8) (14) c in lime and cement atm. (2). 1300° C.. (inferior a 
kilns (82) grade) g 

sys : { \ = Alumina-Silica) Chiefly / 7 || Slowly attacked Not attacked Not attacked Not readily reduced| Not affected 1860° © (42) 48x 10-5 (25-900° C) (9) 
(Granular) 341203. Eutectic with AlOg > 28i02, the 3 at 1810° © m oulysiable Eutectic with SiQ,| > silicate of| at 1600° C B 
——— | _ aluminaat| |_| 3 
Alumina-Silica| high tem- Almost to f.p. None at 1350° C 

(Bonded) peratures Rigid to within a| 4 
fo c\ " few degrees of a 
(734 f.p. (44) 3 

Porcelain Chiefly Slowly attacked Not attacked Not attacked Not readily reduced] Not affected 1630° C (54) 1500°-1550°C (Im-| None at 1350° C| .28X 10-6 (Berlin Pore.) _ E 
(Bonded) 3A20s. 1650° C (65) pervite) (best ware) -44X L0>® (20-1050° C) 
(Refractory 28i02 | 1200-1300° C (infe- | 1350-1400° C (Im- 5 g 
Grade) rior grades) pervite-lazed) Jo Q 

Above 1600° C (65) a dt _ PHOT |] MA J HO GB 
Magnesia MgO Not attacked Readily _attacked.| Not attacked Very slightly _re-| Not affected £ 2800° C 1.14X 10-8 (120° Cy (50) m 

(Granular) Reacts with fire-| duced at 1450° C. 1.28% 10-5 (270° C) (50) a 
| clay at 1600° C (45); at_1500° C. >] —__§_——|—— , 2 ———— (48) and_ with (46): Forms no Becomes weak at| 2165°C (brick) (28)| Shears at 1410° C] 1.26 X 10-5(14 irc | J 

Magnesia silica brick -at| . carbide (47). 1300° C (pyrom-| 2250-2800° C (brick) (30) (83) , 1-8 
(Bonded) 1610° C (49) Reduced rapidly’ eter tube) (brick) (7) Shears at 1555° Cl 1.61 X 10-8(0°#, 1430" C) Zz 

only above 2000° Goria) GD (88) rol 
Cc. Pure MgO fails. 8 

Oa g with 5 
5% SiO2 al 

1870°C (46) (Fir-| a 
: ed at 2100° C) 

Spinel MgO.AlOz | Not attacked Not attacked readily| Not attacked Not readily reduced] Not affected 2135° © (4) 
(Granular) Eutectic with Al,Og 

’ “ at 1925° C 
: Eutectic with MgO] 

at 2030° C 
Spinel - 1910°C (brick) None. at 1350° C 

(Bonded) 2117° C (best ware) Rigid to within a| 
: few degrees of f.p. 

Silica | Readily dissolved | Not attacked except] Not attacked Very slightly re-| Not attacked by B Quartz 1600- 
(Granular) | SiO, by fluorides duced at 1050°C.| molten Sn, Cd, 1670°C = ———— F (57) (58). Forms| Zn and 8. Tridymite (r) eS Silica carbide 1600#50° 1670° C - = (Fused and C. Rapidly at| Crystobalite (8) 
Bonded) 1840-+30° C. (19) +1710° C (88) Py 

a 1400°C 1700-1750° C 54x 10-6 
: Devitrifies at 100°C 2 

(depending upon| ° 
atmospheric con- : 

ditions) e a i © 
Highly Alum- Same as for alumina} Not readily attacked) Not attacked Not readily reduced] Not attacked 1835-1915° C (96)| 1.13% at 1350° C 
inous Re- (50 Ib. /sq.in.) (96)| 
fractories ' ! 10.7% (1538-1552° 
(Diaspor) i ku Q=C25 Ib. /sa.in.)



1 

Carbon c Oxidized .at high] Oxidized at high| Oxidizes in air ap-| Not affected Not attacked by} Above 2000°C. |. Rapid growth of| None below 1800°/ .54X 10-5 (88) 
(Amorph- temperatures by| temp. He preciably at molten Cu, Zn, crystals above) C s ous) fused oxides and| 550° C Al, Au, Sb, Sn, 2000° C. s (Bonded) by fluxes contain- Ag, Pb, Cd. Con-| ~ A 

ing combined oxy-| taminates Pt, Fe, is 
gen Ni, Co, Pd, Cr, Si.| < 

a Jf UB 
Graphite c Oxidized less readily] Less readily attack-| Oxidizes in air ap-| Not affected Same as amorphous} Above 2000° C 4400° C None below 1800°| .78X 10-5 (40° C) I 

‘@onded) than amorphous} ed than amor-| preciably at 640° CG Sublimes at 3900°] C carbon hous carbon. C (61). INot at, C(I atm.) (88) 
: [Not attacked by| tacked’ by gases 

fused salts, con-/ such as Cl, Bra,| 
taining no oxygen,| HCl] 
eg. Orta] rc 

ay. 
Silicon Carbide] SiC Readily _attacked.| Not readily attacked| Rapidly _oxidizes| Not affected Quite similar to C. Decomposes at 6.58 X 10-6 (15-100° C) 

(Granular) Decomposed _by| Reacts with SiOz at| above 1750° C| Not affected by| 2220° C (17) ga 
fused alkalis and] —2000°C (16). No oxid. in| Zn, Cu, Readily, 2220° 20° (18) 4.38 X 10-8 (700-800° C) 

—|"* alkali sulphates.) [Not attacked by] pure Oo at contaminates Pt, 2240+5° C (19) (23) * Decomposed b y| ~ fused KCIOs or| 000°C. Slightly Fe, Co, Ni, Cr, { 2.98 X 10-6 (800-900) (23) 
Silicon Carbide! sodium siicate at} KNOs] (16) in air, 1000-13509 Pd. 4.35. X 10-6 (1000 = 15°C) 

(Bonded) 1300° C, especial- C. Silica formed) g) 
i ly in presence of| retards _ further, 5.39 X 10-8 (100-200° C) ° 

guidising. paents, onidatlon, 12g Se a eee ol ge ee 2 eacts wit . i © 900° Gab at “aids c aotive above 18008 Ree ast alas Man | ea 9 Siete FeO at 1300°C. C. Attacked by} below 2200° C. S 
NiO at. 1300° Ch at 600° C. Depends upon a 

Persea ries bond | for | other| & 
CaO and MgO at| mare (400° 2000 es 

1000°C 
2 

Zirconia | ZrO, | Notatiacked __| | Fomae en o-6 z Zirconia Not attacke Readily attacked by] Not attacked Forms carbide at] Not actusxe- 2720°C (87 84 X 10-6 (29) (Granular) Resists fused| fused fluorides high tem pa. i ES AB SS 5 
a cyanides snd alk eae at 2400 1800-1900° ©. (84)| 2563-2600° C (27)| Fails at 1420° C ‘i 4 Zirconia » (29) (brick) (75 Ib.) (brick) (Bonded) Fails at. 1520° C + 

(50 Ib.) (brick) 
Fails at 1600° C 

(25 Ib.) (brick) i a pai eT 
Zircon ZxO2. SiOz | Not attacked readily] N o t readily at-] Not attacked Not readily reduced] Not attacked 2550° C (87). -443 X 10-4 (40° C) (75) 2 (Granular) by. basic slags,| tacked Butectic with ZrOs BE 

“+ ‘Readily destroyed| at 2300°C 
Zircon by iron sulphide, J g 

luorspar a n 4 3 (Bonded) Buoreps Fails at 1510° C a 

Chromite FeO.Crx03 | Not attacked read-| Not. readily attack-| Not attacked Reduced to ferro-| Not attacked 2180° C (7) (Granular) ily. Decomposed| ed. Molten silica| chrome at high ne a by fused K- and| has a fluxing ac-| temps. (59) 2050° C (brick)| Bonded -902 X 10-5 (81) \ ——_ Na- bisulphates.| tion (59) (28) “| Fails at 1510° C] 1.07 X 10-8/= 1500°C\(88) 2 Attacked by fused (brick) (31) ety / a Chromite NaOH and _by| Fails at 1450° C| 
(Bonded) CaO at high tem- (brick) (30) 

peratures Fails at 1400° C| 
; (brick) (31) 

Fireclay Attacked readily, es-| Not readily attacked] Not attacked Not readily reduced] Not recommended) 1500°-1600° C (best] 1500-1750° C Slight deformation} .59 X 10-5 (83) (Bonded) pecially when . below 1400° C. above 1300° C. ware) at 1350° C (best) (Brick) silica content is : Fails 1350-1500° C high 

Silica-Brick | Si0296% | Readily attacked | Not attacked except] Not attacked Same as for silica | Same as for silica | 1700-1750° C 1700-1750° C Fails at 1700° O| 1.21 x 10-5 (14-1200° C) 
by fluorides (92) (Load 171) (83) 

Ib. /sq.in.) 1.29 X 10-8 (0-1010° ©) 
(88) 

¥In general the ac-| *In general the ac- *Above 2000° C. alll 
: tion of hot cone.| tion of cone. min- oxides and sili-| 

caustic solutions is} eral acids at low] cates are reduced| 
similar to the ac-| temps. is similar by C. Bricks con-| 
tion of basic fluxes] to the action of taining iron oxide| : 

acid fluxes are "readily | rex 
duced by 10_be-| 4 

. low 550° C. (86) a 
=:::3:3:0.N3.00OowT?0sSOOOooooOoOoOoOoOoOmmWOooooooooo——————aoanamasS=™—$M08$OCOoeleeaeaq=e>a=eeoq®q®~$«$q$q$q$q$S=S=~—_ 
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: 5 ° 5 . 
Physical and Chemical Properties of Refractory Materials—Continued 

5 rm a oi _____—__ 8 
True . Thermal Conductivity Electrical Resistivity Hardness] Resistance . Index of 

Material | Resistance Apparent Specific (Gram calories /em. cube/° C /second) (Ohms per centimeter cube) (Mohs to Specific Heat Total Refraction 

to Spalling | “Density Gravity ; Seale) | Abrasion Emissivity (Na light) 
Alumina : 3.93 to 4.01] 0.00162 (47° C) (88) oF 0. 1827 (5) - | 0.10 (500° | @ AbOs 

(Granular) “Gy 0.200 (6) 9 [| Nae 768 
p 3.03.01 0.279 (20-2030° C) i Naw=1. 769 
a (9) BAlOs 

* ‘fae = 1.63 

a meet sarstneesieinstme = | 
Naw = 1.66 

Alumina Fair 2.6 3.6 F Bonded 47,600,000 (535° C) (8) Good 0.198 (14) 
(Bonded) 0.0083+ 0.0004 (1250-650°C) (13) 4,900,000 (721° C) (8) 

0.0068 (above 900° C) (15) 2,400.000 (908° C) (8) 
. 750,000 (1040° C) 

Alumina-Silica | 3.23 (44) : 67 0. 1684 (0-200°C) Naa = 1.638 
(Granular) (88) Nag = 1.642 Nay = 1.653(14) 

Alumina-Silica | Good 2.2 (44) 3.23 (44) 0.0044 (at 900° C) (15) Good 
(Bonded) 0.00432+ 0.00015 (15) 

Porcelain _ Fair 2.24 to 2.35 0.0045 (100° C) (85) 3.3 X 1C6 (at 1000° C) (71) 6-7 Good 20-200°C 20-400° C} 0.5 (500°C) a 
(Bonded) 0.202 0.221 (86) (42) SI 

Magnesia 3.67-3.69 (44)| 0.00047 (powdered) (0-100° C) (79) 5 0.2385 (25°C) (51) 0.09 (500°C) | 1.66 (88) g 
(Granular) 2p MeO . -135° C 39°C 61°C . (Periclase) 5 

3.2 aMgO 0.10060.19330.2520) (9?) \ 5 
(83) 287°.G 390°C > 

0.267 276 ao 

% (54) (55) > 

0.355 (20-2780°C) (89)| Z 
Magnesia Very poor 2.60-2.75 3.44-3.60 0.00652 + 0.00012 (14) . 6200 (1300° C) (brick) (32) Very Poor D..ddetowitele) 

(Bonded) (brick) (24) | 2.27 (16) (brick) 0.0071 (at 1000° C) (22) (brick) 420 (1400° C) (brick) (32) (brick) (25) |200°C 400°C 600°C, 2 
0.0085 (at 1000° C) (34) (brick) 55 (1500° C) (brick) (32) 0.253 0.275 0.290 Bs 
0.0080 (at 1000? C) (35) (brick) 30 (1550° C) (brick) (32) 25 (1565° C) 800° C 190070 a 

0.316 0.324 > 
‘ 0.349 (1200° C) = 

0.349 (1300° C) (56) . Ee 

Spinel 5.37 (88) 89 0.194 (15-47° C) (64) 1.7155 (88) 3 
(Granular) 8 oe ce a a ag ele ee 

Spinel Good Good oY z 
(Bonded) . = uot & = Bomtee f  e 

Silica 2. 20-2. 65,(93)| 0.00060 (20-100? C) (sand) (79) 7 0. 1867-0. 26402 (0- Z 
(Granular) 1100°C) Quartz (90) a 

_— 0. 1882-0.2679<— (0- S 
41400° 'C) Crysto- Z 

sO” balite (90) a we a aes |S are eet Sel 
Silica Excellent 2.22 transpar- 5 x 1018 (78) (20° C) Good 5 (Fused and ent 45 108 (727° C) (88) Z 

bonded) 2.07 trans+ a 
; lucent 

Carbon 7.7-2.0 (88) [360°C 750°C 942°C 1400°C 2000° C| 20°C 360°C 750°C 1400°C 2000°C| _ Good 0. 2040 (24-68 C) Opaque 
(Amorphous) 0.090 0.124 0.130 0.137 0.145 (37)| 0.0046 0.0042 0.0038 0.0037 0.0036| 0.3145 (20-1040) (67) 

(Bonded) Excellent Granular 0.00040 (20-100° C) (79) (7) 0.381 (1297° C) (88) 
Granular 0.0069-0.0049 (0° C) L.B. 

Tabellen. 
Granular 0.00403 (0° C) L. B, Tabellen 

Graphite Excellent 1.79 2. 17-2.32 (88)| 390°C 546°C 720°C 1400°C 2000°C] 20°C 390°C 5467C_—-720°G | 0.5-1.0| Poor 0.467(977°C) ____| 0.95(500°C) | Opaque 
(Bonded) 0.337 0.326 9.292 0.277 0.254 (37)| 0.00085 0.00084 0.00082 0.00080 0:310 (19-1040? ©] |; 

1400°C —-2000° C (67) (7?) 
0.00079 0.00079 (37) 0.475 (0-2009° ©)| 

(68) 
i 0.228 (0-3000? C) = 

) 
| | 0.160 (11°. a 

| | 0.254 (1389 C) oo 
Silicon Carbide| 3.12-3.20 (20)! 0.00050 (20-100° C) fine 9-10 0° CG 300°C Naw=2.654 = 

(Granular) 000051 (20-100° G) coarse 0.140. 0.261 Nac=2,697 (14) ty 
0.0093 (600° C) (88) 600°C 900° C wo = 2.786 s : 0.275, 0.185(88) | c= 2.632 (88) : 

a Et aa A ag Ts Sis e 
> ee ae oO 

A im wv, Ie 64 
ide rede Bel



(re orystal.; 0.0231 (at 1000° zoe g00°C 1200°C oC Very Good(25) Non deay RAE Genet ESET AS 9:0133 Se LNG 107 cea) rostyet, 24? i? fyz00) | 
0024 (at 750° ©) 107,200” 12,350 4,160 745 

(arbo “B) clay bond 
127 X 108 835,000 29,150 8,590 ~ (Carbofrax C) 3 irconia | OdY lemy GaN | cua GN pes tpt CS irconia 5.8 (fused) (88)| 0.00039 (79) 6.5 |. 0.1076 (0-100° 0.09 (509° © (Granular) 4.75 (70) Cc) Fy f ) Bb 

lols. | Palr Guebloauo | Oe ee cet incom 
tireonia * Fair (brick)) 3.3 (16) Low (brick) (36) 1200°C 1400° C Good (brick) | 25-600 25-1000 o (Bonded) (24) 1250 300 (29) (25) 0.137 0.157 © 25-1200 25-1400 fe 

0.167 0.175 (80) 
Zircon 4. 5-4. 6 (88) 

© 0.132 (21°-51° C) e = 1.9682 33 (Granular) 
(69) w = 1.9239 (88) ° 

0. 146 (15-100) © 
(Regnault) 

Zircon Good 0.0025-0.0067 (1130° C) (brick) 1232 (at 1200° C) (71) Good (25) (Bonded) 

Chromite 4.3-4.5 5.5 0.174 0.99.(1090°C) | 2.097 (88) (Granular) 
& Di — =| I Ee Eee ee Go ‘hromit Very poor (24)} 2.83 (16 3.9-4.0 0.0034 (brick) (22) 800° C 900°C 1000°C 1200°C 1400°C Fair (25) 0.199 OrBondsay Cees P| FO? (brick) > 2800 760 420 450 410 : 320 (at 1400° C) (32) ” Ca eT a fs * Fireclay Good (best} 1.8 to 2.05 2.62-2.75 Granular 0.00028 (20-100° C) (79) | 600°C 800°C 1000°C 1200°C | 6-7 Good (25) 25-600 25-1000 0.79 (400° C) i (Bonded) ware) (brick) 0.00169 (100° C) 21,000 12,000 6,600 2,300 0.228 0.265 (97) Bi . (Brlek) 0.00339 (1000° C) (39) 1400°C * 1550°C 25-1200 25-1400 2 0.0034 (at 1000°C) (66) \ Brick 690 60 = (32) 0.284 0.297 (80) * a r 0.0042 (at 1000°C) (22) . 

> 0.0040 (34) 
| 

a | > 
Silica Brick Very poor be-} 1.55-1.92 2.30-2.50 200°C 1000°C 1370°C 20°C. 800°C 1200° C 1500° C +7 | Good 25-600° C 25-1000° C| g low red heat. 0.0026 0:00426 0.0050 (66)}125 X 108 2.38 x 108 62,000 8.420 (26) 0.227 0.263 Excellent 

! 25-10° C 25-1400° C 5 above red| j 0.282 0.294 (80) 5 a heat (82) ‘ | ! £80 2 So ———T TO /VMY——"+ #H#??? | fz ——__|—__———_ Highly alumin-| Good; average, 1.91 20°C. 800°C. 200°C. | Good eo ous fefractor-| 9% in 10! 137x108 5x 108 193,000 | | ies (Diaspor)/ dips (reheaty| | 1500°C, : brick) 2500 (26) | 7 Q (96) | . { i a 8 ” =. SS — SS. $??.3 $s$(SSSejeTétTETECEREOro2#@2—._ SS. 4 " cs 7 d (1) Zeit. fur angew. Chem., vol. 28, p. 118 (1915). (33) E. Heyn, Mittell. ad. Kébni 1, Mat., vol, 32, p. 180 (1914). (67) Dewar, Ber. d. Chem. Ges., vol. 5, p. 814 (1872). (2) Newbery & Pring, Roy. Soc., Jan., 1916. (34) Dougill, Hodsmann & Cobb, J. Soc, Chem. Ind., vol. 34, (68) Violle, Sompts rendus, vol. 120, p. 868 (1896) 3) (3) Norton Co. Lab. p. 465 (1915). (69) H, Kopp, Lieb. Ann. Suppl., III, vol. 1, p. 289. Z (4) Rankin & Merwin, J. A. C. 8., vol. 38, p. 568. (35) Goernes & Gillis, Ferrum, vol. 12, p. 1 (1915). (70) Nilson & Petterson, Ber, Chem. Ges.,. vol. 13, p. 1459 Q (5) Nilson & Petterson, Gmelin-Kraut, vol. 2, Pt. 2, p. 593. (36) C. H. Meyer, Met. & Chem., vol. 12, p. 791 (1914). (1880). " 2 (6) Landolt & Bornst. Tab., 4th ed., p. 755. (37) C. Hering, Proc., Am. Inst. BE. E., vol. 29, p. 285. (71) Nernst & Reynolds, Gott. Nachr., p. 328 (1900). ’ rs (7) Kanolt, J. Wash. Acad. Sci., vol. 8, pp. 315-8. . (38) E. Heyn, Stahl u. Eisen, vol. 34, p. 834 (1914). (72) Bettendorff & Wullnér, Pogg. Ann., vol. 133, p. 293 (8) Saunders, Trans., Am. Electrochem. Soc., vol. 19, p. 333. (39) B. Dudley, Trans., Am. Electrochem. Soc, (1915). (1868). : (9) Norton Co, Lab., Trans., Am. Cer. Soc., vol, 13, p. 470. (40) Lacense, J. Am. Cer. Soc., vol. 3, p. 40 (1920). (73) Langer & Rosenbusch, z (10) Bertholet, Ann, Chim. Phys., vol. 15, pp. 185; vol. 16, (41) Malinovsky, J. Am. Cer. Soc., vol. 3, p. 160 (1920). (74) Holborn & Wien, Wied. Ann., vol. 47, p. 107 (1892). a p. 442. (42) R. T. Stull, U. S. Bureau Mines. (15) Fizeau, Pogg. Ann., vol. 185, p. 372 (1868). : (11) Baillie & Fery, Ann. Chim. Phys., vol. 17, p. 246. (43) Moissan, Comp. rendus, vol. 117, p. 427. (76) Celite Prod. Co., Catalog. (12) F. A. J. FitzGerald, Met. & Chem., vol. 10; p.129 (1920). (44) Vitrefrax Co., Cat. “Irreducible Volume.” (77) Private Commun., Armstrong Cork & Insul. Co. (13) Norton Co. Lab., Method-Bull., Am. Cer. Soc., vol.1, p. 5, (45) Northrup, Trans. Am. Blectrochem. Soc., vol. 27, p. 234. (78) Bur. of Stds., Bull. 234, < (14) Norton Co. Lab., Unpublished data. (46) Kowalke & Hougen, Trans., Am. Electrochem. Soc., vol. (79) Hutton & Beard, Electrochem. ¢ Mat. Ind., vol. 3, p. (15) K. A. Moores, Thesis, M.I.T. (1921). 33, p. 215 (1915). 291 (1905). . (16) Carborundum Co., Leafiet. (47) Moissan, “Electric Furnace’ Rook. (80) Bradshaw & Emory, Trans. Cer. Soc. (England), vol. (17) Tucker & Lampen, J. A. C. S. (1906). (48) Bischoff, Dester. Zeit. Berg. Hut., vol. hh, p. 27. 19, pp. 84-92 (1919). (18) Gillett, J. Phys. Chem: (1911). (49) McDowell & Howe, Trans., Am. Inst. Min. Eng., vol. 55, (81) Tadokaro, Sci. Repts. 10, pp. 339-410 (1921). (19) Saunders, Trans., Am. Blectrochem. Soc. (1912). p. 291. (82) M. C. Booze, Private communication. (20) J. W. Richards, J. Frank. Inst. (1893). (50) Goodwin & Mailey, Trans., Am. Electrochem, Soc., vol. (83) Mellor, Trans. Cer. Soc., vol. 15, p. 93 (1915). (21) H._N. Potter, Trans., Am. Electrochem. Soc., vol. 12, 9, p. 89 (1916). (84) Audley, Trans. Cer. Soc., vol. 15, p. 126 (1915). p. 209 (1907). (51) Land. & Born. Tab., p. 755. . (85) A, V. Bleininger, Met. € Chem., vol. 16, p. 589 (1917). (22) S. Wologdine, Electrochem. € Met. Ind., vol. 12, p. 383. (52) O. P. Watts, Min. Sci., vol. 66, p. 413 (1912). (86) O’Hara & Darby, J. Am. Cer. Soc., vol. 6, p. 904 (1923). (23) Intern. Cong. Appl. Chem. (1910). (58) T. D. Yensen, J. Am. Cer. Soc., vol. 1, p. 730 (1918). (87) Washburn & Libman, J. Am. Cer. Soc., vol. 3, p. 634 (24) Hartmann & Haugen, Trans., Am. Electrochem. Soc., (54) A. S. Russell, Phys. Ztg., vol. 18, p. 59 (1912). (1920). . vol. 37 (1920). eS (55) A. Magnus, Phys. Ztg., vol. 14, p. 5 (1913). (88) Land.-Born. Tab., 5th edition. (25) Hartmann & Kobler, Trans., Am. Electrochem Soc., (56) E. Heyn, Mitteil, a.d. Kénigl. Mat., pp. 32, 185. (89) Wartenburg & Witzel, Z. Elec. Chem., vol. 25, p. 209 vol. 37 (1920). (57) Hougen & Miller, Chem. ¢ Met., vol. 29, p. 662 (1923). (1919). (26) Hartmann & Sullivan, Trans., Am. Electrochem Soc., (58) Bur, Std., Tech. Pap. 170, p. 90. (90) White, W. P., Sill. Jour., vol. 47, p. 1 (1919). vol. 38 (1920). (59) McDowell & Robertson, J. Am. Cer. Soc., vol. 5, p. 865 (91) Heyn. Bauer & Wetzel, Mitt. Mat. Pryt. A., vol. 32, p. t (27) Ruff -& Lauschke, Sprechsaal. vol. 36, p. 70 (1916). (1922). 89 (1914). es (28) C. W. Kanolt, U. S. B. St. Tech. Pap. 10 (1912). (60) Ruff & Lauschke, Zeit, anorg. Chem., vol. 97, p. 73 (1916). (92) Le Chatelier, Rev. de Met., (1917). (29) H. Arnold, Chem. Ztg., vol. 42, p. 413 (1918). (61) Acheson Graph. Co., Cat. (93) D. W. Ross, Tech. Pap, Bu. Std. 116. a (30) G. H. Brown, Trans., Am. Ger. _Soc., vol. 14, p, 391 (62) Armstrong Cork & Ins. Co., Cat, (94) Bowen & Greig. J. Am. Cer._Soc., (1924). ier (1912). (63) R. M. Howe, “Refractories for Electric Furnaces.” (95) N. L. Bowen, (Geo. Lab.) Priv. commun, t (31) Mellor & Emory, Gas. J., vol. 142, p. 478 (1918). (64) E. T. Montgomery Co., Catalog. (96) J. H, Kruson, Priv. commun. (32) Stansfield & MacLeod, Trans., Am. Electrochem. Soc., (65) S. H. Stupakoff Co., Catalog. (97) J. W. Richards, Metallurgical Calculations, 4th Hd., vol. 22, p. 89 (1912). (66) B. Dudley, Trans., Am. Electrochem. Soc., vol. 3% p. 336. p. 215.
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President Coolidge Speaking at Dedication of New Building of National Academy of Sciences 
The platform group, from left to right, is: A. A. Michelson, president of the Academy; C. Bascom Slemp, secretary to Presi- 
dent Coolidge; Charles D. Walcott, secretary of the Academy; James E. Freeman, Bishop of Washington; the President ; 
John C. Merriam, president of the Carnegie Institution; Vernon Kellogg, secretary. of the National Research Council; 

Gano Dunn, chairman building committee, National Research Council. 

ee S * ° 99 cience— Pilot of Industry 
The Magnificent Home of the National Academy of Sciences : 

and the National Research Council Dedicated to the Amelio- 

ration of Humanity Through the Power of Scientific Research : 

Is the stern days of the Civil improve the condition of all the plorer of the Universe, Revealer 
War Congress created the Na- people of the United States. of Nature’s Laws and Eternal 

tional Academy of Sciences partly The ceremony of turning over Guide to Truth.” 
with the idea of strengthening the this beautiful building to the Acad- Here may there be born a 

national defense, but primarily to emy took place on April 28 in the spirit that will spread abroad the 
advance knowledge so that it presence of a distinguished gath- true beneficence of science. It is 
would benefit the nation. This ering. The building is both a unfortunately believed by many 
limitless task was begun and car- workshop and a temple. Here the that science is responsible for ma- 
ried on by the brilliant individual visitor will find some of the mar- chines of war and destruction and 
work of the many distinguished velous discoveries of science in ac- that science will be man’s ulti- 
members of the Academy and their tual demonstration. Here, where mate destroyer. The looseness of 
colleagues. Then came the World the great diversity of work under- thought and tongue that have been 
War and the President of the taken by the National Research responsible for this must have 

United States called on the Na- Council is carried out, will be effective counteraction. From such 
tional Academy of Sciences to aid found exhibits of ancient and sources as these great agencies 
the nation in its emergency. This modern scientific advance. The and this building must come the 

led to the establishment by the first experiments of Faraday, up- controversion. It will be part ac- 
Academy of the National Research on which are based our use of elec- complished if the people of the 

Council under the same charter. tricity, stand beside the latest de- country come and see the building 

Such marvels in the co-ordination velopments in radio. Michelson’s and its great exhibits. It will be 
of research were accomplished and interferometer, the Foucault pen- part accomplished by the teachers 
such obvious benefits accrued from dulum, a Wilson-Shimizu appa- in school and college, if only 
the work of this body that the ratus for observing the tracks they can give some of the thrill, 

President asked for its continu- and collisions of atoms and scores the beauty, the romance of science 
ance. of other exhibits, which will be and even some of its best utility 

It was peculiarly appropriate changed from time to time and instead of a mere catalog of facts 
that the Carnegie Foundation brought up to date, should serve in an obscure language. 
should have made possible a per- as an inspiration for the visitor The greatest task ahead is not 

manent home in Washington for and a spur to the scientist. the undertaking and the accom- 
these two great organizations. It Here in this temple, for it is plishing of scientific work now 
is appropriate, for they represent more than a building, will burn that we have the guarantee of the 

in full measure one of Andrew the fire of “Science—Pilot of In- National Research Council but the 
Carnegie’s ideals—the harnessing dustry, Conqueror of Disease, insuring of sympathetic uynder- 

of Science to lift the burdens and Multiplier of the Harvest, Ex- standing by the people.
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. s CS Noyes, William A.: “Chemical Publications,” J. Amer. 
Searching Chemical Literature Chem, Soc, vol, 2 (1920), pp, 2000-2116, °° 

. A historic review of the development of the scientific 
Annotated List of References on Sources of Infor- chemical periodicals leading up to those published bythe 

mation Available to the Seeker of Data American Chemical Society; the purpose and scope of these 
» latter journals are then discussed to a considerable extent. 

By ARTHUR R. CADE Patterson, Austin M., and Curran, Carleton E.: “A 
Industrial Fellow, Mellon patents, of Industrial Research, System G Qrancie Nomenclature," a. Amer. Chem. Soc., 

- itts! , Pa. vol. Ppp. x * 
. we . we A rather thorough discussion of the nomenclature as 

TT writer has been receiving inquiries recently used in the Decennial Index of Chemical Abstracts. 
from several widely different sources for a list of Sparks, Marion E.: “Chemical Literature and I's Use.” 

references such as he uses in the lecture course on A pamphlet of 80 pages, privately printed at Urbana, Il. 

chemical literature, given by him at the University of (ite) 2nd ed. Contains a series of lectures on the sub- 
Pittsburgh. It would seem therefore that there might themictry and Niet sens cee arene a 

be others interested and for that reason it might be Lllinois. This is the best available treatise on the subject 
of value to the readers of Chemical & Metallurgical of chemical literature. 
Engineering to have the following selected list. This Sparks, Marion E.: “Chemical Literature and Its Use,” 

list, although not necessarily -complete as to every Science, vol. 47 (1918), pp. 377-381. : : 
: : 3 z . A brief résumé of the lecture course given by Miss 

article published on this subject, nevertheless contains Sparks, referred to in reference above. 

Eeotanees to the most important and useful contribu- West, Clarence J., and Hull, Callie: “Manuscript Bibliog- 
: raphies in emistry an emical Technology,” J. Ind. 

Barrows, Frank E.: “Investigations of the Chemical Zng. Chem., vol. 14 (1922), pp. 1075-1077, 1148-1151. See 
Tateratmtes Chem. & Met., vol. 24, 1921, pp. 423-428, 477- aise Sere Council Reprint and Circular Series, 

79, 517-521. 0. : 

A very valuable treatise on the general subject of chemi- _, A list of some of the many bibliographies and selected 
cal literature and its investigation, including a discussion lists of references compiled on the different subjects re- 
of the use of library facilities and general reference works. lating io schema ery: meat informarion, sgt ts rphere the ins 

<6 Seciié eee z V1 ua. . StS mig: : e obtained. ur’ er wor! on the 

eee Bae seg niodical Biblicexsphies ang see Wel compilation of this bibliography of bibliographies is being 
National Research Council Bulletin, No-3 (1920). . carried on by the National Research Council. 

A list of the several bibliographies, yearbooks, abstracts, ——_ 
etc, available for use in the various branches of the . 
sciences. A section on chemistry is included. Using Gasoline for Refrigeration 

sneoe & ey 1915) Bf aaennieal Information,” Elec- That natural-gas gasoline can be used to advantage 
‘A rather brief account of a few of the information 28 @ refrigerant is suggested by the fact that the 

goutees available to technical workers; of particular value “make” tanks and other parts of the equipment of 
ie engineer, gasoline plants frequently become coated with frost. 

; Crates E. de The, gc eS ae Chemistry,” Experiments recently conducted by the Department of 
id. . Hing. Chem., vol. pp. -904, nteri i i 

A brief account of the history and distribution of chemi- i a Pi oe Osperiment siauon of 
cal literature; a plea for exactness in writing and improved 7 ureau 0: ines, artlesville, Okla, confirm this 
chemical nomenclature; together with a very thorough dis- assumption and indicate that volatile gasoline can be 
cussion of indexes, how to make and how to use them. used to advantage in many refrigerating plants. 

Escher, Paul: “Some Observations on Chemical Bibliog- The Bureau of Mines is making a study of wax dis- 

\ sees: Chemeent Bulletin. (Chicago), vol. 7, (1920),  tillates in order to find out why satisfactory lubricating 

A compilation’ of the books and periodicals available, in- oils and waxes can be made easily from certain crude 
cluding chiefly bibliographies, indexes, catalogs, abstract oils and only with difficulty from others. In the com- 

| journals,..general reterence srorks, tables of constants and mercial distillation of crude petroleum it is customary 
a8 a he «Bibl & be d the Foundati ‘ to separate the distillates into the following groups: 

Hamor, William A.: “Bibliography, the Foundation o (a) Gasolines and. naphthas, (b) kerosenes, (c) gas - " z y , » 
Scientific Research,” Special Labrartes, vol. 14 (1928) oil, and (4) wax distillate (consisting mostly of light 

A concise general discussion of the value and scope of lubricating oil, with small amounts of paraffin wax). 
| bibliography, more particularly of chemical biblinehzesis, Wax distillate is separated into oil and wax by a 

ie writer's course in chemica. iterature, ‘iven t ili 7 

University of Pittsburgh, is described in this eo ° ° proves chilling i“ filtering under eon an fol: 
aie . . ow y various refining operations. ‘or experi- 

Hi 7 2 ‘ + Courses, pier fe ee (ae Reading pou work of this character the — Mines has 
06-812. ; installed an experimental unit consisting of a refrig- 

tee emp cenetye et Bcd dono Chemists wath a erating plant, cold room, wax chiller, filter press, 
ie Cc 7 

branch of chemistry involved. & ” a ating oven, oe lant ia is al t 
| : . n commercial wax plants ammonia is almost uni- 
| Hibbert, Harold: “The Art of S ical. * ‘ . | aRbert Taguig le, ly efosSgerehing «Chemical. versally used as the refrigerating medium, but the 

A ‘compact treatise giving methods for conducting compressor available for use in the bureau’s experi- 
one a chemical Tisratune, particularly from the view- mental plant was built to handle natural gas containing 

fc: 3 
. gasoline vapor. 

McClelland, Ellwood H., and others: “Symposium_on Serial 2510, just issued and obtainable from the s. 2 ry + oo , 
Geary Service jin industriel eee J. Ind. Eng. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Washing- 

A series of articles by various authors—chiefly librarians ton, D. C., describes the results of experimental runs 
: — i thes subject eat servare-in the different industries ee gasoline as a refrigerant. The equipment as in- 

Mack, Harvey F.: “Chemical Literature,” J. Ind. En; oS ed - ees pastunte at laa te aa os Chom aaa t1919), pn ae eee, yd. . g. e results of the tests are published to provide data 

A short historic account of the scientific journals which for making similar installations. : These should prove 
have been or are now published at Easton, Pa. useful where natural-gas gasoline is readily obtainable.
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The Articles Published Herewith Have Significant Bearing on : 

the Technology of This Unit Process and as Such Are of Interest 

to Production Men in the Chemical Engineering Industries 

i. 2 . rial such as soot and slag, its emis- 

Effect of Size and Physical Properties on sivity might be considerable, in which 
7 7 case there would be some transfer the Heat Absorption of Checkerbrick east he aantate Mins cede 

An Account of Some Tests on Various Refractories Which Resulted 0f Such dust is, however, accidental 
. Suge a rather than intentional, so this fac- 
in Establishing Facts of Use to Engineers as to the Rela- tor is neglected, 

. tive Merits of Possible Refractory Materials Transfer of heat by convection de- 

* pends upon conduction of heat By O. A. HouGEN* AND Davip H. EDWARDSt through a thin film of gas adhering . 

Ts chief purpose of brick check- heat interchange it will be convenient to the surface of the brick. The 
erwork in any heat interchanger, to confine our attention to one par- effect of a high velocity of gas is to 

such as in regenerators and hot blast ticular point in the checkerwork. In reduce the thickness of this film of 
stoves, is to provide a rapid absorp- this discussion a brick located in the gas by a shearing action. The thick- 

tion of heat from the hot outgoing middle of the regenerator is chosen. ness of this film will vary inversely 
gases and rapidly to transfer this Assume, also, that the regenerator is as the square root of the velocity 
absorbed heat to the incoming cold operating steadily with a constant (approximately), hence the heat 
gases when the direction of gas flow temperature in the combustion cham- transmission by convection will vary 
has been reversed. It is the purpose ber so that the average temperature as the square root of the velocity. 
of this paper to study some of the gradient of the outgoing hot gases The average temperature of the sur- 
factors determining the rate of this and also of the incoming air and pro- face of the brick willbe lower than 
heat interchange. ducer gas will be the same for each the average temperature of the hot 

In the selection of refractories for cycle. When such conditions are gases passing by. The temperature 
the checkerwork of heatinterchangers established, the average temperature actually measured with an optical 
other properties besides thermal of the brick will be constant. pyrometer sighted on this brick (as- 
properties, such as fusion point, load- The transfer of heat from the hot suming that black body conditions 
carrying capacity at high tempera- gases to the brick will take place by prevail) will be the surface tem- 
ture, resistance to spalling, chemical the usual three ways: by radiation, perature and not the temperature of 
corrosion and abrasion, etc., must be by convection and by conduction. the hot gases. Also, if a properly 
given primary consideration. In fact The transfer of heat by radiation protected thermocouple were inserted 
there are usually no refractories can be neglected because this de- into the regenerator at this point, its 
possessing all these desirable-proper- pends upon the emissivity of the recorded temperature would corre- 
ties. In most cases the choice of a hot gases, which is practically zero. spond more closely with the surface 
refractory must be restricted to a If the gas contains suspended mate- temperature than with the tempera- 
single type without consideration of . 

its thermal properties. 825 at The customary construction and § 
design of checkerwork has been @ |_ 
based upon years of experience. The 520 = = We 187 
use of standard shapes and the at- 2 ye 

tainment of high mechanical strength = 4 pee , 
have usually determined the type of 15 
construction. e a 
‘ Despite these restrictions, it was 8 | __. i a imiting valve A934| thought desirable to study those O10 6 
properties of a checkerbrick which §&% Za istic iwc mason | AT | ||| tion, inasmuch as such a study might 505 
suggest possible improvements, either’ 8 / | | 
in composition, construction or oper- £& 

ation. § or 10 20 30 40 50 60 
_ In order to study the process of é eo 1200 rao Yt a50 3000 3600 

« *Assistant Professor Chemical Engineer- Seconne 
ing,. University of Wisconsin. 

Student, 1923, University of Wisconsin. FIG, 1—CURVES OF TOTAL HEAT INFLOW INTO SILICA BRICK
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ture of the hot gases. If the tem- — 4k0.p rhentt 1 in many cases only the first expo- 

perature of the surface of the brick H= hen Cr nential term need be considered. In 
is measured instead of the actual 1 / -9 het evaluating the expression, however, 
temperature of the gases passing by, +9 (¢ i 1) it is necessary to find the sum of the 

the temperature of the gases ‘need 1 / a25nent series 
not be considered. +#(¢ p —1)+ ewes } 1,1,1,1 

it . . 1+ gtgtptagat:-- 
HEORY OF HEAT CONDUCTION where H = gram calories which . ; 

IN CHECKERWORK - have flowed through 1 fiche be done e Sd aie 
.em. of surface area that when t = oo the brick will be 

The transfer of heat from the sur- 7 time t uniformly heated to the temperature 
face of the brick to its interior will Ee a 6s. The heat capacity of a brick per take place b ducti Th t t = time elapsed in seconds. °* ; pacity pe 

place by conduction. e rate os eps + -. degree difference will be cppA. where 
at which heat will be stored up in the p= on cane of brick in A ig the area of one side of the 

‘ ; 5 centimeters. : brick will depend upon its thermal Kem aareeeieg a Jepwhere brick. The total heat that has 
conductivity, density, diffusivity and Fe SUL MRT eve ree assed into the brick through unit : ; k = thermal conduc- P arOne. specific heat. It will also depend eae area from one surface is given by 
upon the thickness of the brick, its tivity in gram cals the followin, 
shape and specific dimensions. The ories per centi- & 

maximum amount of heat which the ae eae per i= oe 
brick will absorb will depend upon second per degree wp 8 _ ‘ 
the original mean temperature differ- Centigrade. ar lame = and equating, 
ence between the surface and the e = specific heat. we opvain 
average initial temperature of the ¢ = apparent density. cpp, nO x . 
brick; upon its density, specific heat %% = % — % where 2 hen’ . 
and volume. 6,== temperature . of (1 + 1 4 1 + X + 1 4 ) 

The rate of heat flow through any surface of brick. 9° 25 49 5 Bl 
particular area of the brick will be % ee — Transposing terms, and remember- 
equal to the product of the thermal CMBDEr a ue Ot 2 k 

conductivity and the temperature brick. ing that h’ = Cp the value: of the 
gradient in the direction of héat flow The reader must take the above series 
at that point. As the brick becomes equation for granted or refer to In- L, J fs 1 ) 
saturated, the temperature gradient gersoll and Zobel’s treatise on “The t+ 9 +35 49 Fees 
at this point approaches zero and no Mathematical Theory of Heat Con- . _@ 932 
more heat will flow or be absorbed. duction.” The development of this =p 
If, however, the checkerbrick were equation in this paper is deemed in- 
located on the outside wall, it would expedient and unnecessary. EFFECT OF SIZE AND PHYSICAL 
be receiving heat from only one side Theoretically the above equation PROPERTIES 

and losing heat from the other side. holds only for the special case of By application of the above formu- 
a this case the brick would never parallel walls which are heated from las the effect of size and physical 
ecome sati i i i q é : 

a constant wrens eure el aS sentient ae red ar mee Eenbee ee 07 Warlvup eel Eee € condition encountered In Many the rate and amount of heat absorp- 
would correspond to the state of types of heat interchangers. With a tion can be studied. It was decided 

gn see ao be losing few simple assumptions the equation 1, study six different bricks of widely 
pidly asi received it. can be made applicable to the more qiffering properties. The bricks. se- 

The mathematical relation  ex- complicated checker construction as lected were carborundum, graphite, 
pressing the amount of heat that is shown later. silica, firebrick, fiagnesiz, and Sil-0- 

absorbed by a brick heated from In applying this equation to actual Ce], These bricks were selected be- 
on a only yee the temperature cases, . the exponential terms after cayse they represent the very widest 

» 3 : e two a ‘aces ate constant the third always drop out for values variation in properties, though it is 

& y ne equation: of time greater than 5 minutes, and opviougs that graphite and. Sil-O-Cel 

. . would be entirely unsuitable as check- 
7 20 : erbrick. The thicknesses chosen were 

‘ WeeneNe 23, 5, Tk. and 10 in. respectively, be- 

585 eee cause these dimensions represent even 
ge p= | | multiples of the standard thickness, 
Lo La Carborundum 2% in. 

3°10 Er - The thermal properties of these 

cs A—_ tt phite _....| refractories are not known with any 

<Eosh a data available are tabulated in Table I. 

ot ties vary with the raw materials used 
0 t and.the method of manufacture, par- 

Minutes ticularly the temperature of firing. 

° Soe 90. onda sa 1800 The thermal conductivity and diffu- 
TIME sivity units were taken. at an average 

FIG. 2—HEAT ABSORBED BY VARIOUS REFRACTORIES temperature of 750 deg. C. -
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_ a hl A comparison of the heat absorbed vy YY WU, Ya Yy 
TABLE TATHERM AL PROPERTIES oF in various time intervals is also shown YX Y Uj L, 

appa Ta in Fig. 2 for a wall 23 in. thick. = 7 Y y, 
| ent Specific Conduc- Diffue These curves indicate that magnesia 7 

Gu Ee Hat ou” jo.” would make the most desirable check- Yl 1. Vi fl 
Carborundum 2.30 0.16 0.024 0.065  erbrick. However, the disadvantage Y Y Y Magnesia 2:27 -0.22-—«0.0135. 0.027 re i 4 

Silica - 1.56 0:19 0.00375 9.0227 of magnesia is that it spalls so rap- Y Z 
Birebrick $35 og Oona O-b02e, idly as to make it unsuitable. Carbo- Wj fll // ll fll 

Chemical Rabber Cos Handeoe of rundum is the next best material. It Y Ly, 
Celie Peeducte eae eeu esi IIS absorbs heat very rapidly. However, 7 
———_—_———___— _ it can be seen from the curves that Y HW 

. ‘ : Y, ; 
car TEE BROULED DOERR RE for a thickness of 2% in. or less carbo: a. 1 RMGULAR! CHEER IMR WORE 

FRACTORIES OF VARIOUS THICKNESSES ee ee no eins al . CONSTRUCTION 
(Parallel Walls—Only Two Surfaces Exposed) rebrick when the period of reversal 

Carnie Time exceeds 25 minutes. ; __, absorbed will vary with the type of 

hick. Pr Peeree Reauired to = From consideration of Fig. 2 it is construction. Consider first a con- 
seamed "EE. 46 Ares Saturation, seen that if a suitable refractory struction made of parallel walls and 

Magnesia m 139 ¢.9 could be constructed possessing the assume a ratio of free space to total 
3, oe 27.2 thermal properties of magnesia, it cross-sectional area in unity. (See 
10 6.36 110.0 would be an ideal material for check- Fig) 3.) This ratio corresponds 

Carborundum 2} 1.16 3.0 erbrick. On the other hand, a mate- very closely to the values found in 

7k 3.33 37:9 ‘vial like Sil-O-Cel should be entirely practice, such as in hot blast stoves. 
10, 4.70 47.0 avoided. High thermal conductivity, The free area exposed per cubic 

Silica 2 0.334 dha density and specific heat are all de- meter of volume will be 10°/p sq.cm., 

i 2.81 13. 9 sirable in checkerbrick material. where p denotes the thickness of 

snabriok ; - no The time required for any brick to wall. The total heat absorbed per 
-_™ Be é4:0 «attain a constant uniform tempera- cybic meter per degree initial differ- 

i ae 188.0 ture is theoretically infinite. The ence in temperature can then be 
. . time required to absorb a given pro- foynd by multiplying the values of 

Graphite 24 0.84 0.19 fl . i 
5 1.68 0:74 portion of the maximum heat possible 7 obtained previously, by the factor 

| ORB 3, under given conditions can be com- 49°/p, 
SiL-0-Cel 4 0.298 75.0 puted. Table II shows _the time 

3 - 08 296.0 required for the various bricks to ab- TanEn ye IGEN ESS Gp emICAIBRION 
10 1.156 1,190:0 sorb 95 per cent of their maximum yparep To 95 PER CENT SATURATION IN 

heat. It can be shown from the equa- VARIOUS TIME INTERVALS 
TABLE III—MAXIMUM PERIOD OF tion expressing the relation between Time, Minutes Thickness of Brick, Inches 

REVERSAL FOR REFRACTORIES—2} IN. total heat and time that for any mate- } . a2. 
oe rial, the time required for various 10 2:18 

Material Tins of Peyereel Hest Absorbed Per thicknesses of brick to absorb a given 20 age 

Gaennim 3 ti, eee al aly aa tho aduate of the ze i fagnesia : : . . 

Hrebrick id 0-38 thickness of the brick. From this === 
Bil-0-Cel 73.0 9.295 law, and from the curves above, the The resulting values have been 

heat absorbed for any thickness in a plotted for silica brick of various 
Assuming the average initial tem- given time interval can be obtained thicknesses in Fig. 5. These curves 

perature of the brick as being 750 at once. . show that for a given time interval 
deg. C. and the surface maintained at Table III shows the best interval the heat absorbed per unit volume 

a temperature 1 deg. higher by the for reversal for walls 2% in. thick. increases with decreased thickness of 

bn ney moms Ee Sis Me sw esominimcum © SAS oH a 
through 1 sq.cm. of surface was cal- of heating, the most desirable thick- 
culated. These values were obtained The heat absorbed per unit of vol- ness of brick to use will be as shown 
for all six different bricks and for the ume of the regenerator is of more jn Table IV. 
four thicknesses. Theresultsofthese importance than the heat absorbed 
calculations are shown in the accom- per unit area exposed. The heat so REGULAR CHECKER CONSTRUCTION 
panying Figs. 1and2. These graphs , 5 : 2 y In regenerators the common type 
indicate the most desirable time 7 Y Y Y ZY of construction consists of bricks 
aoe her gas reversals oe ] ] 7 7] 7 placed in regular checker style with 
checkerwork of a given material an Y two sets of parallel walls intersection 
thickness. ; They also indicate the 7 7] 7] 7 7 at right angles to each other as 
best material and thickness to employ 7 7 UV Z ] shown in Fig. 4. In treating this 
when the interval between reversals ease it is assumed, as before, that 

is fixed. For instance, the 23-in. sil- 7 Y 7 7 7 the free cross-sectional area is equal 
ica brick, Fig. 2, is. found to have Y ZY Y 7 Y to the cross-sectional area of the 
absorbed the maximum heat in 15 Z Pp G Y Z Y brick. The exposed area per unit 
minutes, while the Sil-O-Cel brick of ke 2p >| a a ~ volume will be less than for parallel 
the same thickness is still absorbing walls. On the other hand, the aver- 
heat at the end of 1 hour. at Taw HOR aR RERSone age heat flow per unit area will be
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slightly greater, because in this case _ 160 find that the ratio of heat transfer 
part of the heat flow is radial. The [| | UT TT VT per cubic meter of regular checker exact analysis of this case is ex- ‘as LT I UT Tee TT ts a ea a operation is 

ifficult, but a close approxi- s " acs meeey am be eee at ber Faas PTT ey PAT This indicates that the rate of heat 
ing that the average rate of flow for j29 LTT yt VT Tl flow into regular checkerwork per 
parallel walls multiplied by a factor Pt Ey iy eT Ty unit volume is 3 per cent less than which is the ratio of the shape fac- , | | | f [| J [/| | [A for parallel ane eee The 
tor of the second case to the shape £00 ime required for a given heat flow is factor of the first case per unit aren, E | | | I tf Vit accordingly 3 per cent greater for 
The shape factor for the checker- Zeol 1_ [| FAH aie ee ae for parallel 
work for one square opening, 1 cm. © walls ot the same thickness, 
long, is given by the formula ‘lan = . H LF sf It should be remembered that the 
muir, Trans. Am. Electrochem. So- 60 & values given hold strictly only when ciety, 1913, vol. 24, p. 53), LT TIA, Y | | | the average temperature of the re- A | | PIT /\_| we fractory is 750 deg. C. When the s = 5/3 + 0.54 21. 40 rit VTA oT | average temperature exceeds this Where | A Z| oa? value, the rate of heat absorption is 

A = area; ot JAA ALT | slightly greater, whereas for lower 
p = thickness of wall; LV YALL TT temperatures the rate is slightly less. m = length of channel; ZZ TLE The amount of variation from the 21 = the sum of all corner edges. oe ee yp ~=soBtiven values depends upon the varia- From Fig. 4 it will be seen that the Thickness of Brick in Inches tion in the thermal properties of the following relations exist where p -= FIG. 5—TIME REQUIRED TO HEAT RE- refractory material with temperature. thickness of wall and d = width of ¥RACTORIES LONGEST DESIRABLE Grateful acknowledgment is ex- 

opening: ee vaese tended to Prof. L. R. Ingersoll for his 
2d’ = (p+ d)*; ness of wall and free cross-section kindly criticism of this paper and for V2Xd=p Zt d; are the same in both cases. the inspiration of his instruction. 
p= 0.4344; The ratio of the area exposed per . —_—— 

Apl cubic volume in the two cases will Insulation of Periodic Kilns 
Al 7g be found as follows: Proper kiln insulation not only re- _4Apl First consider parallel wall con- sits in greatly reduced burning 

gs — 0484 + 0.54 (41) = 20.561, Struction. The number of walls per costs but brings about other advan. Pp ter of cross-section is 100 tages. According to the facts pre- 2 BOpATE MELERsOL eno 2p sented before the American Ceramic 
The shape factor for parallel walls The area exposed per cubic meter is Society by J. H. Krusen, a much for the same area and thickness of then more uniform distribution of heat is wall is given as Samia? (2 < 100 2 10° thus made possible, which eliminates 

Apl . - 22") X 100° = p the necessity of forcing the fires and 
A _ 0,434 81 The area exposed per cubic meter for overheating the hotter portions of 

2/2 pe ~ 0434 = 18-4. checker construction is given by the the kiln in bringing the cooler parts 
Hence the ratio of shape factor is formula up to the desired temperature. The 20.56 100 \2 0.868 < 10° outer walls are protected against ea = 1.12. ( az) (100) 4d — “rapid temperature changes, reducing 

This ratio indicates that the heat Hence the ratio of areas exposed by ee ee ne nee with 
flow per unit area is 12 per cent checkerwork and parallel wall con- ‘As is lly know; : s . % generally known, heat may greater in checkerwork than in paral- struction is 0.868. be transmitted in three wa 
lel wall construction when the thick- Combining these two ratios, we ] ‘ays— 

namely, by conduction, radiation 160,000 and convection. Of these, conduction z aS plays the most important part in con- ; ao AFF ction “wit itn design andthe sgieon09 = [| —s amount of heat which will be con- < fe 
ducted can be reduced or practically 

3 — | —_] +] eliminated by installing, as a com- 3 “|/ 7 “| ST ponent of the wall, a layer of mate- 
z [veer TT rial having a relatively low conduc- Pare a Cape tivity and high thermal resistance. 
b 

At least 25 per cent of the heat VT ees 0 by conduction through and radiation 
8 10 20 30 rinutes 70 50 60 from the brickwork, and a consider- 
9 600 1200 1800. on az 3000 3600 able amount used in heating the 

TIME large volume of brick in the side 
FIG. 6—TOTAL HEAT ABSORBED PER CU.M, OF CHECKERWORK. SILICA walls, crown, flues and the earth on BRICK. PARALLEL WALL SONATROTION. ASHE RAMEE which the kiln is built. On the aver- 

TURE 750 DEG. C. FOR age yard the fuel loss sustained in 
eee INDICATED aaa this way is more than 25 per cent.
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| Equi tN : | 
From Maker and User | 

Radiant Heat Furnace Pa, 
A new type of furnace for use with TA Oe . gage 

boilers and other types of heat equip- ee Sao tate |_¢ =} 
ment, called ne han Padintiny 2 ae ee | or izes 4 > Se 
Furnace, and made by the Carborundum ZA ae} fee 4G ' ZA 
Company, Refractory Division, Perth Ce pry ee. ‘¢ = 

Amboy, N. J., has recently been placed ZZ Ss SSS = ee, 2 
on the market. It is claimed that this Z Ca Lance | | aaa SS a new furnace, instead of depending Zaid | SSS eZ 
largely on convection for its heat yo ger? eee a Sy Peeproe 
transfer, transmits from 80 to 100 per Co VA | Sey SS ya. 
cent of the total heat transferred by Bee | SoS ee ey =e ae 
radiation from the outside of the BA ea ESS See eee SSS. eat Ue 

Combustion of the fuel used, whether Be SESS eae ee: Vo en 
it-be gas; Higuid fuel or powdered Zuel, ” SECTIONAL SIDE EUNVATION.AND ENDAVARW On DaST “a Aenre™ is accomplished in a two-pass combus- “ 
tion chamber or “radiation flue” of BURNACE? SBE UP AT MLL 

iectaney ier secon aud tyues te leveth total radiating surface showed approxi- of 275,000 B.t.u. per cubic foot per 
chamber are of carborundum refractory mately 19,500 B.t.u. radiated per hour. Tests with powdered coal were 
tiles. These tiles are rendered in- SdU@¥e foot per hour. The tempera- at combustion rates of 250,000 B.u. 
candescent by the heat and, in accord- ture of the exit gases at g was about per cubic foot per hour with a flue gas - 
atidewith the wall lenowil propertios 1,270 deg. F. Tests made with oil showing 14 per cent CO:, 4.5 per cent 
of carborundum, the heat is then readily were at an average rate of combustion O. and no CO. 

transmitted through the tiles and radi- i ee dain in 
ated from their outside surfaces. i lomogeneous mixture ol gas and a. 
When this type of furnace is used Recent Developments i the right proportions for complete com- 

with a boiler, as shown in the illustra- Flameless Combustion bustion was evolved. By this method 

tion, which depicts the unit built at Sc. _ the combustible gas and air, fed to a 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology By nic protoscon | ASO DLE chamber behind the diaphragm, would 
for test purposes, the heat which re- Lehigh University burn without flame at the exposed sur- 

mains in the gases after passing The development of what Prof. W. face and keep it in a state of redhot 
through the radiation flue is largely A. Bone, the inventor, called “flame- incandescence, thus developing a high 
recovered by passing the flue gases less incandescent surface combustion” degree of radiant energy. 
through an economizer. This cannot was brought to a point of practical The diaphragm was made of gran- 
be done when the furnace is used for application in 1909 with the “dia- Ules of firebrick bound together into 
other purposes, but the maximum phragm” and “incandescent bed” types ® Porous and coherent slab by the addi- 
amount of heat can be absorbed in the of heating. Since that day Professor tion of a small quantity of suitable 
tiles by a more specialized construction. Bone and other inventors have made cement, and the porosity was graded to 

The illustration of the test furnace further developments of surface com- Suit the kind of gas to be used. The 
does not show the exact commercial bustion, until in this country it is diaphragm was mounted in a case in 
application of the furnace, as the successfully used in large-scale indus- such a way that the space behind the 
outer brick setting here shown need trial furnaces and has received com- diaphragm and the back of the case 
not be employed. The furnace essen- mendation from the U. S. Bureau of constituted a feeding chamber for the 
tially consists of a long, double flue Standards, where, in stringent tests, gaseous mixture which was introduced 
constructed of especially molded car- temperatures as high as 1,675 deg. C. centrally to the case. 
borundum tiles. These are laid with in surface combustion furnaces for When the diaphragm was radiating, 
overlapping and interlocking joints— laboratory purposes have been obtained. the combustion was confined to a layer 
no cement is used. The oil burner is Recently, however, improvements in no deeper than 3 in., and the remainder 
shown at the left end-of the lower flue. the method of making “radiophragms,” of the apparatus was comparatively 
This could be replaced by a gas burner which is the name applied to the cool. This constituted a most efficient 
or powdered coal burner. The wedge modern form of diaphragm, for surface method of developing radiant heat. The 
block i in front of the burner is to combustion appliances, and the success combustion was instantaneous and per- 
facilitate ignition and mixing. obtained in using them industrially fect and the ratio of radiating surface 

The burning gases travel in the would indicate an extended scope and to the combustion depth was high. 
direction of the arrows through the long usefulness for this system of heating. A new “radiophragm” has now been 
narrow flue, emerging at g. In this It is now possible to announce that an produced on the lines of the old one, 
passage they are close to the incan- important advance has been made in but with certain radical differences. 
descent walls and the air and fuel are the method of constructing “radio- By improved methods of construction, 
continually mixed so that complete phragms” for the application of surface the new radiophragm has not only lost 
combustion is obtained with only about combustion heating. The improvement some of the defects of the old ones but 
8 per cent excess air. Water-heating is mainly due to F. J. Cox, who, in con- also has been found to give new ad- 
surfaces are placed on all sides of the junction with Professor Bone, has un- vantages not anticipated. 

flue at a, b, ¢, d and e and the econo- dertaken a further development of this Experience has shown that in con- 
mizer for utilizing heat in the waste branch of the enterprise. structing the “radiophragm” the gran- 
gas is shown at f. As early as 1909, the so-called ules comprising it should have perfect 

In the test carried on at M.LT. the “diaphragm” process of burning a regularity of texture and porosity, and
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Ab ion of Ammonia in Towe sorption of A Towers 
Experimental Determination of Transfer Coefficients of 

Absorption in Open and Various Types of Packed Towers 

By O. L. Kowalke, O. A. Hougen and K. M. Watson 
Professor, Assistant Professor and Fellow of Chemical Engineering, Respectively, University of Wisconsin. 

PERATING conditions in the gas and coke in- pp. 154-7), and Brichaux (Bull. Soc. Chem. Belg., vol. 25, 
() ues were chosen as being typical of ammonia pp. 145-153). The following formula for the partial 

absorption. From published data and from pri- pressure of ammonia for dilute solutions was based on 
vate communications it was found that the limits in the free energy concept and the assumption that there is 
operation of absorption towers were as follows: a direct proportionality between vapor pressure and con- 
Ammonia concentration of incoming gas, 0 to 1 per cent, centration for dilute solutions: 
Ammonia concentration of solvent, 0 to 2.5 per cent, In P _ —4425 10.82 
Velocity of solvent flow, 3.9 to 15.7 Ib. per min. per sq.ft. a + 5 

total cross section, 
Velocity of gas flow, 2.8 to 9.8 lb. per min. per sq.ft. total where p = partial pressure of ammonia in atmospheres, 

éross section, m = mols ammonia per 1,000 gm. water, 
Temp. of gas, 55 to 170 deg. F., and T = absolute temperature in deg. C. 
Temp. of solvent, 54 to 156 deg. F. The calculated data agree with published experi- 
The unit of transfer considered most practical and mental data for molalities of ammonia to 4.5 (7 per 

used herein is defined as the number of pounds of cent NH,), showing that Henry’s law holds for these 
ammonia absorbed per minute per cubic foot of tower concentrations. A concentration of 4.5 mols ammonia 
packing under a mean ammonia vapor pressure differ- is greater than any usually found in the gas and coke 
ence of 1 mm. of mercury between the gas and liquid industry. Itcan be proved that the mean vapor pressure 
phases. The general formula expressing the rate of difference between the vapor pressure of ammonia in the 
ammonia absorption in terms of this coefficient, “ka” is: gaseous phase and in the liquid phase may be expressed 

W = (ka) VAP mean by the logarithmic mean. The small variation in tem- 

where W = lb. of ammonia gas absorbed by the entire tower perature due to absorption, and the slight reductions 
per min., in the volumes of gas and the solvent due to absorp- 

V = volume of tower packing in cu.ft., and tion, make no appreciable deviation from this mean. 
AP mean = Mean vapor pressure difference throughout the The apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The mixture of 

tower, air and ammonia is forced into the bottom of the 
To use this formula, it is necessary to know tower through a pipe, the end of which is shielded by 2 

precisely the value of APmnean. That is, the vapor concentric cones as shown in the diagram. The pur- 
pressure of NH, must be calculated for gas and liquid pose of the upper cone is to keep water from falling 
phases at both ends of the tower, and the mean vapor into the inlet pipe and the lower one keeps the incom- 
difference accurately determined. The partial pressure ing gases from being deflected against the layer of 
of NH, in the gaseous phase can be calculated by multi- water present in the bottom of the tower. After 
plying the grams of NH, per gram of air by the ratio passing up through the packing, the gas is sampled by 
of the molecular weight of air to the molecular weight a closed-end perforated sampling tube. A small metal 
of NH,, by the partial pressure of the dry air. shield was placed above this tube to prevent entrain- 

Data on the partial pressure of ammonia in ammonia- ment of water in the sample. The water which is 
water solutions at different temperatures and for low sprayed into the tower comes from a mixer, thus pro- 
concentrations are incomplete. Some are obtainable viding a means of temperature control. The rate of 
from the publications of Abegg and Riesenfeld (Zeit. water flow was determined by weighing the outlet 
Phys. Chem., 1902, vol. 40, p. 84), Gauss (Diss., water. 
Breslau, 1900), Riesenfeld (Zeit. Phys. Chem., 1903, The ammonia gas was led through a trap to an orifice 
vol. 45, p. 467), Herzen (Bull. Soc. Chem. Belg., vol. 25, meter, and thence into the main air lines just ahead of 

1 eer aie Gas dlischar Dry / 5, a ge 
| F nell cH J ey HE ge Bingo Fig. 1—Gas Absorption 

Cole wa || TRI (Flr wared | 5 . The tower Beoper is a heavy 
eel | Ky | Eldotwatersp) | | Sampling’ iM j sheet steel cylinder 4 ft. high 

Wot water |) Trae | Ne (J CneterS tbe [\ | A and 16 in. in diameter, ‘The jerrmee) ofl Pip | eF"oritice | | nap I =A bottom is a steel plate tapped Toblower —> > asi) Wg oss apoB to receive the pipes. To the and orifice So ay | Hwyow al || MSRM"? | aa sBrption top is bolted a crown carrying meter..| | “3 awe Pall pet Leen i ee cris bottle 5 “Vermorel” spray nozzles Bempe TaeR.| |e ae Le oe Ee air supe S| | | R71 | Tee La amrer for changing the tower pack- 
Lig rer ahs wr | ne so Al i wp | section) | tse! | wooden frame, and extends oe a Light | Dry Dry Ed ty from 4 in. above the bottom to 

! | ET mister Ho . within 6 in. of the nozzles. 
' 1 q Weighing 

= tg. can : 
b YN |
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12) a known amount of standard sulphuric acid in the 

| wash bottle shown, noting the volume of gas required 
. og 402, 403\ 404 406 408 for neutralization. Sodium alizarin sulphonate was 

Oe = used as the indicator for the titration, as this indicator 

a4 | is not sensitive to carbon dioxide. 

x The concentration of the ammonia in the liquid leav- 
5 04 . : 
= ing the tower was determined on samples taken at 

intervals and titrated with standard sulphuric acid. 

ol 
0 m4 8 2 _16 20 24 28 32 

Vapor Pressure of NH3 in Entering Air, mm.of Hg | 

Fig. 2—Ammonia Transfer Coefficient 
Variable vapor pressure of ammonia, in entering air. Wood grid 28 | 

packing used. Ave. air flow = 0.77 Ib. per sq.ft. per min. ges 

‘Ave. water flow =2.5 lb. per sq.ft. per min. M42 | Ob 6 

le 
G=2.04 

, | bj ] | 24 Fall 6 =58°F 
i =204 | 
| | 16256°F 86 l87 p| sry WA 38; 

a tt paste eS a / | 
eo x 4B oon7go to 440% OEE BRIE Fi0-4| CON Gag TSO 7 Y 

2529 BA" 248-50 362 | m A ee we I spray % 4259 

2 os} gl a5 dat CEE Eft agg rat working, : 
* E 4 5 OE PS oie 5 goa? SIO-8 3 164-482 1, 

569-7) 433 | 1 > 37 349 359 (4. x 
g ra % SABE 518-17 we eae pd 

g 46 =60°F by Ls 
; Loe 6-076 

tG 762° 

8 10 12 4 : 
L=Rate of Water Flow "ee ol | 

Fig. 3—Ammonia Transfer Coefficient SE Boy et | 
Empty tower packing and variable water flow. Calculated values 254 253 

in broken lines; experimental values in full lines. 04 

the entrance to the tower. The orifice meter had pre- P| P } tl 

viously been calibrated for ammonia delivery, and was % 2 z a 75 0 i i 

used as a control and duplicate measure of the total L=Rate of Water Flow 

ammonia input. The air was brought to the tower Sig. POAGaMONIA MeaetEd Coomoant ; 

through 2 gas meters, so arranged that either or both stoneware packing and variable water flow. Calculated values in 
could be used. The smaller, a 45-light size, was used broken lines; experimental values in full lines. 

for velocities up to about 15 cu.ft. per min. and the a 

larger 200-light meter was used for greater velocities 7 

up to about 40 cu.ft. per min. For still greater veloc- Z | : 

ities, the air was measured by an accurately calibrated 36) i 

orifice. 
: 

The first experimental work was done with apparatus 3 

set up in the form first described, with a packing K) 6.90 

consisting of 14 basswood grids. The sample of gas t6=65°F di 

leaving the tower was titrated by bubbling it through 29 J Ob, 
a ; 

24 Ly J 
- Mas 

ss 2 /| 4 rd i S20 7 Z L248 

| A Lee s J 

; Le 4g 

” L=250 \/ 

eos > Zo a 16208 | | Vm | | 
5 PAR T5S 2 A 

: Fo). [Yr i tt 6 8 Z\ 
/| 28-32 08 ZB (7 

4 

Vag | VELEETE ET 
oF 05 10 15 20 % 05 10 15 2.0 25. 30 35 40 

9 , G=Rate of Air Flow % : "  G=Rate of Gas Flow : : 
Fig. 4—Ammonia Transfer Coefficent Fig. 6—Ammonia Transfer Coefficient 

Empty tower packing and variable air flow. Calculated values Stoneware packing and variable rate of sag flow. Calculated 

in broken lines; experimental values in full lines. values in broken lines; experimental values in full lines.
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P| | fl | : 
Zl esse 

32 peso |_| | | | 126_46" 728° : bh ee?” La 2a] 78 7183 
OP | ZF C68 re: | | 
Z| G=585, 

T 28 Cio 16 =83 °F 20 = a | 
653 643, 

“8 6440, 
565, 4/2670 0667 

‘4 fp, | 006 [oti 16 

9 ] 7 * G=197, Xe (rer 50 —— | err 
% y 162 72°F x Lp gee 2 f Taaeg g? 2606 87 

eS 1.6) 5 Eh gp | £020. 25. 6-078 | 
x 9 | 8 0623 6 = 66°F 

1620, 622 e L LAO. poems SS SS 4 62r 
TF COIS EO 710% ayy 

ey - 709 
694 e7 699 6-078 

08 fh 700 alee 
a : 0 2 4 6 8 10 2 14 G5 O02 || L= Rate of Woter Flow 

ol gZ 696 Fig. 9—Ammonia Transfer Coefficient 
ARK OF Paraffined wood grid packing and variable water flow. Extra- 4 705 polated values in broken lines; experimental 

703 | values in full lines. 

0 36 
0 2 4 © 8 10 le 4 

L= Rate of Water Flow p “| 

Fig. 7—Ammonia Transfer Coefficient 52 ? 
Stoneware packing and variable water flow. Calculated values Pa 54. 

in broken lines ; experimental values in full lines. LC08 755 B 

‘ 28 4 75 
From the above titration and the weight: of the liquid 72} A 
leaving the tower during a run, the total ammonia 200" 4 

4 : if 24 | O76. absorbed and leaving in the solution was computed. 603, 0/ 

The total ammonia entering the tower during the same “752 602 o7z2 | 
time is the sum of that in the liquid and the amount 2.0) f/739. 4 
leaving in the gas, which may be computed from the HA, 643 e A : 2 ear gas titration and the total volume of air passed. A X b POH, 56 
check on this total input was obtained by means of the gis 728-757 
ammonia orifice. From this value the partial pressure 7539 
of the ammonia in the incoming air was obtained. 12 604 Z| 

. , p73! L=252 
32 Oe, 16 78°F, 

“7 . 08'— 60k “6 . Pat CR 
° LF G 

| eee | Ye ms | __ 673 685 L762 | ' 5 °° WM se 
A - 0 05-10 Ib 20 25 30 35 AO 

20 (A an G=Rate of Gas Flow 

| Fig. 10—Ammonia Transfer Coefficient 
hal 2 6-25 Paraffined wood grid packing and variable rate of gas flow. Cal- 

16 Pr <7 LB SOF. culated values in broken lines; experimental 
2% ny Wi a Gah ht values in full lines. “ 

5 J Z| Thus the necessary values are determined for calcu- 
Le z | 638 lating the mean vapor pressure difference. The log- 

| /) P| | i anit ™“ cn 4 
Vpn — Vor 6 7 Vii = — 22 _V Pe 

08 fi ii In Vov ; 
689 Vor 

049 ft Where, Vp, = mean vapor pressure difference, 
WZ 681 Vp» = vapor pressure difference at bottom of tower, 
Ye 692 Vp; = vapor pressure difference at top of tower. 
he! The value of the absorption coefficient may then be 

6 05 Lo a EO i Say 3000 (35 40 computed from the general formula previously given. 
Preliminary experiments were made on a wood grid 

Fig. 8—Ammonia Transfer Coefficient p ‘ . 
Stoneware packing and variable rate of gas flow. Calculated packing. Le was found that a time lag existed due values in broken lines; experimental values in full lines. to absorption and release of ammonia by the wood.
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Be a Te, No packing was used. Volume = 5.26 cu.ft.;_ effec- 
. at Lee oe te 7 0785 E | tive height — 3.8 ft.; cross-section = 1.89 sq.ft. 

| ~ nan OH ef No. 1—Stoneware Packing—Volume = 4.75 cu.ft! 
|| | |] eee eee height = 3.42 ft.; cross-section = 1.39 sqft. This 

40 wy mz raat packing consisted of 180 4-in. glazed stoneware rings 
|| | | | AAA arranged in 13 layers with 10 rings in ‘each layer. 
36 Ls iy 7 One ring in each layer was split to make the packing 
|| | | Az | more compact. Rings in adjacent layers were stag- 

32] pLfr7s\ eo a gered to minimize channeling. Total exposed area per SS LAE | SE ae 2a A [ Po AA No. 2—Stoneware Packing—Volume = 4.63 cu.ft.; 
a LL MAA LAE height 3.34 ft.; area = 1.89 sq.ft. This packing con- 

s So f f\, Ge Es sisted of unglazed stoneware cylinders, 3 in. in diam- 
5 na (| CA . eter and 3 in. high with a corrugated outside surface 

on 3 a 62974 Lee) 027 and a spiral ledge on the inside. Weight per cu.ft. = ~ 
P| j Gps, Fochon LAI G0]? tG= 80°F 53 lb.; number of units per cu.ft. = 59; area per cu.ft. 

4 ff fen AK og a = 30.0 saft. 
. ag 7687 Be TT Td Parafined Wood Grids—Volume = 4.78 cu.ft.; 

More (elt, gO height = 3.44 ft.; area = 1.39 sq.ft. Fourteen bass- 

a Ee \ (POY wood grids impregnated with paraffin, 3 in. high each, 
775. J Pt tt | | and 16 in. in diameter. Consisted of 4x3-in. strips 

ae OWA placed on edge and separated by 3-in. spacers. Area 
offs 6a Rane exposed per cu.ft. of packing — 382.2 sq.ft. 

"Wrics Quartz—This packing consisted of closely graded 
797 e771 Fe | PT eid quartz, sized to pass a 13-in. screen and be retained 

: Oe es a a es Soon a I-in. screen. Volume = 4.69 cu.ft.; height = 
G= Rate of Gas Flow 3.38 ft.; cross-section = 1.39 sq.ft.; weight per cu.ft. 

Fig. 11—Amnionia Transfer Coefficient = 87.5 lb.; number of units per cu.ft: — 626; esti- 
Quartz packing and variable rate of gas flow. Calculated values mated area of packing per cu.ft = 30.0 sq.ft. 

in broken lines; experimental values in full lines. . . . 
. The results of all tests are shown graphically in Figs. 

Another appreciable lag was caused by the fluctuations 8 to 12 inclusive. . . : 

in ammonia concentration in the incoming air. This Barly in the aaa erimental work it was noticed that 
was eliminated by supplying heat to the liquid ammonia slight variations i temperature of either the gas or 

drum sufficient to maintain a uniform pressure of the liquid did not Senet to alter the values of the 
delivery, The time lag-for ‘the bare wood grid was ammonia transfer coefficient within the range of experi- 
found to vary from 1 to 10 hr. Because of this long mental error. However, a series of runs was made to 
period of lag, it-was deemed expedient to impregnate determine the general trend of the temperature effect 
the wood grid with paraffin, and by so doing the lag UP? the ammonia transfer coefficient. In this series, 
San deduced. to U=min. the rate of air flow, water flow and ammonia concen- 

To indicate the numerous precautions: necessary to tration in the incoming air were held constant at 0.7%, 

insure accurate and reliable results, more than 200 pre- re 2.50 Ib. and 17 mm. pressure spectively. The 
Zt . emperature was controlled by varying the tempera- 
liminary experiments were made before:a satisfactory ‘i f thedtileb-water £ 70 to 160 deg. F., thereb. 
technique, a satisfactory standard of precision of ure 0 eet Waver’ LOR 0 be Bere 

measurement, and suitable mechanical accessories were varying the average temperature of the gas in the 
developed. tower from 70 to 110 deg. F. Insufficient data were 

A series of experiments, Fig. 2, show that variation taken ot the temperature effects 8 warrant any math- 
in concentration of ammonia in the incoming gas had ematical relationships, but-in Benera f it-was' found: that 1 f “ka” The following types icreasing the temperature diminished the values of 
no effect on the va ae 20: nite e OwInS” EYP the ammonia transfer coefficient at 70 deg. F. in the 
of packing were investigated: ratio of 0.25 per cent reduction for each degree rise in 

Simple Spray Chamber—Water was introduced temperature. This corresponds closely to the change 

through 5 “Vermorel” sprays at the top of the tower. in viscosity of air over the same range. 
In another article, to follow soon, the authors will 

ne develop a theory of absorption for ammonia in water, 

and will also discuss practical applications. 
= Oye | 644. 49g 4 gg ss 

a8 769¢ 842 OCS eas 
a os 1646 Lime for Bleaching Powder 
2 The Interdepartmental Conference on Chemical Lime 
5 oy. is engaged in the preparation of specifications for lime 

J employed in various chemical industries. It was found 
necessary in the preparation of specifications for lime 
to be used in the manufacture of bleaching powder, to 

m 70 80 20 100 10 wo undertake several investigations to determine the prop- 
Average Temp. of Gos, Deg.F. erties which such a lime should possess. This work 

Fig. 12—Ammonia Transfer Coefficient has been undertaken by several agencies including the 
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THE THOMAS RECORDING GAS 
CALORIMETER 

By R. A. Racatz, ch’20 

Instructor in Chemical Engineering 

TT quality of manufactured or natural gas dis- the Thomas Automatic Recording Gas Calorimeter, 
tributed in most states and municipalities must developed by the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co. 

now comply with certain standards specified by regu- of Milwaukee. 
latory commissions. Of the various standards that are In general, the Thomas gas calorimeter may be des- 

usually specified by law, the heating value requirement cribed as a continuous flow calorimeter, in which gas 
is one of the most important. It is therefore necessary is burned at a steady rate and the heat of combustion 
for the manufacturer of gas to have an accurate device absorbed by a stream of air flowing counter-current 

at his disposal for determining whether or not the to the products of combustion. The essential differences 

heating value of the gas is above the prescribed mini- between the Thomas and the Junkers calorimeters are 
mum. In small plants such determinations are usually that in the Thomas calorimeter air instead of water is 

made only once or twice a day, but in the larger plants empioyed to absorb the heat of combustion of the gas 

where gases from several sources inay be mixed, a being tested, and the temperature rise of the heat 

continuous record is a practical necessity. : _ _ : 

The calorimeter of the Junkers or continuous flow |fq a ef ae i 
type, in which the gas tested is burned at a steady rate |S Eeys ; oe cae 
and the heat of combustion absorbed by a stream of |sam | Elaes Saeed ‘ 

water flowing counter-current to the products of com- E bade) AeGe, ted ca 

bustion, is the accepted standard of the manually oper- a ed Eons ELS oS ies : 

ated gas calorimeters. The heating value of the gas | ees a 93 Gee 

is determined by multiplying the rise in temperature of cs ; : 

the water passing through the calorimeter, by the weight , oe j 

of water discharged, and dividing the product by the ; 

corrected voiume of the gas, which is measured by a |g : 5 1 

meter. alarms incn 7 

Thus it is apparent that in making.a heating value Si ae aN ; a] 
determination with the Junkers calorimeter considerable |->==aammay” a. ae ee a 

data must be taken. To obtain the actual figure for a 

the heating value it is necessary to apply various cor- Fic 1. The Thomas Recording Gas Calorimeter 

rections to the readings of the thermometers, barometer, 

and gas meter, and to go through quite lengthy and absorbing medium is measured by electrical resistance 

' tedious computations. Furthermore, the result applies thermometers connected to a recording Wheatstone 

only to the gas passing at the time of making the Bridge, rather than by mercurial thermometers. 
observations, and the whole procedure must be repeated The Thomas calorimeter consists of two separate 

for every subsequent test. It would be a decided ad- units: the tank unit or calorimeter proper, and the — 
vantage to the gas manufacturer to have a calorimeter recorder unit. By reference to Fig. 2, let us consider 
which would operate automatically, and which would in detail the operation of the tank unit. In a large 

give a continuous record of the heating value of the tank in which a constant water level is maintained by 

gas being manufactured. Such an ideal is realized with means of a bucket pump and weir overflow, there are
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Fic. 2. Arrangement of Piping and Meters in Tank Unit of Thomas Calorimeter 

immersed three meters, or pumps: one for measuring means of a second tube concentric with the first. The’ 
the gas whose heating value is to be determined, products of combustion are deflected downward and 
another for measuring the air to be used in absorbing pass through the annular space between the secondary 
the heat of combustion, and a third for measuring the air tube and a third tube, the heat interchanger. As 
air supplied for combustion. The three meters are the products of combustion pass downward, they give 
driven by a small motor mounted on the cover of the up their heat to a stream of air which is flowing in the 
tank. -Since the heat absorbing air meter and the gas opposite direction along the outside surface of the 
meter are geared together and are driven by the same heat interchanging tube. It should be clearly under- 

: motor, they always deliver in exactly the same ratio 5 fol 
with respect to each other; irrespective of the motor a i eatrery 
speed. i) ia - ‘ " 

The gas supplied to be tested should be at a pressure ss UO Ca 
of 3 to 6 inches of water and should be freed from \ tml : 
objectionable impurities such as hydrogen sulfide or 
suspended matter before it enters the calorimeter. The 
gas is admitted to the calorimeter through a pressure ‘i 
reducing ‘orifice and enters a small expansion chamber. Nes {4 or 
On the cover of this chamber is a bleeder flame which eunen ne ir —cay—(3 3 : : ‘Diee sp 
serves two purposes: (a) it consumes sufficient gas YY) oF a ; 
so’ that. a fresh supply is constantly reaching the cal- AON i i . ‘ ‘ ‘erazp orimeter, ‘thereby preventing any considerable lag in the ==, govenion | 
instrument, and (b) it reduces the gas entering the CERES EEEEEE 6 3 z 
meter to atmospheric pressure. The volume of com- Feseeeertan ume 
bustible delivered by the gas meter is deperident Fees erTHH 
upon the gage pressure of the gas on the inlet side of Eerie 
the meter. Therefore, in order to eliminate the pos- aca esa . 
sibility of error due to varying gage pressure at the inlet, Fic. 3. Wiring Arrangement of Thomas Calorimeter 
the gas pressure is reduced to atmospheric by means stood that the products of combustioti and. the heat 
of the pressure reducing orifice and the bleeder flame. absorbing air travel in entirely separate paths and are 

The gas upon passing from the small expansion not mixed with one another. The transfer of heat to 
chamber through the gas meter is delivered to a mixing the heat absorbing air takes place entirely by conduction 
chamber where it is thoroughly mixed with primary air through the heat ‘interchanger tube, and is so efficient 
supplied by the combustion air meter. The mixture that the products of combustion are discharged at the 
of gas and air is then delivered to the burner unit. It bottom of the burneé unit at very nearly the température 
rises through the central tube of the burner unit and of the incoming heat absorbing air. As’ the products 
is burned at the top in a small flame. To obtain com- of combustion are cooled, considérable water is con- 
plete combustion a supply of secondary air from the densed which is removed by a drain leading to the 
combustion air meter is delivered to the flame -by water storage tank. (Continued on page 136)
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| Upper steel frame is hinged directly above the level of the top of the drum, giving | Ra 

the paver shipping height, with frame collapsed, of it 3", Frame is collapsed by tak- 

ing out a few bolts, pins and unions — about a thirty minute job in the field. 

AS much as we have urged contractors to study 

Koehring construction, few Koehring owners seem 

to care much about how the Koehring gets results. 

They seem satisfied to know that between the man on 

the operating platform, and the concrete on the sub- 

grade is a responsive, smooth, speedy functioning unit 
that delivers a greater yardage to the subgrade than is 

ordinarily expected from the drum capacity! That’s 

what means extra profits for them! sizes 
‘ Pavers—7-E, 13-E,27-E. Auxiliary. equip- 

Of course they know Koehring = ™seieinucvee is 
. . Construction Mixers — 10-S, 14-S, 21-S, 

Heavy Duty Constructionis “there” —fixncirtnisescac Raa 
—must be because of Koehring _banae tisne mizeri07s. Two or . ae Rar cylinder ganchine’ engine. Power 
record of low maintenance, reliabil- —_snitpitierm: “kabbe urea tee dite 

ity on the job—and long service life} 9 “"**°"""S 
eal) 

a ee | 7 xO 
Write for Paver Bulletin No. P. Em Sales Offices aid Seiaies Feaebotsts inal . Ms 

Foreign Department 

KOEHRING COMPANY — -Sepspiictt Ro voncy, CONV 
PAVERS, MIXERS--GASOLINE SHOVELS, CRANES AND DRAGLINES 105 Front Street, East, Toronto, Ontario q Vag ie) 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN Mexico, Fe Seer DLE Mave Me A200 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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all connected in parallel by joining the ends. Each of LONDON COLLECT 233 FIRST 50 

the wires was coated with insulating enamel, and NANEWSAL NYK dq 

covered with a protecting layer of cotton, three wires .~ FOLLOWING FIRST HALF PHOTOGRAPH 
being twisted together to form a unit: Three units'so - EDERLE ABOUT TEN MILES GRISNEZ 
formed were twisted together, and the operation re- CODE BEGINS JDBTD XXBTA XXLGA 
peated until eighty-one wires had been laid together, JDLGA JDBTD UIGIS UJGGU UGGFU 

when the strand was covered with silk. Eighty-one’ of UFGEA UFFWA UFFSQ UGFLQ UJFDQ 

these strands constituted the cable. From this con- UTEVQ VQEWA VSFAQ VVFDA VXFWA 

struction, any wire in a given length of the cable, VXGAQ WAGAQ WBFQ VWGJA VWGKA 

passes thru the same phases with regard to the long- VTGKA VQGGQ VMGFQ 

itudinal axis as any other wire, so that the impedartces At the receiving end, the decoding device is operated 

of all wires are equal, irrespective of the skin effect. and a synthetic picture is built up that is an exact dup- 

The insulation of each wire however, prevents the licate of the original photograph. So accurate is the 
—Engineering. reproduced picture that it will superimpose with the 

herent original to 1/100 of an inch. 

ANOTHER METHOD OF TELEGRAPHING PICTURES TO 

‘Gertrude Ederle, champion swimmer, had hardly THE THOMAS CALORIMETER: 

left the water in her attempt to swim the English © (Continued trom page 108) sole 

Channel during August, before her picture, taken dur- The heat absorbing air meter supplies air to the 
ing this particular swim, appeared in American news- burner unit in a definite ratio with respect to the gas 

papers. . : 7S / supplied. An electrical resistance thermometer located 

The public has already become accustomed to seeing near the exit of the heat absorbing air meter gives the 

telegraphed pictures, but it is impracticable to send these temperature of the heat absorbing air as it enters the 
by submarine cable, because a cable does not operate burner unit. The heat absorbing air passes upwards 
in the same manner as a land telegraph wire. The through the space between the heat .interchanger and 

familiar methods of picturé transmission by wire the outer burner jacket and absorbs the heat from the 
Show their own earmarks on close scrutiny, although products of combustion, A second electrical resistance 

there is no real. objection’ to this, for it doés.not injure thermometer is employed to obtain the temperature of 
their news value. If you study closely the pictures the heat absorbing air after it has taken up the heat 

transmitted by one of these land processes, you will from the products of combustion. 

find that they are made up entirely of parallel lines Fig. 3 shows diagrammatically how the recording 

crossing the picture, each line’ changing from thick to system operates. Two resistance thermometers, one at 

thin and back again as frequently as necessary to the temperature of the heat absorbing air delivered to 

bring out the desired combination of light and shadow. the burner unit and the other at the temperature of the 

This method is almost automatic. heat absorbing air after being heated. by the products 

Pecularities affecting submarine cable transmission of combustion, are in adjacent legs of a Wheatstone 

make it difficult, however, to employ this process in Bridge. The recorder mechanism automatically keeps 

transmitting pictures across the seas. Hence, another the bridge in balance by varying the point of contact S. 

system, not open to these objections had to be devised. The position of this point of contact when the’ bridge is 

By means of -this transoceanic system, which is one balanced depends upon the temperature differences of 

of four processes devised by LeRoy J. Leishman, of the two resistance thermometers, which in turn de-. 

Ogden, Utah, the picture to be transmitted is divided pends-upon the heating value of the gas being burned. 

up into five degrees of tone value, every area of shade That is, the higher the heating value of the gas the 

being otitlined. These boundaries are traced with a greater will be the difference in temperature and resist- 

stylus attached to two relatively moving scales, the ance between the thermometers located at the inlet and 

readings on which comprise a record of absolutely the outlet for the heat absorbing air. : 

every movement described by the stylus in the tracing The Thomas calorimeter gives a continuous record 

process. . of the total heating value of the gas supplied to the 

This mechanical process is based upon the fact that calorimeter, expressed in B.t.u. per. cubic foot at 

all lines are either straight or curved, and that all standard conditions: 60°F., a pressure of 30 inches of 

curved lines can be divided into components that are mercury, and the gas saturated with water vapor. The 

arcs of circles. _When~ the arcs change, a single use of air as the heat absorbing agent in the Thomas 

reading of the scales records. the fact. All these read- calorimeter in conjunction with an electrical system of 

ings are in letters, instead of figures, and the sum total temperature measurement makes the readings practically 

of them comprises a imessage that can be transmitted independent of variations in tank temperature or 

by telegraph ‘or cable. The code also indicates:the exact barometric pressure within certain limits, or of, reason- 

depth of tone of each shaded area. A sarfipt of..the able variations in the speed of the motor,aperating the 

code» by ‘which Miss ‘Ederle’s picture was transmitted meters. The reading indicated is the heating value of 

to America from England follows: the gas under standard conditions. .
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Here successive steps of final assembly occur as the cars slowly proceed to the end of the conveyor a eA 
The weight of each car is carried on eight chain rollers F hes \ a 

. Pe omar eee : 

THE SWIFT and SURE. ADVANCE enc 
OF MECHANICAL HANDLING ; | Ve 

eae 
Strictly speaking a conveyor isinstalledas of production and have balanced pro- |” acer de) 

a means of transporting goods. It would duction by securing an even flow of ip 5 

be expected to carry them at least cost. material through the plant. They have ek es 

. . saved valuable floor space, and cut out oe ae 
But that is not all. That alone is not idle machine time. In one automobile ae ee 

sufficient to account for the rapid advance plant, the conveying system has been Hei bus 

of mechanical handling in America. developed to such an extent that under Late 

Conveying contributes to the success of the same roof two cars are now produced | 
industry in many other ways. where one was built before. / : 

In progressive assemblies, conveyors have The business of building material-han- ee i A | 

reduced the cost of building automobiles, dling machinery is still young. Much = (Ui 
stoves, threshing machines, washing ma- Progress is being made annually in the i \ 

chines and tires. They have made labor engineering of this new science. Each j \ 
more efficient and ended much drudgery. Year its markets are broader. |g 

In foundries, conveyors carry the flask Whether you are a student, graduate 1 ea ’ 
while pouring, carry the molds to the engineer, or manufacturer, it might be | Lis 

shakeouts, hanflle the sand and the cast- well to see what this expansion of Me- | } 

ings, and carry the iron and steel to the chanical Handling holds for you. 7 \ 

furnaces, . a 

The Chain Belt Company will gladly I Pox 
In hundreds of industrial plants, Rex answer the inquires of anyone inter- | oo an d i 

Conveyors have broken the bottle necks ested. ; E f 

ON OTT VEORIS! TD Ee a BU 
‘ IN f/ Ea] , { ] | 2 = cee - = 

= s i ay 
Fi 

CHAIN BELT COMPANY 759 Park St., Milwaukee, Wis. [ 

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF e 
Rex Chain - Rex Sprockets - Rex Concrete Mixers - Rex Traveling Water Screens if 

Rex Q. D. Elevators and Conveyors - Rex Power Transmission and Material-Handling Machinery [f 1 | ig 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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The readings of the calorimeter are not affected by 
. variations in the speed of the motor because the meters 

cag ae eA ee delivering gas and heat absorbing air are geared together 
l eo eee oe and always deliver their respective volumes in the same 
face ea ee ee a OR ratio irrespective of the motor speed. 

ee Pe, ae ee If the meters of the Thomas calorimeter were oper- 
Re eo ee oe ating in a fluid having negligibie vapor pressure, and 
EB Ce fee if both the gas and the air for absorbing heat were 

be ee ae ee | te A oe ee free of water vapor, the temperature rise of the heat 

ee bee ee absorbing air in passing through the burner unit would 
SC rae | ee be unaffected by barometric pressure or by the initial 

Z temperature of the heat absorbing air. This would be 
the case, for variations in barometric pressure or tank 

E - temperature would change the actual weights of gas 

Bell and Spigot Joint and heat absorbing air delivered in exactly the same 
proportion, and hence the temperture rise of the heat 
absorbing air would be unchanged. 

HE Bell and Spigot Joint | But the meters of the Thomas calorimeter operate 
for Cast Iron Pipe,adopted in water, which has an appreciable vapor pressure, and > 

. the presence of water vapor in the gas and in the . 

| over one hundred years ago, Is cooling air complicates the theory somewhat. The 
sont presence of the water vapor makes the temperature — 

the preferred Joint today. rise of the heat absorbing air dependent upon both the | 
6 4@ : ; barometric pressure and the initial temperature of the | 

It is tight, flexible, easily made heat absorbing air. The effect of acne pressure ¢ 

and non-corrodible. There are upon the readings of*the instrument is quite small, a: 
no bolts to rust out. It makes change in the barometer from 30 to 28.5 inches pro-. 

; 5 ducing a 0.2 per cent change in the heating value 
changes of alignment or inser- indicated, if the tank temperature is 80°F. The tank | 
tion of special fittings a simple temperature, however, has quite a pronounced effect | | 

upon the temperature rise of the heat absorbing air | 
matter. It can be taken apart as it passes through the burner unit. For example, if. 
and the pipe used over again, | the calorimeter is operating on a 520 B.t.u. gas, the , 

5 a 3, temperature rise of the heat absorbing air will be 37.20° 
without any injury. It is not F. if the inlet temperature is 50°F., but if the inlet | 

subject to damage in transit. temperature is go°F., the temperature rise will be | 

. . - 35.52°F. However, the nickel wire selected for the 
In fact, it embodies practically . resistance thermometers has a_ resistance-temperature | 
all of the desirable qualities in relationship which compensates for this effect quite 

a exactly. That is, though the temperature rise is not 

an. underground joint. the same at different inlet temperatures as shown. 

5 . by the above example, the resistance differences between. 
The use of this type of joint, the inlet and outlet thermometers are nevertheless’ 

1 i almost the same, irrespective of inlet temperatures 

together with the long life of between 55 and go°F. The net resu@ is that the heat-' 

Cast Iron Pipe, makes for ex- ing values indicated by the recorder are practically’ 7 
tremely low maintenance costs. unaffected by variations in tank temperature from 55° 

to go°F., or by variations in barometric pressure or 
. motor speed. The manufacturers guarantee the instru- | 

THE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU ment to be accurate within one per cent if the tank 
Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago temperature is between 55 and 90°F. 7 

er The development of the Thomas calorimeter has 

" Sig “a involved a large amount of research. The Cutler- | 
( ’ AGT TRON PIPE Hammer Manufacturing Co. has sent several models 

. THE BELL G SPIGOT JOINT to the laboratories of the Chemical Engineering Depart- 

Bistaveieitin bias ( Ee Send for bookler, “Cast ment of the University of Wisconsin to be used for 
aiae. @, Weterwerks ene Sees ie cooperative research. The data obtained jn these 

Te eT er ert Se. [a sssavan camns ep OCAS researches have been factors in changes of design which 
Sent on request UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION have improved the precision obtainable.
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Protecting Thermocouples by Table II—The Effect of an Oxidizing Atmosphere Upon ae Chromel-Alumel Thermocouples 
Transparent Silica Tubes Se ee 

ouple | Couple. 2 

While ordinary fused silica tubes permit con- Heat Treatments zine | Ame |, | Alum 
tamination in reducing atmospheres sett, | Bent, | Beaty [gsbomt, 

the transparent do not Tote wher 2 t,t fame) Meme aaa | 
i : volts | volts | volts volts 

By R. A. Ragatz and O. A. Hougen Brat 30 pentod at 100822 20-] Irae | 3e Sh | ER) | E88 
Instructor Bnivorciiy of Wiseonsia, Magiion, Wig ne Hit 30 revi a 110080 ne | ar is ii ar at : 
T IS well known that the use of the ordinary fused ©£—————WW—____J_ | 

Tain protection tube of the translucent type permits of platinum—platinum-10 per cent rhodium. These 
serious contamination of the enclosed thermocouple couples were newly constructed and were annealed and 
when the tube is surrounded by a reducing atmosphere calibrated before testing. The plan of procedure was : 
at high temperatures. Apparently this contamination to insert these couples into transparent silica tubes 
is caused by the porosity of translucent silica which and to subject them to a series of heat treatments of 
permits the penetration of reducing gases to the interior 50 hours’ duration each at various temperatures with aye 
of the tube. Furthermore, when heated for extended the tubes surrounded by a reducing atmosphere of car- 
periods above 1050 deg. C. such tubes rapidly devitrify bon monoxide. After each heat treatment both thermo- 
and crumble, as shown in Technical Paper 170, U. S. couples were recalibrated at the melting points of zinc 
Bureau of Standards, pages 90 and 91. A previous n- and aluminum furnished by the Bureau of Standards. 
vestigation, reported in Chem. & Met., Vol. 29, p. 662, In the testing furnace the protection tube and the en- 
1923, showed that this contamination became apparent closed thermocouple were immersed for a distance of 
at temperatures above 900'deg. C., in'a reducing at- 6 in. into the heated reducing zone. Upon calibration, 
mosphere. When the translucent tubes were heated for fully 4 in. of this same portion of the thermocouple 
50 hours at 1000 deg. C. in an atmosphere containing were in a region of steep temperature gradient, this ar- 
‘carbon monoxide the enclosed noble metal couple rangement readily permitting detection of any con- 
showed a 7 per cent decrease in emf. and the enclosed tamination which might have occurred in the testing 
chromel-alumel couple a 4 per cent reduction in emf. furnace. For each set of heat treatments at a given 

Because of the recent development of a new fused ‘temperature a different pair of protection tubes were 
silica protection tube of the transparent type, it was used. Visual examination of the transparent protection 
‘deemed desirable to perform similar tests upon this tubes after each heat treatment showed no alteration 
new type of material. Twelve such tubes of the follow- except for the tubes heated at 1200 deg. C. In this 
ing average dimensions were obtained from the Thermal case slight surface devitrification was noticed after the 
Syndicate: length, 12 in.; diameter, 0.4 in.; bore, 0.2 in. end of the first 50-hour period and was more pronounced 

The experimental equipment used herewith was es- at the end of 100 hours. 
sentially the same as that used in the previous investi- The constancy of emf. of the noble metal thermo- 
gation with the following additional improvements: the couple, as noted in’ Table 1, indicates that no contam- 
use of a solid graphite cylinder instead of powdered ination has occurred. The gradual rise in emf. of the 
graphite for enclosing the protection tubes and main- chromel-alumel couple was ‘not due to contamination by 
taining a reducing atmosphere, the use of a glazed reducing gases, because as shown by the previous ex- 
alundum tube impervious to gases for the heating fur- periments, contamination by such gases causes a reduc- 
nace and the use of reversing switches to compensate tion in emf. It was suspected that this gradual in- for stray contact emf. in the potentiometer circuit. crease in emf. was due to some other cause, probably 

Two types of couples were used in these tests, a base the oxidation of the thermoelements by air enclosed in 
metal couple of chromel-alumel and a noble metal couple the protection tubes. This supposition was tested ex- 

———— ee perimentally by subjecting two new chromel-alumel 
Table I—Eftect of Various Heat Treatments Upon the Emf, of thermocouples to a series of heat treatments in an oxi- 

Thermocouples Protected with Transparent Silica Tubes dizing atmosphere of air for periods of 50 hours each Placed in a Reducing Atmosphere Containing at various temperatures. The results, given in Table 2, 
oe Oe show a steady rise in emf. due to oxidation. 

Noble Metal | Chromel-Alumel Besides the above method of testing for contamina- 
|__Couple__|__ Couple tion, homogeneity tests by the traverse method were Heat Treatments i Alum Alumi- made on the noble metal thermoelements after the last ine num ine num 
Point, Point Point, Point heat treatment. In this method, as shown in Technical 419.4°C. | 658.7°C. | 419. 4°C, | 658.7°C, . —__—|-—_-_|—___—|_____ Paper 170, U. S. Bureau of Standards, pages 228 to 
May | Me | Mate | Mil: 989, the used thermoelement was moved in contact with | 

Seats ipa] 3:43 | 5:8a3 | 1755 | 37% © one end of an unused thermoclement of the same Second 50 hr. period a 990°... =) 3 433 4,824 12-34 Hay composition with the point of contact maintained at 750 Fourth pp br. Period at 1000vC.----] 3-433 | 3-824 | 17.56 | 27.84 deg. C. The contact emf. was recorded at regular dis- 
San 30 i er a 100: TN 31436 | 5.827 17:77 | 27:92 tances along: the thermoelement under test. The maxi- Beoond 50 bP pood at 11008C.....| 3:43 | 3:17 | thor | 3488 mum variation in emf. along the used thermoelements 
First 20 br, period at 1200°C.......) 3.431 | 5.817 | Couple | 27-96 was only 6 microvolts, indicating that the thermo- | Second 50 hr. period at 1200°C.....] 3.433 | 5.820 aaaee thaws elements had suffered no appreciable contamination. In Final after annealing electrically....| 3.432 | 5.817 | 000. | nt the purest thermoelements, variations of this magnitude 

"# Broke due to excessive oxidation by air enclosed in tube. =~ ~+~=™may be expected. A
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Feasibility of Coke-Oven Hydrogen 

for Synthetic A 
Possibilities of progress depend upon profitable 

recovery of light oils and utilization of a byprod- 

uct ethylene mixture for conversion to alcohol 

By Barnett F. Dodge 
Fixed Nitrogen Research Laboratory 

HE importance of a cheap source of hydrogen in typical run-of-oven gas containing 48 per cent hydrogen, 

any process for the fixation of nitrogen through the above assumptions lead to a gas requirement’ of 

ammonia synthesis has been stressed by all who 195,000 cu.ft. per ton of NH,. 

have given attention to this problem. Claude in France The U. 8S. Geological Survey’s yearly publication of 
was apparently the first to give serious thought to the statistics for the coke industry furnishes much, valuable 
possibility of obtaining the hydrogen from coke-oven information on the amount of gas produced and its 
gas. [G. Claude, Compt. rend., vol. 172, p. 974 (1921); distribution among various uses. In the following table | 
Compt. rend., vol. 176, p. 394 (1923) ; Chimie et Indus- are collected some of the most pertinent figures covering 
trie, vol. 11, p. 1055 (1924); J. Ind. Eng. Chem., vol. 14, the period from 1920-24 inclusive. 
p. 1118 (1922) ]. SS 

Thé experiments which he has made toward the Table I—Coke-Oven Gas Production and Distribution 

separation of hydrogen from coke-oven gas have culmi- Yolumes:of gus are expressed/as atillion ou-ft-) 
nated in the location of a plant at the Bethune Mines Year 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 

which is said to be in successful operation. Claude Total gas produced... ..| 476,500 | 310,200 | 442,700 | 601,200 | 541,100 
writes enthusiastically of the great advantages of ex- G2ssedforoven heating! 235,600 | 147,000 | 203,200 |........ | ....... 
tracting hydrogen from gas that is otherwise purely a gay ett tea cough, (180? | 98400 | 145,000 | 200,100 | 187,200 

waste product; but all his publications lack any actual qattuidforndusisil use| Tncladed in preced-| 10/350 | 19;300 | T8:a00 
figures on the economics of the process. Furthermore, z . ing ite|m ris ane eco [ee 
conditions in the coke-oven industry in this country Gus bummed under boilers. 7500 "Fa00 e030 2“ nee : BH 

might be quite different from those in France, and P%0Nenhestime "| 49.5) 47.4) 45.9] cceccee | oveeaee 
distinctly unfavorable to the utilization of this gas as P¢t,sent total gas used in 
a source of hydrogen. In order to obtain more definite pitt ene seemiaasa 31.8 31.7 32.7 34.3 34.6 

information on this important subject, with particular | through eity mains...[ 11.2] 14.1 | 12.9 10.8] 12. 
reference to American conditions a preliminary survey “ivariafuse TT | 2.3 3.2 3.4 
was made at the Fixed Nitrogen Laboratory., The re- Pam ukes Pumed] gg 3.9 43 5.6 5.5 
sults of this survey, which are summarized below, were 2 cent gas wasted..... aed ae, JeP @Raecint WaaTaets 
obtained with a view to finding some kind of an answer The bulk of the gas, about 80 per cent, is thus 

to the questions: ars ee : a 
‘ f utilized for oven heating and for various heating pur- 

1. How much coke-oven gas might be available for poses in affiliated steel plants. The hydrogen in this 
this purpose and what value or values could be assigned + to it or the hydrogen contained in it? gas would suffice for the fixation of very large amounts 

; i i f nitrogen, but this use of the hydrogen would be com- 2. H oy , 
ayIns peak d at a value for the hydrogen, how peting against a well-established heating use. It is 

would a liquefaction process for extracting hydrogen : 
7 well known that the ovens may: be heated with blue 

from coke-oven gas compared with other methods for water d th Becker t. f de by th 
preparing the hydrogen for ammonia synthesis, par- geen a ieee tt ek at ec ser y the 

5 : ’ Koppers Co. permits the use of producer gas. In 
ticularly with the water gas catalytic process? fact the use of a fi heating has b 

The fixation of 1 ton of ammonia will be taken as a ° te ee oe ran ee eee 
basis for estimation, and 70 deg. F. and 14.7 lb. per stated to have several advantages over the use of coke- 

i te are . oven gas (H. C. Porter, “Coal Carbonization”). If all 

Mace Os tak hal the Manele Metre atthe hydrogen were extracted trom the gas used for 
quirement would be 68,000 cu.ft. To estimate the prac- oven heating end ther deficiency. in Keating; value made 
tical coke-oven gas requirement, there has been as. Up hy Wie Sulton! produces ges, the saiount or colts 
gumed a 10 per ‘cent loss. of bh dower § “" necessary for the production of this producer gas would 

eithééig. dae in pemeas aril leakage. (Repo. on the only amount to 4 per cent of the coal carbonized, which 
Wha eae as . is less than the amount of coke regularly produced in 

Fixation and Utilization of Nitrogen, No. 2041), a 19 ; + 
per cent hydrogen loss in the water scrubbing to remove Te Cue fel dlges ae oe ee 
Co, [R. 8. Tour, Chem. & Met. Eng., vol. 26, p. 359 

(1922) ] and of the hydrogen going into the liquefaction a beep Pear cio a 
process, there is assumed an extraction of 90 per cent, ‘ i . Ss 
the remaining 10 per cent being dissolved in the liquid Aa. ma ponies ee a a Oe ne pe: 

fraction (H. 8. Taylor, “Industrial Hydrogen”). Fora Geological Survey for 1922 the gas used in steel mills 
Published by permission of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. was valued by the coke-oven operators at from $0.06 to
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mmonia Liberation From (N H,), SO. 

Solutions by Various Li 
* aK 

- By R. A. Ragatz’ and J. M. Spees 
T is current practice to employ a high calcium lime ammonium sulphate the same in all of the experiments. 

I in distilling ammonia from gas liquors. The ex- The flask containing the lime sample was put into the = 

periments described in this paper were executed inner chamber of the water bath and connected to the 
with the object of determining whether a dolomitic lime condenser and steam supply. A thermometer was in- 
would be as suitable for this purpose as a high calcium serted into the tube used for introducing the ammoni- 

lime. The question was raised originally by a gas and um sulphate solution. A separatory funnel containing 

electric utility company, and during the progress of exactly 100 cc of the standard ammonium sulphate so- 

the experiments financial aid was granted by the Gas lution, and an Erlenmeyer flask containing 50 cc of 

Section of the Wisconsin Utilities Association. distilled water were immersed directly in the boiling 

. water in the outer chamber of the water bath. When 

Experimental ‘Procedures the thermometer which had. been inserted into the re- 
Crude ammonia liquor is a complex solution of many action flask read 60 deg. C., the steam was turned 

ammonium salts. Hence, to avoid unnecessary compli- on, and the flow adjusted till there was a pressure drop 

cations, it was considered advisable to employ a solu- of 31 inches of water across the orifice. After several 
tion of ammonium sulphate as the source of ammonia, minutes, the water would start to drip from the con- 
in preference to crude ammonia liquor itself. After denser delivery tube. After 20 cc had been distilled 
the ammonium sulphate solution used in these experi- over, the delivery tube was inserted into the receiving 
ments was prepared, its ammonia content was deter- flask, which contained exactly 100 cc of standard acid 
mined by distilling a known volume in the presence of anda little sodium alizarin sulphonate indicator. A few 

an excess of sodium hydroxide, and absorbing the drops of acid and indicator were put into the guard tube 
evolved ammonia in standard acid. attached to the receiving flask, and also into the guard 

In general, the method employed in making the experi- tube attached to the adapter between the condenser and 
ments on the rate of distillation consisted in passing the flask. The separatory funnel containing the 100 cc. 
a steady flow of steam through a known volume of the of ammonium sulphate solution was removed from the 

standard ammonium sulphate solution, mixed with a water bath, and connected to the tube in the reaction 
weighed amount of the lime under test. The evolved flask provided for the introduction of the ammonium 
vapors were condensed and caught in a receiving flask. sulphate solution. Everything then was in readiness 

Successive measured portions of standard acid were to start the run. The stop cock of the separatory 

added to the receiving flask as the distillation proceeded, funnel was opened, and at that instant a stop watch was 
and the time was noted when each portion was neutral- started. After the ammonium sulphate solution had 

ized, drained into the reaction flask, the separatory funnel 

The detailed procedure followed in making an experi- was rinsed three times, using the 50 cc of distilled water 

ment on the rate of distillation will next be outlined, that had been heated in the water bath. The stop watch 

and may best be understood by reference to Fig. 1, was read when the acid in the flask was neutralized. 
which shows the ar- Successive portions of 

rangement of the ap- standard acid were 

paratus in diagram- added to the flask as 

matic fashion. The the distillation pro- 

lime sample, which ee = ceeded, and the time 

had been slaked at i mel ll | se ine was noted when each 

least over night, was ee | | SEL Loca il portion was neutral- 

transferred from the SSS Ls =, ized. The  distilla- 
flask in which it had «eal | r*\ tion was continued in 
been slaked, to the re- coe KA Le ¥ each case till 90 min- 
action flask. In slak- see oe ir ay ch utes had elapsed. At 

ing the lime, and in et es the end of an experi- 
transferring it to the 2" Ht] | . ment, the liquid in the 

reaction flask, definite aa, | | tt ee ea [| receiving flask was 

volumes of distilled titrated back with 

water were employed cipal oleae ae laa is standard sodium hy- 

in order to keep the droxide. Then the 

concentration of the RATE oF LIBERATION or AMMONIA two guard tubes were 
ee a washed, and the liquid 

*Ass't Prof, Chemical ABNEY See Ms frie leatcagelti ts 
Engineering, University of JM Speee 5 
Wisconsin. trated with standard 

"Hello w Wisconsin sodium hydroxide. 

gas AGSOCIBNON, HSI Fig.1 Table 1 gives a list



case, at least three distillations were made. Oe  . 

Weight, Mol. Lr Ur 
. Base Grams (SeeNote) |G ee 

1, Mallinckrodt’s “U. S. P.” calcium oF Ll. 
OXIME as cerasies seorersg. oe wists en wwe: 28,00 0.50 ee 

2. Mallinckrodt’s “U. S. P.” magne- ee lr 
sium oxide .......eeeeeeeeeeecees 2015 0.50 EEE 

3. “Synthetic” dolomitic lime FFF 
Mallinckrodt’s “U. S. P.” caleium errr 
OXI Gs oscks mewsen sewers eseese 14,00 0.25 eee 
Mallinckrodt’s “U. S.-P.” magne- NE 
SIUM OXIME voice sie carsioves vevewee « 10,08 0.25 ee 

Total veces deere weuee eceneee © 2408 0.50 ee 
4, Mallinckrodt’s “U. S. P.” magne- ee ee 

sium oxide ........eseeeeeeeeeee 28.00 0.695 ‘ Sesh omer 
5. “Synthetic” dolomitic lime Fig. 3 

Mallinckrodt’s “U. S. P.” calcium — oDs1 
ORE: sgareyays gerwdiers e Udeavecs we, scerweimiane i: . . 

; se” te ” ‘a each case. By the second method of comparison equal 

ene eee ee aire 0.291 weights of the “U. S. P.” materials were employed. In 
Total s2% sieac as cisew cozeses eos . 28200 0.582 working with the commercial limes a comparison was 

6. High calcium lime A ............ 28.00 made only on the basis of equal weights. This was 
a fee celeam ine Boweeeeeeeeeee oOo considered to be the preferable method of comparison 
Ebest, Peat cet Weer dey ss ‘ _____ since the cost of lime is based upon actual weight rather 

mare since eg Sb talcum oxide and the “ug p than upon molecular equivalence. j : 
magnesium oxide are not absolutely pure. One-half mol. of either calcium or magnesium oxide 

; ; or mixtures of the two is capable of liberating one mol. 
Chemical analyses were made of all the limes used in of ammonia. In all of the experiments exactly 100 ce. 

the experimental work, and the results are given in of ammonium sulphate solution containing 0.504 mol. 
Table 2. of ammonia were used. This. quantity of ammonia 

eee) would require 0.252 mol. of base, hence, when exactly 

TABLE 2 0.50 mol. of base is used, the excess is 98.4 per cent. 
Analysis of Limes When 28 grams (approximately 0.695 mol.) of “U.S. P.” 

Mallinckrodt’s - magnesium oxide are used, the excess is approximately 

“U.S. P.” High High Dolo- 176 per cent. When 28 grams (approximately 0.582 
Calcium = Caleium Calcium _mitic mol.) of “synthetic” dolomitic lime are used, the excess 
Oxide, Lime A, Lime B, Lime, ‘s imately 131 t 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 18 approximately iol per cent. z 

Loss on ignition. 2.77 0.74 0.52 3.11 Each sample of lime was slaked at least over night 

Insoluble matter. 0.21 0.58 0.32 0.52 before being used. This length of time apparently is 
Fads + ALO:... ae ore nee aes sufficient to slake the lime to such an extent that the 

BD vies ig ois Faves . . ke i distillation rate has its maximum value. Samples of 

MeO ee oon aoa aoa ae the same kind of lime slaked for different periods of 
eee SEE ee SE. time were used with no well defined difference in the 

In examining Table 1, it will be noted that in work- Yate of evolution. 
ing with the “U. S. P.” materials, comparisons were factors Influencing Rate of Ammonia Evolution 

-made in two ways. By the first method of comparison, h . i uti 
approximately equi-molecular quantities of the various . oe Sues of be aTimomium ee soln 

bases were used, ‘That iy instead of employing equal [fhe Bask at the time of the reaction doubtless has a ights, imately 0.5 mol. of base was used in ah egret : Wels iet BEPTOR Eee the total liquid added to the flask, which includes the 
SS water used for slaking, the water used to transfer the 

oe --C~™~CO...--__ tion, and the water used for rinsing the separatory 

Pe fee tCrChCcCh<Cc§£§f_£______ course, some dilution in the reaction flask due to con- 

oS CC itilled over before the ammonium sulphate solution was 
ee introduced, the dilution effect was kept constant for all 
Pee) §6 runs. 

CCC ___ reaction flask will affect the rate at which the ammonia 

ee} © was supplied. 
7 A blank run was made to determine the extent to 

Fig. 2 which the liquor in fhe reaction flask was diluted, and



to determine the volume of steam entering the con- 2, 3 and 4 yields the following additional information. 
denser during a distillation. In making this test the The curves for the “U. S. P.” calcium oxide and the two 
conditions were exactly the same as when making a high calcium limes, all for 28 gram batches, are prac- 
regular distillation, except that distilled water was tically identical. The curves for the “synthetic”: dolo- 
substituted for the ammonium sulphate solution. The mitic lime and the commercial dolomitic lime, both for 
results are given in Table 3. 28 gram batches, .are practically identical. In com- 
— ees ~=s paring the two curves for “synthetic” dolomitic lime, 

TABLE 8 the one for a 28 gram batch and the other for a 24.08 
Data onc Steam Consumption gram batch, it is observed that the larger quantity of 

Time Steam Entering. Condenser base gives a distinctly faster rate of ammonia evolution, 
mocap : but the two curves practically coincide after 40 minutes Minutes Grams Lb. Cu. Ft. Liters ki 1 aStihilarige ft : there 0-30 270.5 0.596 16.48 466 ave elapsed. Similarly, in comparing the two curves 

30-60 275.0 0.606 16.75 A474 for the “U. S. P.” magnesium oxide, the one for a 28 
60-90 267.0 0.589 16.28 461 gram batch and the other for a 20.15 gram batch, it is 
Total 812.5 1.791 49.51 1,401 observed that the larger amount of base gives the faster 

rate of ammonia evolution. However, the two curves 
Total steam condensed in reaction flask, 145 grams. do not coincide till approximately 70 minutes have 

0.320 Ib. elapsed. 

The figures assembled in Table 4 are presented to 
Results Obtained show more clearly how the distillation rate is affected 

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the distillation curves for by the base used. The values given in this table were 

the different bases experimented with. In Figure 2 the obtained from the curves of Figures 2, 3 and 4. 
individual points obtained in the various runs with the 
“U. 8. P.” calcium oxide are plotted in order to indicate © —=——— : 
the degree of accuracy of the data. The individual ex- : TABLE 4 
perimentally determined points for the other curves Time Required for Various Percentage Yields When Using 
are omitted for the sake of avoiding crowding and Different Bases 
confusion. S i Weight Pe citi ges 

Figure 2 shows the distillation curves for Mallinc- 0: er Cent Ammonia Recovery 
krodt's “U. S. P.” calcium and magnesium oxides, and Base oe, oe 90% 9% 99% 

2 Chee Be ; s in. Min. Min. Min. for “synthetic” dolomitic lime In obtaining this series “U.S. P.” calcium 
of curves, one half mol. quantities of each base were oxide ............. 28 15 10.3 18.0 20.0 
used rather than equal weights. Hence, a comparison High calcium lime A. 28 75 10.1 12.8 20.0 
of the three bases was obtained for a constant per- High cetelun lime B. 28 7.2 10.0 12.6 18.5 
centage of excess base. As explained before, when ae etic nde guntic 28 «96 1459 45:5 320 
exactly one-half mol. of base is used, the excess is “gynthetic” dolomitic . : 
98.4 per cent. The curves show that the magnesium Time ............. 2408112 16.7 22.7 287.5 
oxide gives the slowest rate of ammonia evolution, Commercial dolomitic 
and the “synthetic” dolomitic lime gives a rate inter- ai BP occa” 28 9.5 14.3 19.5 33.5 
mediate between that of calcium oxide and of mag- oxide ........-.... 28 142 215 29.0 47.5 
nesium oxide. The curves for “synthetic” dolomitic “U.S. P.” magnesium 
lime and calcium oxide are practically identical 50 oxide ............. 2015174 26.0 385.0 57.5 
minutes after the start of the distillation, while the — SSS 

curve for magnesium oxide does not reach the other 

two curves till approximately 80 minutes have elapsed. Amount of Total Ammonia Recovery 

Figure 8 shows the. distillation, curves for Malline: Within the limits of experimental error, the total 
krodt's aD: Site jcalctumn oxide and magnesium oxide, ammonia recovery at the completion of the 90-minute 
ar pee et Selea ie ie yee eae a distillation period is the same for all bases. This is  - we: - 7 oe : 7 
tities. It has already been mentioned that when 28 shown by the figures given in Table 5. 
gram portions are used, the per cent excess is not the 

same for each base. For the “U.S. P.” calcium oxide, (ag 

- ee eS re ree mi adue nee VN heh cc yi daa ease 
while the curve for magnesium oxide does not reach the ee 

Figure 4 shows the distillation curves for the three | gf eo1 4 . . ee eee eee commercial limes tested, the comparison being made eee | 

dolomitic lime gave a slower rate, but after approxi- el t—=*éw*=CSCiC‘iC‘<C;SCOCOC 
mately 50 minutes had elapsed, the curve nearly coim- [01 
cides with the other two. seer nen 

A comparison between the curves appearing in Figure Fig. 4



TABLE 5 
Per Cent Ammonia Recovery at the End of the Ninety Conclusions 

Minute Distillation Period When Using Various Bases : 

Weight Per Cent The presence of magnesium oxide in a lime slows up 

eS Namber Seen ery. the rate at which ammonia is evolved. Dolomitic lime 

Grams Runs 90 Minutes gives a lower rate of evolution than high calcium lime, 

Hick salen ee | ODES sae 28 ¢ Hare but the distillation curves practically coincide after 50 

High calcium lime B.......... 28 3 99.91 minutes. Within the limits of experimental error, the 

igh eae noise ide ime! 28 3 peas total yield at the end of the 90 minute distillation period 

“Synthetic” dolomitic lime.... 24.08 8 99.94 was the same for all of the bases experimented with. 

ee ime: mi #8 i aeey In closing, the writers wish to acknowledge the 

“U. S. P.” magnesium oxide... 28 3 99.89 assistance of C. T. Greenidge and R. E. Harr in carry- 
“U.S. P.” magnesium oxide... 20.15 6 99.83 7 z 

Average ....ssseeeees 99.86 ing out the experimental work.



Some Characteristics of Pyrometers Useful in the 

Gas Industry | | 

By O. L. Kowalke oe 

Annual Meeting, Wisconsin Gas Association, 

| | March 15, 1916 

The use of electrical pyrometers as instruments. 

for scientific measurement of temperatur. a means of its 

control has been extended over a wide field curing the 

past ten years. The factors which have aided in this 

development are decrease in cost, convenience of operation, 

reliability of service, and a better understanding between 

the manufacturer and the user. Perhaps the most potent 

factors among those mentioned are the appreciation of the 

manufacturer of the needs of his customers respecting the 

precision of measurement required and the conditions of 

service. This appreciation has lead to marked improvements 

in measuring devices so that determinations can be made by 

most any intelligent workman, and has also resulted in 4 

very satisfactory protection and choice of the material, 

upon which measurements are made. | 

7 Hlectrical pyrometers may be grouped under four 

classes: (1) electrical resistance, (2) thermo-electric, 

(3) radiation, and (4) optical. a





| | 2 

. The electrical resistance thermometer consists 

of a coil of wire, either of nickel or of platinun, wound 

on a mica frame, provided with suitable leads, and en- 

closed in a protecting tube of metal or refractory material. 

This thermometer is then connected to a wheatstone bridge 

of special design upon which the change in electrical re- 

Sistance due to the change in temperature is measured. 

The measurement of electrical resistance by means of a 

| wheatstone bridge can be made with the highest precision. 

Thus if the relation of chmge in electrical resistance of 

a metal to change in temperature is known, a most delicate 

and precise measurement of temperature can be made. Measure 

ments of the highest precision can be made only at moderate 

temperatures and through a limited range, say 5 deg. Cc. or 

| | 10 deg. F. | 

| At temperatures above 1000 deg. ¢. or 1800 deg. PF. 

most metals show a tendency to volatilize, and this effect 

is quite marked when the metals are thus exposed for ex- 

tended intervals of time. Volatilization of the metal re- 

duces the sive of the wire and hmce increases its resistance 

| ther eror the upper limit of temperature for the resistance 

thermome ter is about 1000 deg. C. or 1800 deg. F. 

The resistance thermometer is particularly well 

adapted for measuring the temperatures of brine solutions 

. for cooling, steam, gas in mains, flue gases, or coal in 

storage. | | , 

The thermo-electric pyrometer consists of two 

wires of dissimilar metals fused together at one end, the





3 

other ends being attached to the two terminals of a 

voltage measuring device. This combination so arranged 

is called a couple. Wham heat is applied to the fused 

junction of two such wires an electromotive force is 

generated whose magnitude is a function of the temperature, 

and which can be measured by means of a milli-voltmeter 

or potentiometer. Such devices constitute an accurate, 

convenient robust and flexible means for measuring tem- 

peratures. | | 

There are many combinations of metals now in 

use and in general fall into two classes: -(1) precious 

| mtals, such as platinum and the alloys of platinum with 

iridium and rhodium, (2) base metals, such as iron, nickel, 

eopper cobalt, and alloys eomposed of nickel-crromiun, 

nickel-copper, nickel-aluminium, nickel-aluminium-manganese, 

: ete. For accurate work it is essmtial that the wires 

composing the couple be pure and homogeneous, so that the | 

only source of electromotive force be the fused junction. | 

If there is any lack of purity and homogeniety, parasite | 

electromotive forces will be set up whose magnitude depends 

on the temperature of the particular spot, and whose effect : 

may tend to oppose or augment the electromotive force at | 

the fused junction. 

 Gouples made of the precious metals were the | 

first to be used in th industries, and for the most ac- 

 geurate work and for temperatures to 1500 deg. ¢ or 2700 

deg. F, are still used. They are fragile, easily con-
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taminated by carbon and by metallic vapors, have & comli- 

paratively low electromotive force, am a high cost. They 

must be carefully protected by glazed porcelain or fused 

silica tubes which are easily broken. | 

Base metal couples are the result of a demand 

for a cheap, robust, reasonably aceurate couple which can 

be used continuously up to 1100 deg. C. or 2000 deg. F. | 

or intermittently to about 1350 deg. C. or 2450 deg. FF. 

There are a number of combinations which meet the first 

requirement above, among which may be mentioned: | 

| (Copper - 60% | 
1. Iron vs.) oe | 

(Nickel - 40% 

(Chromium - 10%) 
2. )Iron - 30%( ys (Aluminum - 5.3% 

(Nickel - 60%) Nickel - 96.4% 

3. Tron. vg (Aluminum - 1.17 
| }Nickel - 98.87 

- (Chromium - 9.7 
| (Nickel - 96.8) JNickel ~ 61.2 

: 4. .)Iron - O.7( vs (Iron <- 2462 
(Menganese - 1.8) JManganese- 3.5 

| | . (Silicon - 0.7 

These couples are reasonably accurate for most 

technical requirements. Service tests on them have shown — 

that they remain constant well within 40 deg. C. or ‘2 

deg. BE. when heated to 800 deg. C. or 1470 deg. ®. for 

periods of 24 hours. | | 

There are other couples on the market wnose cali-
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bration changes, after about three exposures to 1000 deg. 

C. for one-half hour so that an error of 150 deg. C. or 

270 deg. F is meade. “This change my be due to several | 

things, one of which is a segregation of the metal crystals 

when silicon ig alloyed with nickel. Hence a combination 

of silicon and nickel is not. satisfactory. | 

| The use of a low resistance milli-voltme ter for 

the measuring device may also give rise to serious errors. 

Suppose that the diameters of the wires of a couple are 

each 0.064 inches and its length five feet; that for cali- 

bration purposes only three inches of the couple is heated, 

and when in use about four feet of the couple is heated, an 

error of 25 deg. C. or 45 deg. i. may easily result. The > 

inerease in resistance of the cireuit due to a longer por- 

tion of the couple being heated cuts down the current pro- 

portioately and a low reading of temperature is obtained. 

With large wires the possibility for errors are greatly | 

minimized. Furthermore the millivoltmeters, themselves, 

do not hold their calibration and thus introduce another 

source for error. | | 

It is now possible to obtain portable potentio- | 

meters at reasonable prices which are much superior to 

milli-voltmeters. Sinee the potentiometer system is a 

zero system, the length and diameter of wires are immaterial. 

When the instrument is not in order, a measurement is 

impossible and thus no misleading result can be obtained.





The millivoltmeter may operate, but its indications may | 

| be greatly in error due to fri m and fatigue of the | 

regulati ng springs. 7 

| The effect of reducing gases at high temperatures 

| on couples has not been very fully investigated, but in | 

| general the couple should be protected by a metal or por- 

celain tube which is impervious to gas. Nickel is quite 

susceptible to deterioration in a hot gas containing carbon 

monoxide. The metal beeoms porous and brittle end is 

easily broken. In water gas machines all couples had best — 

be protected. | | 

| Hot' carbon in contact with most couples will | - 

| form carbides of the m-tals and produce a decided change 

in calibration. | ° 

7 The thermocouple is a most convenient temperature 

measuring device; it is quick acting, occupies a small Oo 

space, is robust, does not require skilled attendance, and 

| is reasonable in cost. It can be used for most combustion | 

| work, retort temperatures, flue gas temperatures, and give 

indications eorrect to within about 30 deg. C. or 54 deg, PF, 

| : The limit of temperature to which a thermocouple 

can be used with accuracy is about 1100 des. c. or 2000. 

| deg. #. Beyond this point radiation or optical pyrometers 

must be used. Our scale of temperature is known fairly 

aceurately to the melting point of platinum 1750 deg. C. 

or 3155 deg. F. and the higher tempera tures are extra- | 

a palated. The great majority of the industries, however,





7 

do not anploy temperatures in excess of 1500 deg. C. or 

2700 deg. F. 7 

a The radiation pyrometer is based on the Stefan- 

Boltzman law Which states that the total energy radiated 

_ from a "black body" is proportional to the difference of 

- the fourth powers of the absolute temperatures of the body 

radiating energy and the body receiving such radiations, 

i.e., E *= le (r# - TT). For practically all purposes the 

| effect of the fourth power of the absolute tempe rature of 

the body receiving the radiations nay be neglected as be- 

ing negligible in comparison to the radiating body. Hence 

it may be sta ted that the enerey radiated from a "black 

body" is equal to.a consten t multiplied by the fourth 

power of its absolute temperature. A "black body" is 

defined as one which absorbs all energy falling on it, | 

reflects none, am radiates as mach as it absorbs. The in- 

terior of uniformly heated furnaces, eombustion chambers | 

and retorts approximate this theoretical condition close 

enough for all practical purposes. 

| The radiation pyrometers on the mrket at pre- 

sent consist of a tube blackened on the inside, and in : 

one end of which there is placed either a spherical or 

- gonieal mirror, the other md being left open. A very . 

small and sensitive thermocouple, usually made of iron 

VS. constantan is located in the tube in such @ manner 

| that the fused junction is at the focus of the mirror. | 

| The two ends of the couple are attached to a galvanometer 

| | or sensitive millivoltmeter. The radiant energy of all





wave lengths entering the tube is foeused on the junetion 

of the thermocouple, thereby raising its temperature and 

producing an electromotiy “oree which is measured on the | 

milli-voltmeter. 7 ; | | : 

: 7 , Radiation pyrometers are of t wo types:- the fixed 

focus, and t he adjustable focus. In the fixed focus pyro- 

meter the receivi ng tube is about 30 inches long and 1 inch 

inside diamter. The adjustable focus type has a receiving 

‘tube about 5 inches long by 3 inches inside diameter. 

a It is evident that the mirror in this typeof | 

: pyrome ter plays an importent role. Tarnish, dust and dirt, | 

- and displacement of focus may produce serious errors. | 4 | 

fixed focus’ radiation pyrometer is one of the University — 

laboratories gives indications ‘00 low by 200 deg. C. or 

—360 deg. F. due to tarnishing of a cone mirror made of. 

| aluminum. The mirr or in the adjustab le focus type is 

usually gold pla ted on the front side and gives very 

; satis factory service. - | | 

It is generally assumed that radiation pyrometers, 

| as constructed, obey the Stefan-Boltzman law respecting © a | 

the fourth powers of the absolute temperatures. Some re- | 

gent tests made at the Bureau of Standards show that the © | 

exponent instead of being 4 varies from 3.28 to 4.22 for . 

different instruments and even from 3.50 to 4.50 in the | 

same instrument depending on the eonditi ons of operation. 

| Hence, absolute confidence can not be placed on the tem- | 

| perature scale furnished by the maker. The safest way is 

| to have the sam calibrated. a |





| In a perfect radiation pyrometer the distance 

| of the source of radiation to the pyrometer should be | 

imma terial. The adjustable focus type of radiation pyro- | 

meter may be open to serious error due to two conditions. 

The first.condition relates to the construction of the 

mirror and the receiving dise on the fused junction of 

the couple, and the second to the size of the image pro- | 

duced on the receiving system. The Bureau of Standards 

| has recently foud that the energy received by the thermo- 

couple when the focusing distances were 80 c.m. and 500 | 

 GeMe respectively, differed by 9 per conte Hence, if the > 

‘pyrometer' were calibrated at a’ focusing distance of 80 — | 

oom. and used at 300 Come, the temperature sO measured = 

a would be too high by 2 per cent, or 35 deg. Ce at 1500 a 

deg. C. The size of the image on the receiving system 

produces the most serious error due to heat conduction and | 

-- gonviction to the thermocouple. ‘Thus for an extreme case - 

| the Bureau of Standards found that an instrument which was 

calibrated by sighting on a source 3 c.m. (14") diame ter 

at a distance of 150 com. (60") and used to sight on an 

opening 11 c.m. (4%") diameter would be in error 32 per cént 

of the absolute temperature, and at 1500 deg. C. or 2700 

deg. F. would read 2070 deg. C. or 3726 deg. F., that is — 

570 deg. C. or 1036 deg. F. too high. An average diameter 

of image of 0.4 ¢.m.- is more of te employed in calibra- 

tion, and in general use the sige of the image will vary 

: from 0.2 com. to 1.1 com. diameter. Such variation will 

result in temperature readings too Low by 2 per cent for
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the small image and too hign by 4 per cent for the large 

image. Thus with ordinary use the errors may amount to 

several hundred degrees for extreme cases, but in general 

to 50 deg. C. and more. | | | | 

The various fixed focus radiation pyrometers 

are also open to errors. In one make under favorable 

conditions an error of 3 per cent in temperature was ob- 

served. In general the readings decrease for increased 

 gighting distance. In another make the error in tempera- 

| ture reading amounted to 12 per cent when calibrated on 

a 12 e.m. (42") diameter source at a distance of 115 c.m. 

(45") and afterwards used with the tube close to the souree. 

a Various recording devices have been devised for 

radiation pyrome ters, but their usefulness has been linit- | 

ed to recording variations in temperature from a fixed 

| point. . | 

Of the various forms of optical pyrometers only 

one has proved to be of any considerable commercial im- 

| portance, This instrument is really a spectro-photometer 

in which the intensity of a certain wave length of polariz- 

ead light in the red spectrum from a furnace is mtched in - 

intensity by a similar wave length of polarized light 

emanating from a standard, 6 volt, electric lamp operated — 

| on a storage battery. | 

| Obviously, it is important that the standard | 

| electric light must be of constant brightness, hence the 

| voltage of the battery should be constant. To bring the 

electric lamp to the required intensity, it is compared
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- with a standard flame of amy 1 acetate. If the storage | | 

- battery is small the chances for changes in voltage are 

large ami an error of 50 deg. C. or 90 deg. i’, may easily 

ereep in. | | 

| Since polarized light is compared with respect 

to intensity it is easy to show thet below 900 deg. C. or 

1620 deg. #. the instrument is insensitive, and that above 

1600 deg. C. or 2900 deg. F. the « ‘ng is difficult to 

ma ke acour ately. The temperature scale is given in terms 

of degrees of arc on a dial attached to the analyzer of 

the polarizing system. This dial is about 4 inehes in | 

diameter and the size of each degree of arc is about 1/16 

inch at 1000 deg. C. or 1800 deg. F., one degree Centi- 

grade corresponds to 1/10 of a degree of arc, while at | 

1800 deg. OC. or 3240 deg. #., seven degrees Centigrade 

corresponds to 1/10 degree of arc. | | 

| It will also be sem that the accuracy of a 

temperature determination by means of this pyrometer de- 

pends on the sensitiveness of the eye to changes in in- 

| tensity of light. Individuals differ materially in ability 

to distinguish light intensities, so it follows that dup- 

_ lieate readings by various persons are not easy to obtain. 

In spite of the large errors possible in measure- 

ment of high temperatures with the pyrome ters discussed in 

this paper it should not be forgotten that all of them have 

a wide field of use fu Iness and have given excellent service. 

| The intention is to point out the limitations of the | 

various pyrometers, the precision of measurement possible
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and the conditions for operation. Some pyrometers are 

poorly designed and constructed, these give trouble. 

Yet each year's investigation brings out some new property 

of material, and new applications of scientifie facts to. 

pyrometric equipment. The art is still in the transition 

Stage. The past five years have bro ught out some fine 

improvements and in the near future, it is hoped, pyro- 

meters will be as well standardized as electrical instru- | 

ments. |





PROGRESS REPORT ON TH! WORK OF WISCONSIN Gas 

ASSOCIATION FELLOWSHIP AT THE | 

_—sUNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. : 

March, 1918 

| QO. L. Kowalke 

The grant of $500 by this Association for a 

fellowship in gas engineering at the University of Wis- 

consin is a manifestation of much good will and confidence. 

The University desires to express its appreciation of this 

grant and to assure the Association of its earnest en- 

deavor to carry on the work. When last April your execu- | 

tive committee announced the grant and requested that : 

steps be taken to engage a man for this work, Mr. Howard 

KR. Sweet, a graduate of the chemical engirieering course 

of the University of Wisconsin was chogen. | 

Karly in Oetober, 1917, Messrs. Cross, Lyons, 

and the writer met to decide on the problem most desirable 

and suitable for investigation; one whieh could be worked 

out in Madison. At that time it appeared desirable to |. 

make a study of the advisability of lowering the B.tou. 

standard for gas in Wiscmsin. It was suggested that ‘if 

some plant were operated so that the heating value of the 

gas could be varied,much valuable information could be ob- | 

| tained, - 

| | The project was discussed in several meetings 

with the Commissioners, but they, while in sympathy with 

the plan, finally decided that it was not desirable at
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this time to sanction a temporary suspension of the regu- - 

lations at Madism. ; | | 

| Meanwhile, the fuel and labor situations had — 

become acute and altogether it seemed best to discontinue | 

the work on this problem, because the data would not be 

comparable to that obtained under normal conditions. The 

| plan was abandoned about December 20. Up to this time 

Mr. Sweet was engaged in gathering information from the 

literature and familiarizing himself with the situation. | 

He has gathered material which will be valuable later if. 

the problem is agein attacked. | 

The problem determined upon after the B.t.u. | 

— que sti on was abandoned was the investigation of gas fur- 

naces with respect to the best methods of obtaining high 

temperatures, the behavior of various refractory materials 

used in the construction of these furnaces, amd the heat — 

treatment of steel. ixperiments are now in progress to 

determine how high a temperature and how quickly the same 

may be obtained with various gas and air pressures in a 

standard American Gas Company furnace having @ chamber 

12" by 14" by 18". The gases forming the atmosphere in 

the furnace are analyzed and the appearance of the flame 

noted to determine a relation, if there is one, be tween 

flame appearance and atmosphere ‘in the furnace. It is 

also plenned to determine the effect of the atmosphere in 

the furnace on the microstructure, of the steel under treat- 

ment. The furnace has also been adapted to test out the





feature employed by the Surface Combustion Company, where 

the burners direct the flames onto a mass of broken re- 

fractory material from which they are reflected to the | 

roof and then back onto the work. ‘The data so far warrant | 

more tests of the surface combustion feature. At this | 

time the results in general are as yet too incomclusive 

| to warrant a statement, but by the end of the school year. | 

| enough data will have been obtained to make a full report. 

| “ The investigations under the Fellowship are for | 

the benefit of the Association, and it is hoped that this 

| progress report will bring out suggestions and helpful 

criticisms. : } 

Grateful acimowledgment is here made to the 

Eclipse fuel and Engineering Company for many courtesies 

_ extended and for the loan of apparatus. oe 

Chemical Engineering Department.
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CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES OF WISCONSIN | 

| | By 0. L. Kowalke a 

Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, Vol. 21, p. 338(1919 

A wide variety of chemical industries is repre- 

sented.in Wisconsin, but among these the leather and | 

paper industries are the most important on the bases of 

value of product and number of men employed. 

/ The leather industry of Wiseosin ranks fourth 

among all the industries of the State and third in the | 

leather industry of the United States. The employees a 

| constitute 10.5 per cent and the value of the products, — 

$42,200,000, constitutes 11.5 per cent of the total for 

the country in 1914. Milwaukee is the second city in the 

| country on the bases of size of tanneries and the value 

of the products. The priné¢ipal product is "ealfskin upper ,” | 

2,292,800 sides, of which more is made here than in any 

other State; sole leather, with 1,122,200 sides, comes 

next in order, and is followed by harness leather, with 

| 651,787 sides. Of the latter more is made in Wise ams in 

than in any State in the Union. 

Wisconsin is one of the leading pulp and paper 

producing States in the country, being surpassed in the 

eonsumption of wood for this purpose only by Maine and 

New York in the order named. There are 30 ground wood, 

20 sulphite and 5 sulphate pulp mills in the State, which © 

in 1917 produced about 400,900 tons of pulp, consis ting 

of 45 per cent unbleached sulphite, 38 per cent mechanical,
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& per cent sulphate and 9 per cent bleached sulphite. Be- | | 

sides the wood pulp paper, such as news, writing, book, | 

tissue, wrapping, ete., considerable amounts of rag paper 

and container board are made, amounting in all to 480,851 

- tons in 1917, A number of specialties were developed in 

Wisconsin for war purposes, such as cellu-cotton, a wood 

pulp substitute for absorbant cotton; spe cial waterproof 

_ containers for packing and shipping shells and other war 

| supplies, and. the use of waste hemlock bark, produced from 

the rossing of wood, for the mnufacture of hemlock extract. 

Other specialties, not for war purposes, are fiber rugs, 

filter mass (the plant being the largest in the United 

States), an@ molded pulp products. _ | 

: There are several chemical industries that rank 

well to the front in the country. Of these the rubber 

industry ranks sixth in the value of products, $7,382,108, 

for five establishments in 1914, the principal produet being 

automobile tires. The ll soap factories, with an output 

| valued at $2,894,000, rank tenth in the country in this 

industry on the bases of persons employed and value of the 

| products. The increase in value of the finished productw 

over the raw materials is 117 per cent. In th is respect 

Wisconsin is led by only one State, which gives a measure 

of the high grade of soap mde. Gas for domestic and | 

municipal consumption made in 47% plants is valued at 

&5,294,000, which puts the group in tenth place in the in- 

dustry. Not included in the group of 47 gas plants are
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| two by-product ecoke-oven plants, in one of which 250 | 

ovens are in operation, producing 1800 tons of coke daily. 

a The census of 1914 ranks Wisconsin nineteenth 

in a group called chemical industries, comprising 395 

establishments engaged in tis manufacture of acids, sodas, 

alums, coal-tar products, eyanides, bleaching materials, 

chemicals by electrolysis, plastics, compressed am lique- 

fied gases, and other chemicals. Most of these materials 

are made here. Sulphuric acid is mde in two plants, one 

using the contact process; nitric acid is made in one 

plant; three plants are engaged in making bicarbonate and 

- salgoda. The compressed and liquefied gas industry has 

kept pace with the growth of the foundry and machine tool 

industry; two plants make compressed acetylerm, two make 

compressed oxygen and hydrogen, while at one plant of 

considerable size compressed oxygen is obtained from the 

air. | | 

MISCELLANEOUS OHER INDUSTRIES | 

Another group of industries not included in the 

above list but of equal importmce is worthy of consider- 

ation. Of m jor importance in this group are four beet 

sugar factories having a combined daily capacity of 8800 

tons of beets; one glue factory capable of handling all 

the wastes from the Wisconsin tanneries in addition to 

large amounts of raw mterials shipped in from other 

sources; and a match factory of large capacity. The dry 

| battery industry renks third in its group ami its output
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is about 2 per cent of the total in the country. in the 

manufacture of dynamite and permissible explosives, Wis- 

consin ranks sixth among the seven States producing nine- 

tenths of these commodities. Other industries on which | 

| statistics are not available include the following: 

Industry Number of Establishments. 

LIMO cece rcecccccccvcevcsccceccee 30 © - . 

PertilizerSccccccoccecscseccsces 8 

Paints ready C0 USGevceccccece 6 
Iron buff am other colors... 3 
Zine OX1UEGC ccc cccccscvescveces 1 

VarniSheecccccccccversccccoce 1 

Wood aleohol and acetate of 
LiMG rc cccsccccccescessceseece 34 

GLY COTINE ence eves serves vevcece 2 
INSE CTICLAOS.c oa ccese cecveces 2 

. Baking Powderececece ee et @e0086 8606 a 

BlectToplating..cccccsccccsoee LO | 
Glass bottlesesscrrcccsessece 1 | 

A number of industries were established as & = 

result of the war. Among these is the production of potash 

from wood ashes. In 1917 21 plants were in operation in | 

| Wisconsin and 25 in Michigan, which together produced 1035 , 

short tons of crude potash, or 2 per cent of the total 

potassium oxide production in the United States. The initial 

cost of the average sized potash plant, including the 

building, was between $3000 and $4000. 

The production of high explosives in Wisconsin | 

in 1916 amounted to 6,515,032 lb., which was 2 per cent 

of the total mnufactured in this country. Closely as- | 

| sociated with the production of high explésives is the





manufacture of coal-tar dyes and dye intermediates in one 

large plant. This plant made a number of intermediates — 

in large quantity and is now well established for peace- 

time producti on. | _ , 

Laboratory of Chemical Engineering, So | 

| University of Wisconsin. | |
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wThe Gas Industry, A Good Customr of th University". 

| by 0. L. Kowalke | | 

Annual Meeting Gas Section, Wisconsin Utilities Associa- - 
| tion, March 22, 1921. | 

It is unusual that you are asked to consider | 

educational problem. But the problem is one in which you 

_ are vitally interested; it concerns your employment of a | 

product from the University. You are now a good customer 

and itis necessary that you continue to be so. To retain | 

| your patronage, satisfactory service mus t be renderedj you 

| must know the capacity of the product; your confidence and 

- good wil] must be retained. : | a 

To aia in the presentation of this topic certain 

analogies will be suggested between the gas industry and 

the University. Your business is sometimes called a pub- 

lic utility. Utility is synonymous with service; so you . 

give a public service, What would justify a University if | 

it were not public service? . | 

The gas ind vs try and the University each have a : 

technical staff. In the University the function of the | 

staff is to train young man for engineering and industrial | 

service. Your raw ma terials now come to you from variable : 

sources, and it is not always known how best to treat then, | . 

although they may obey certain well-known laws of chemistry, — 

physics, and mthematics. The University also draws on - 

many sources for young men of variable capacity and pre- — | 

vious training and the technical staff is not always able
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to meet requirements in the mtter of standards because | 

the laws governing the workings of the human mind are not 

| pe rfectly understood. Some companies are managed more 

| successfully than others; some instructors are more success- 

| ful than others in t he training of young men. 

| Your sales and complaint departments are comple- 

men tary. The first sells the product to your consumers; 

the gecond gives the customer an opportunity to express dis- 

| satisfaction with the commodity sold or service rendered, | 

‘but at the same time strives to retain his good will. Ina 

| lixe manner the University after disposing its product among 

. the industries, strives, thro ugh its representatives, to 

determine whether the service rendered by the young men is 

| satisfactory. This is one of the opportunities which the 

University seeks for a discussion regardi ng inadequacies 

| in its technical training. A frank expression of opinion 

| is therefore invited. | | | | 

| | You get new business through advertisements, demon- 

| strations, and personal solicitation. You believe that the | 

better the prospective customer understands what he can do 

with your product, the more likely he is to buy your conm- 

modity. The University publishes a gemeral catalog and bul- — 

letin regarding special courses; it may also make personal 

expla nations regarding specific advantages offered. | 

| This opportunity is therefore taken to speak spe- 

eifically about the training offered for chemical engineers, 

which, it is believed, is particularly suited for the gas 

industry today. The training is not that of a chemist; it. 

is more along the lines of engineering than of chemistry. |





It is intended that the student shall be able to make a | 

| ‘chemical analysis, but not that he be only & analyst in © 

chemistry. Besides liberal instruction in theoretical | 

chemistry, the student is also required to take the basic 

| courses in drawing, mathematics, physics, mechen ics, and | 

machine desig that are required in the eurricula for 

mechan ical and electrical engineering. | 

The following tabulation of ...e¢ curriculum in 

chanical engineering is self explanatory. 

| First Year 

First Semester . second Semester 

General Chemis try 3 credits General Chemistry 5 credite 

Drawing | 8 8 Drawing 3 oN 
_ English 5" English 5% 
Mathematics 8 " Mathematics 5 1 

a Second Year ° 

' Mathematics | 4 eredits  Mathemtics 4 credits 
Physics 5 ¢ Physics 5 ON 

. Machine Design | 4 " Mechanics 5 n , 
Quant. Chem.Analysis 5 " Gas & Fuel Analysis 2 n 

| | ) . Engineering Materials2 " | 

7 Third Year | 

| Organic Chenistry 5 credits Organic Chemistry 5 eredits 

Steam & Gas Ingijeermg 5" Stam & Gas Engineering 5 " 
Mechanics — 5 " Descriptive Geometry 3 " | 
Metallography 3 " Electrical tmpinering 2 | | 
.Pyrome try , 2 " Ghemical Machinery 2 
Electives. — 3" Strength of Materials2 =" 

: : Electives 5 " 
a Summer work in Chemical engineering....5 weeks 

| Fourth Year | | | 

Electrical sngimering 4 credits: Miachine Design 5 credits 
Physical Chemistry 3 " _ Contracts a " 
Electrochemistry 5 1 Industrial Orgam hem @ 
Industrial Chemistry 3 " Trermcem. Calculations 2 " 

. Thermochem.Calculatims 2 n Special problems 4 " 

Steam&Ges Engineering 1 credit Klectives 5 
Hleetives 2 eredits





| | In the elective courses opportunity and encour age- * 

ment are given for the student to broaden his vision and in- 

terests. He is encouraged to study economics, busi ness | 

methods, English, history, and the lixe. . Among the electives, 

he my choose a course in gas manufacture and distribution. 

In this course the fundamental principles of chemistry, physics, 

and mechanics are emphasize as applied to the carbonization 

of coal and oil, heat conducvion, refractory materials, and 

the distribution of gas. fhe technique of this industry can 

best be learned in the plant. | | 

| You have repeatedly employed the graduate in chean- 

| ical engineering, hence you are & good customer. Customer - 

is synonymous with patron. But a patron is defined as one | 

who supports, one who helps a cause, @ work. You have done 

more than support; you have given liberally from your funds 

to establish a Fellowship in Gas Engineering in the Depart- 

ment of Chemical Engi neer ing. Thus you have a vital interest 

in this mtter of training young men. | | 

| The question my well be asked, "Why did this 

“Association establish the Fellowship?" Two reasons may be 

su ggested; first, to obtain infor m tion of value to the Asso-~ 

- Giation, second, to train men for subsequent employment in 

the industry. Up to this time the chairman of the Chemical 

ingineering Department chose and nominated to the Board of 

Regents the most promising candidate for the Fellowship. 

The chairman also took the initiative in the choice of pro- 

blem, but consulted with the President of this Association 

and other members. Informal ai s cussions have been held as





| the work progressed, ami the final reports have bee pre- | | 

sented at the amual meetings of this Association. 

| The following suggestions are offered for your 

consideration in order to obtain better results and greater _ 

interest on the part of students in the gas industry. Be-= — 

. cause the men hitherto appointed to the Fellowship have had | 

neither kowledge or the problem to be studied nor practical 

experience in the gas business, considerable time had to be 

spent by each Fellow to become familiar with his problen. 

_ There should be some way in which the student could become 

more familiar with the practices in the gas industry before 

beginning work on his problem. 

| During the summer following the junior year, the 

student in chemical enginecring is required to wor k at the 

| | University eisht hours each day for a period of five weeks 

in a laboratory course in chemical manufacture. This is a 

most favorable opportunity to observe the ability and ini- 

tiative show by the student. 

It is proposed to select from this group three 

Or more men of proper personality and good records as 

stuients to take temporary summer employment in your plants, 

that is, fromabout the middle of July to the middle of 

September, During this time the men are under your super- 

vision. Reports on such summer work will be required of - | 

the student; reports from your executives to the chairman 

of the chemical enginecring deprtmemt regarding the record 

made by the student would be highly desirable. By the end 

of the senior year it would be possible to make a choice
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for the Fellowship from those who have shown aptitude for 

the work. During the summer following the fourth year 

the student should have the opportunity again of working 

| in a gas plant 60 that he may become more familiar with 

the problem he is to study during the coming scholastic 

year. Do | | | 

It is hoped that th is proposal will provoke | 

some discussion and that suggestions will result from it. 

This is a matter in which you are vitally interested am 

your views are earnestly sought. The Chemical sngineer- | 

ing staff desires to give an account of its stewardship 

of the patronage whieh you have so generously extended.





SOME INTERESTING SIDELIGHTS ON HOUSEHOLD REFRIGERATION 

By 0, L. Kowalke 
| Presented before Annual Convention, Gas Section, | 

| | Wisconsin Utilities Association, February 26-27, 1925 | 

| During the past fifteen years great progress has 

_ been made in the development and the use of appliances for 

the household for cooking, water heating, washing and iron- 

| ing, sweeping, Sjace heating, refri geration, and the like, 

In the cities, gas service and appliances for cooking are 

considered necessities; appliances for mechanical refrigera- 

tion, however, are a newer development and still belong to 

the class of conveniences; they are now in the Pierce-Arrow 

class, but the #ord may be just around the corner. Much 

time and money have been spent to make household refrigera- 

ting machines reliable and automatic in operation am for a 

price that is attractive to the customer; and it appears 

that these mchines are here to stay. | | | 

Mechanical refrigeration is accomplished either 

by the compression or the absorption system. In the com- 

pression system, either an electric motor or a steam engine 

is required; in the absorption system, & motor or engine 

can be omitted, but energy in the form of heat must be 

supplied. The absorption system,is, therefore, of interest 

to a gas company. : 

How can refrigeration be accomplished with the - | 

| aid of a gas flame? This question can be answered best 

by describing the procedure followed in a specific machine
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such as the "Common Sense Ice Machine", wnich enjoys 4 

ss wmique distinction. Data presented by H, D. Valentine 

before the American Gas Association, 1923, and by "Ice 

and Refrigeration" in the issue for October 1925, re- 

garding this machine are here freely USede 

| : A solution of ammonia in water (about 35 per 

sent by weight of ammonia) is in the absorber-generator 

(A). The water from the city supply is admitted at (Y) 

through the shifting valve (4), into the pipe (W), through 

| the controlling valve (s), into the condenser jacket (Dd), 

and thence to waste. The controlling valve (5) admits | 

only a relatively small amount of water so that the main > 

pressure may open the gas valve (K). By means of a pilot 

light, the gas flowing through the valve (K) is ignited 

at the burner (M). The ammonia vapor generated by heat- 

ing the solution in (A) is conduc ted t hr ough the separator 

in the dome (B), thence through the check valve (C) into 

the eoils in the condenser (D). Here the ammonia gas is 

liquified through cooling and the liquid water-free am- — 

monia is collected in the receiver (E). 

| When the boiling off operation has proceeded to 

the point where the ammonia content in the generator- 

absorber (A) is reduced to about 20 per conte, the pres- 

sure (about 190 lbs.} in (A) is high enough to actuate a 

mechanism in the pipe (Q@) so as to shift the water valve 

| (2). The water supply is thus directed into the pipe (U), 

woiech means that the gas valve (K) closes because the | 

| pressure. has peen removed and that the water no longer





runs through the ¢ ondenser (D). a 

| The water now runs thro ugh the pipe (U) and 

| the controlling valve (T) into the cooling coils (N), 

and thence to waste. The residual weak ammonia in the 

| absorber-generator (A) is thereby cooled to about room | 

temperature, and the pressure in (A) drops to atmospheric | 

or below. . 

Nhen the @mmonia has been boiled off from the 

| solution in (A) to a predetermined concentration and the 

cooling of the residual weak ammonia has commenced, the a 

- liquid water-free ammonia from the receiver (E) can be 

allowed to yass through the exyansion valve (F) into the 

expansion ami refrigerating coils (G) in the brine tank. 

_ Another valve controlled by a thermostat immersed in the 

brine allows ammonia to pass from the expansion valve (F) | 

in to t he expansian and eoo ling eoils (G) in ease the : 

| brine is warmer than the temperature desired, or it shuts 

the ammonia off altogether when the brine temperature has 

| fallen as low as desired. As the liquid water-free am- 

monia enters the coils (G), where the pressure is the | 

same as in the generator-absorber. (a) or at atmospheric, 

it is changed froma liquid to a vapor, and in doing so | 

absorbs heat from the surrounding brine. Water-free 

liquid ammonia under atmospheric pressure will boil and 

form a saturated vapor at 28 degrees below zero Fahren- 

heit. If the brine is at 28 degrees above zero Fahren- 

heit, it is then 56 degrees warmer than the ammonia 

vapor. Thus the brine furnishes the heat required to 

change the ammonia from the Liquid to the vapor condition.
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| About one-half as much heat is required to change a& pound | 

of liquid ammonia to vapor as to change & pound of water 

to vapor. 

The ammonia vapor formed in the expansion and 

- gooling coils (G) is now conducted through the pipe (I) 

into a perforated pipe (H) in the bottom of the absorber- 

generator (A). By the time the ammonia is allowed to 

: enter (G), the weak ammonia solution in (A) has bem : 

cooled and will readily take up additional ammonia vapor. 

This procedure continues until all the liquid water-free 

ammonia from the receiver (#) has passed through the ex- 

pansion goils,(G). The pressure in the receiver (E) then 

falls to a low value and so does the pressure in the pipe 

(R) attached to the shift valve (2). When a fixed minimum 

pressure in (R) against the shift valve is reached, the 

mechanism in (Z) operates. It shifts the water from the 

pipe (U) and the cooling coil (N) to the pipe (W), the 

| gas valve (K), and the condenser coils (D). The gas 

valve (X) is opened as the water pressure comes on ard 

allows gas to flow to the burner (M) and be ignited. 

This marks the begiming of the second cycle. a | 

The question may now be asked: How far has the 

the development of mechanical refrigerating appliances 

| | for the household proceeded with respect to price, cost 

of operation, safety, automatic working, and reliability? 

There are now on the market about 52 different ma chines | 

| for housetiold refrigeration, costing from $150 to $700, 

| the average price being about $400. 

Of all the household refrigerating machines :
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now on the market, only two m xes have been found to 

ope rate on the absorpt ion system, and of these only one, 

7 the "Common Sense Ice Machine", uses gas;:‘all the other 

makes of machines operate on the compression system. 

Por the present, & gas company desiring to sell appliances — 

of the absorption type for household refrigeration is mu ch 

restricted in the choice of machines. The "Common Sense 

Ice Machine" is made in three sizes, rated at 125, 250, oe 

and 500 pounds of refrigeration per 24 hours on the basis 

| of 4 complete cycles. A pound of refrigeration is defined 

| as the amount of heat absorbed by the melting of one pound 

of ice at 52 degrees Fahrenheit to water at 32 degrees 

Fahrenheit. The consumption of gas for each of the above 

| gizes respectively is 45, 90, smd 150 cubic feet per 

hour. The water consumed will depend on its temperature; 

for the 125 pound machine from 300 to 350 gallons of 

water per 24 hours are required. | | 

On the other hand, there are many different | 

machines operating on the compression system. The manu- 

facturers of these machines, it is estimated, have spent 

at least $60,000,000 to bring their products to the pre- 

sent state of perfection. The inherent mechanical di?- 

_ ficulties such as frictional losses, leakage of refri- 
gerating fluid through stuffing boxes and joints, lubri- 

Cation, regulation and control of refrizerant have been | 

| overcome in many instances. Manufacturers now also re- 

cognize that if the customer is to enjoy satisfactory . 

and continuous service from his machine, the manufacturer 

or the sales ageent must stand ready to make periodic in-
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spe ctions, adjustments, and repairs. It is also a policy | | 

to place these machines only in good boxes. If the 

eustomer's box is in poor condition, he is urged to pur- | 

chase a more efficient one. | | 

| It was estimated* that at the end of 1923 there 

were 80,000 household refrigerating mchines in use in | 

this country, and tha t the number manufactured during 

1923 was about 25,000, | - 

‘What is the probable market for mechanical re- 

frigeration? Dr. Mary Pennington of the National associa- 

tion’ in May 1924** that from her investigations she be- 

lieves that not over 30 per cent of the people in Boston 

had refrigerators in their homes. In the department 

stores she found that refrigerators could be purchased | 

for $35 to $50. Thus it would seem to follow that 70 per 

eent of the people have found it hard to pay $35 for 8 

- refrigerator. Some of the 30 per cent might buy a mechani-~ 

cal machine if the price came down to $100, but the 70 

per ‘eent could not do more than get an ice box. leslie 

CG. Smith, Sec. of the National Association, told the 

Massachusetts dealers at this meeting that a survey of 

162 cities having populations from 10,000 to 500,000 | 

_ showed that 45 per cent of the regular telephone sub- 

scribers were only regular summer users of ice; that 55 © 

per cent of the telephone subscribers could be canvassed | 

* tIee and Refrigeration", November, 1924. | 
** "Tce and Refrigeration", May, 1924.





for ice. | 

In the second largest consuming district in the 

U. &S., the average amount paid for ice for domestic use | 

was $16.92 for the year 1922. ‘The per capita consumption*™ | 

of ice in 26 of the larger cities averages 1150 pounds per 

| year, ranging from 2000 pounds per capita per year in © 

Dallas, Texas, to 600 pounds per year per capita in Los | 

 . Angeles. An investigation at Kansas City, where ice was 

selling for 00 cents per hundred in 1923, showed that the | 

ss revenue varied for different classes of homes as shown in 

the following table: | OO 

le. Homes - Regular Users. - 

| Class A - 10 rooms or over pe45.96 per year | 
i" 3 -~- under 10 rooms 65224 " 
" GC - 7 to 8 rooms 41.538 " " 
"  D- 5 to 6 rooms 40.68 " n 

 " EE - under 5 rooms | 29.00 * n 

II. Apartment Houses. = 

| Glass One with kitchene tee 36.00 " mo 
Class Two " n 23.00 * t 
Class Three " nn 27.00 " 

III. Necessity Class - Customers vho do not take ice till 
ae _ May 1. | | | , 

Houses 7 to 8 rooms (include boarding) 927.27 - 
Houses & to 6 rooms | 13.00 © 
Houses under 5 * — 15.00 ) 

‘Mr. Le CG. Smith** estimated for a machine costing 

$200, the cost of mechanical refrigeration for 300 days | 

would be $37. In Kansas City* it was estimated that mechani- 

* "Ice and Refrigeration", April, 1924 
** nTce and Refrigeration", May, 1924
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cal refrigeration ean complete successfully when the ice 

bill amounts to 340 per year. | | | 

Information* ° was gathered from 160 cities in 

41 states to show the amount of ice business done each | 

month by the dealers. These data were then averaged and | 

the percentages of the whole year's business for each 

month computed. The resuits are set forth in the following 

table: . 

_ January - 2&6 per cent. of year's business 
February - 2.0 q " " i" 
March ~ 3.76 ae " tt it 

AD ril - 9 e 54 ia tt. tt tf 

May = 9.57 "1 " " " 
June ~ 13.50 ft " tt i" | 

| July - 17.00 ft tt " " 

August -~ 16.20 vo wv i " 
— september - 17.40 " it rt 

Octo ber - 6.21 " nr n " | 
November - 3.52 n tt i" it 
December - 2-7 " t nm 

This table shows that nearly 2/3 of the year's 

business is done in 4 months. The decrease for august is 

indicative of vacations and gives additional sugzvestions 

regarding prospective customerse 

These data seem to point to the conclusions, (1) 

that those people whose ice bill is about $40 per year are 

_ g00d prospects for mechanical refrigerating machines, (2) 

that the electrically driven or compression machines have a 

strong hold on the market, (3) that the volume of gas which 

can oe soid for refrigeration is, for the present, very small. 

| There seems to be no reason why automatic ab- 

* ; . 7 cy 9 - 2 yee : 

"Tce end Refrigeration", 62 364 (1922)





sorption refrigeration devices using gas can not be made 

to operate at least as effectively as those of the com- _ 

pression type. | , - OO | So 

Chemical Engineering Department , 
University of Wisconsin, | 
Madison, |
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE COMBUSTION SPACE ) 
REQUIRED IN INDUSTRIAL FURNACES "OR BURNING 

CARBURETTED WATZR GAs 

Annual Meeting Gas Section, Wisconsin Utilities Association 

May, 1926 

by Q. Le Kowalke and A. W. Carlson 

These experiments are the co-operative efforts 

of the Gas Section of the Wisconsin Utilities Association 

and the Chanical sngineering Department of the University 

of Wisconsin in connection with the Research Fellowship 

- maintained by the Gas Section. , - 

The objects of these experiments were two-fold; | 

first, to obtain data on the behavior of bumers when at- 

tached to a furnace; second, to determine the maximum 

amount of gas which could be completely burned per unit 

volume of combusti on space. To gain these objectives it 

was desirable to measure the total volume of combustible 

mixture introduced into the furnace; to observe the nature 

| of the flame issuing from the chimney; to determine the 

presence of carbon monoxide in the flue gases; and to 

measure the pressures in the burner tube and in the com- 

bustion ghamber. | | 

- A Garburetted water gas having the following 

analysis was used: |





 COgeceeeseceeees BeAh Ohgesceeeceeeee BOL 
 Oneceeceececceee 162 Colgeceessseeee 1678 

Hp seeveceseeeeee32.9  [lluminants.....8.60 

| | COccsccvcvccccscessdoed Noessee sercee 10.81 

—— - 100,00% 

| The furnace used, as shown in Fig. 1., had a com- 

| bustion ch amber 4" x 437 x 9", whose walls and floor were _ 

made of standard fire brick and whose top consisted of a 

moulded slab of crushed firebrick bonded with sodium sili- | 

cate. This brick combus ti on chamber was set inside a gal- | 

vanized iron box 14" x 14" x 18" and the space between the 

sheet iron and brick fi llea with loose magnesia asbestos. | 

Suitable openings .in the sides were provided for the burner 

and the pressure measuring tube. A chimney 6" high and 

1:" inside diameter was mounted on the cover over the open- 

ing opposite from the burner. | 

- Bwo ty pes of burners were used. The first type, 

No. 1, used is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a cast | 

iron =" tee (B) into which was screwed a brass nozzle (@) 

soldered onto a brass nipple (E). Between the two pieces 

of 2" pipe (A) there was inserted an explosion box (F), 

 ( 4" x 4" x 4"), made of galvanized iron amd fitted with a 

ss Paper blow-out disc (G). This exp los ion head served as 

a ur otecti on against destructive back firing while adjust- | 

| ments of the air supply were being made. Air under pres- | 

sure was introduced at (EB) end gas under 5” water column | 

entered at (D). The mixture of gas and air then passed 

through the explosion box (PF) and thence to the burner | 

pipe. (A),





The second type, or atmospheric burner No. 2 is 

| sho wn in Pig, 3. It congists of an injecting tube (A) 

- mounted in a 1§" pipe (B); one end of this pipe was threaded 

' to take a 13" x 24" reducing coupling (C) which was fitted 

: with @ cross piece (D) so as to support the gas supply pipe 

; (2); the other end was threaded so that a 14" pipe (G) | 

) screwed into it. A perforated plate was fitted into the 

* end of the pipe (G) for the purpose of increasing the port | 

velocity and to preven t back firing. the perforations were 

| evenly spaced and their diameters were that of a No. 40 

drill. To regulate the sir supplied to the mixing tube, a . 

disc shutter (H) was mounted on the gas supply pipe (E). | 

By turning the dise shutter in the threads on (E) the open~ 

7 ing for the air supply could be enlarged or completely shut 

off. The gas supply pipe (£) was rigidly supported by the 

bar (D) in such s manner that the gas stream emerging from 

the orifice (F) always passed through the axis of the in- 

jecting tube (A). 

To measure the air inspirated by the gas stream 

discharged at (F) a wooden box (M) with a removable cover. 

was placed to enclose the air inlet. This box arrangement 

is similar to that described in Bur. Stand. Tech. Paper 193, 

#ith the cover on the box a measured volume of air wes ad- 

mitted through the ~" pipe (K) while gas was admitted from | 

(F). he 1/8" pipe (J) was connected to a gage to measure 

the pressure of the air-gas mixture in the burner tube. 

| The burner was operated with gas delivered at , | 

desired pressures from a rotary compressor. A dry meter 

on the suction side of the compressor measured the volume





of gas delivered to the burmer. 

| To eliminate pulsations in pressure caused by 

the compressor, the gas was passed into a receiving tank 

located between the compressor and the burr. 

| ; A mercury manometer was used to measure the gas 

pressure at the orifice. Pressures in the burner tube and 

furnace were measured by slope gages filled with xylene. - 

oe A 10-light Marylend meter was used to measure the 

gas volumes and a 45-light Marylamd meter for the air . a 

| Procedure: . | | 

With Pressure Burner No.l. | 

_ In all these experiments air was admitted only as 

primary air mixed with the gas in the burner tube. The | 

| burner was lighted outside the furmace and the air su pply 

| adjusted to the desired amount. Then the burner was in- 

| serted into the furnace am sealed into place with magnesia 

asbestos cement. To kecp the burner end cool a stream of 

water was made to flow over it. Wo data was taken until 

the furnace was red hot inside. These data included observa- 

tions of pressures in the burner pipe am the differential 

: pressure between the burner pipe and the furnace as shown 

by two slope gages. The gas rate was found by observing 

the time necessary for 2 cu. ft. to flow. Ina like | 

| manner the air rate was found by observing the time neces- 

sary for the flow of 5 cu.ft. of air. A series of tests | 

was made using different air-gas ratios. In order to get | 

the desired ratio the air rate was first determined and | 

. then the volum of gas was regulated to correspond with the 

| predetermined air-gas ratio. In experiments with the





pressure burner, No» 1., the effect of furnace back oo 

pressures upon the behavior of the burner was investigated. _ 

The furnace back pressures were increased by placing fire 

elay discs on top of the chimney flue. - 

pO Experiments were next made to determine the | 

amount of gas which could be burned completely within the 

| furnace. The burner was operated with a certain setting | 

of the gas valve and a high air-gas ratio. The air rate 

was then progressively decreased until carbon monoxide be- 

gan to appear in the flue gases. The presence of carbon 

monoxide was determined by drawing flue gases through a 

tube in which a piece of filter paper moistened with palla- 

dium chloride was placed. Carbon monoxide reduces the 

| palladium chloride to metallic palladium which is black and 

is easily distinguishable. | 

| With Atmospheric Burner, Noe &. . 

Tests of the atmospheric burner were mB de to 

determine the effect of the gize of the orifice opening upen 

} the air entrainment, and the effect of the furmee back~ 

pressure on the air entrainment. The method of procedure | 

was quite similar to that described above. The burner was 

lighted, then placed in the furnace, sealed with moistened _ 

magne sia asbestos, ami cooled by & water jet. All the air 

used for combustion was drawn into the burner by the gas 

stream. The following data were taken during a run: 

pressure of the gas at the orifice; pressure in the burner 

pipe as measured by a slope gage; pressure inthe furmace ©
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by a similar gage; and the gas rate as determined by the 

"time necessary for the flow of 2 cu. ft. 

/ In order to obtain the air inspirated by the 

burner the cover was screwed onto the box (M) enclosing ~ 

the burner head and the measured volume of air introduced 

through the pipe (K) Fig. 3 until the pressure in the 

burner was the same as when the box was open. When this 

condition was obtained it was then know that the air was 

_ being supplied at the same rate as the burner was inspire 

ating air under normal operation. | | 

| Results. , | 

From the experiments with the No. 1 pressure 

burner it was found that the pressur é inside the furnace 

had little effect upon the operation of the burner. The 

burner operat ed in a satisfactory manner with back pres- 

sures as high as 2% inches of water. 

| . When operating with the atmospheric burner No.2 | 

it was found that furnace baek pressures influenced great- 

ly the amount of air inspirated by the burner. An increase 

in the furnace back pressure caused the air entrainment to 

| fall off. This is shown graphically by the curves in plate 

II. Curve (1) shows the amount of air entrained by the 

burner when operating in the open, with an orifice madé by 

a #32 drill (area - 0.0106 sq. in.}. When the burner was 

placed in the furnace am operated the air entrainment was 

found to be less as shown by curve 2. “In this case the 

flue opening for the fur mce was 17 inch, but when the 

opening was reduced to 1 - 3/8 inch, the entrainment of 

air was less es shown in curve 3; and when the flue opening
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was still further decreased to l inch the air entrainment 

- decreased again as show in curve 4. | 

| | | Curves land 2 are straight lines or very nearly 

so. This means that the amount of air entrained is direct- 

ly proportional to the amount of gas flowing through the 

burrer. Curves 3 and 4 show that the amount of air en~ 

| trainment per unit volume of gas flowing decreases &g the 

gas flow is increased. This is probably due to the fact 7 

thet as the amount of mixture sent into the furnace is 

increased the pressure built up is enough to cause &@ pro- 

gressive decrease in the volume the sir entrained per 

| unit volume of gas intro duced. 

| The size of orifice used for admitting gas into 

the burner has a large effect upon the amount of air en- 

trained per unit volume of gas flowing. It is shown very | | 

definitely in Plate III that the smaller the orifice used, 

the greater will be the air-gas ratio of the resulting 

mixture. By sele eting the proper size of orifice the com- 

position of the combustible mixture can be altered s0 as | 

| to hare either oxidizing, reducing, or neutral atmospheres © 

inside of the furnace. 

fhe pressures which existed in the furnace with 7 

various rates of combustible mixture supplied to the fur- | 

nace are shown in Plate IV. This curve is a average of Oo 

all points obtained when using various sizes of orifices. 

Since a different air-gas ratio results from each orifice 

caged, it would be expected that a separate pressure curve 

would be obtained for each orif ice. This would be true
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| only when the temperatures were the same for each rune In 

these experiments it was not possible to maintain exactly 

similar temperature conditions in all runs, the differences 

being enough to hide the effect of the air-gas ratio on 

the pressure in the furnace. 

The nmaximum air-gas mixture which comld be burned 

per minute rer Gibie foot of combustion space was fixed in 

the following manner. For a given volume of gas the air 

supply was gradually reduced until the carbon monoxide was . 

detected in the flue gas and the air ~gas ratio producing | 

this conditio was takm as the limit of the voluem of gas | 

that can be burned comple tely in that Space. These data were 

then recalculated on the basis of cubic feet of gas par min= 

ute per cu bic foot of combusti on space. | 

| The amount of gas per minute which can be burned 

per cubic foot of combustion space depends upon the air-gas 

ration which is used. When air is present in excess of that 

| theoretically required for complete combustion, the rate of 

reaction between the gas and the oxygen is increased. ‘The 

graph in Plate V. shows the number results of these tests. 

This graph must necessari ly straighten out am approach a © 

horizontal line which represents that ratio of air to gas 

theoretically necessary for complete combustion. If this 

: limiting ratio is not exceeded, there wiil always be some 

-garbon monoxide present in the flue gases, no matter how 

slow the rate of ¢ omb us ti ble mixture sent into the furnace 

may be. ¥rom the curve it cen be seem that as the rate of 

gas to the furnece is increased, the amount of excess air 

required increases rapidly. | | | 

Chemical angi neering Dept., Univ. of lis.- Feb. 1926
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; Some Characteristics of Gas Combustion. / | 

oe “By. Oo. L. Kowa lke. - ae | 

Illinois Utilities Association Meeting, Springfield, 
a Mareh, 1920. i | 

oe Eow a gas flame is propagated and maintained is a. 

question that has received theoretical and experimental a 

| study from a host of brilliant scientists. Within recent. 

| years particularly, these investigations have been concan- 

trated on the Bunsen flame with special regard to the ad- 

| vancing needs of industry. oo 

oye Among the early experimenters were Mallard and 

Le Chatelier (1) who sowed from photographie evidence | 

a that’ when an explésive mixture of gases and air is ignited | 

oo in a horizontal tube closed at one end there is first set 

oO up at the point of ignition an initial accelerating propa-" 

gation of the flame; this is followed by a vibratory move-— 

ment Like sound waves; and then detonation sets in with a_ 

7 vapid, Luminous pressure wave whicn is propagated at a gan- 

/ stant velocity. i a stream of Zas, not previously. mixed | 

| | with air, issuing froma pipe is ignited, it burns with a 

- Luminous flame, In this. case the air from the surroundings 

must diffuse into and mix with the combustible. The form 

and size of the flame depend on the speed of mixing, the © 

air Supply required, and the speed with which the gas es- 

capes from the pipe. If the 2a3 stream is mixed with air 

| beforehand in the pipe and then ignited, the familiar 

- Bunsen flame is obtained. The Bunsen flame is of greatest 

(1) Compt. Rend. 91, 825; 93, 145; 95, 566 a
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| importance industrially and will be the one treated in ; 

this discussion. | | : 

a It was Bunsen (2) who first pointed out the pos-. 

)  gibility of getting a smokeless flame by mixing air with 

: gas ina tube and burning the mixture at the outlet. He 

7 -poirited out that if the air-gas mixture is supplied rapidly 

| enough no striking baek of tne flame would occure He was 

the first to suggest a dynamic method of experimentation 

regarding the determination of the speed of flame propaga- 

tion, and he measured the velocity of the gas-air mixture © 

_ escaping from a small orifice at which the flame struck 

back. - : : | | 

Gouy (3) suggested that at the surface of the 

inner cone of a quietly burning Bunsen flame, there is a 

: continuously renewable dynamic equilibrium. The velocity 

| of flame tending inward is identical with the velocity of 

the gas stream emerging from the top of the burner. Gouy — 

also. showed that under the conditions of quiet combustion 

the velocity of flame propagation normal to the cone gur- |. 

face mus t be equal and opposite to the component of velo- | 

city of the gas stream normal to the surface. It was also 

- assumed that the inner cone was a geometrical cone and that 

the velocity of flame propagation was uniform over the > | 

entire surface. Fig. II iilustrates this point. ee 

| It was on the basis of these ideas that Ubbelohde (4) 

(2) Pogg, armal. 131, 161 
($) ann. chim. phys. 18, 27. 

(4) Jnl. Gasbel. 56, 1232
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and his associatés investigated the speed of propagation __ 

- in Bunsen. flames. They sh owed that | | | | / 7 | 

| a UST Ee EA | OO , a 

where, u = speed of flame a / | a 

- | y= volume of gas-air mixture per unit time | 

oe | r= radius of cone 7 a —_ 

h = height of cone. | - 

a ; Thus by measuring the heights of the inner cones 

a of Bunsen flames supplied by different gases, with various 

- . amounts of air, and at different rates, they were able to 

- determine the speed of flame. The results of their tests | 7 

on the speed of propagation of flames are given in Fig. le 

The remarkable thing about these results is the high flame 

7 “velocity of hydrogen in contrast with methane and- carbon 

monoxide. Another interesting point is that the ma xi mum | 

“velocity in flame is not obtained with the theoretical mix- 

- - tures of gases with air for complete combustion. In every 

case the maximum velocity occurs at a concentration of the 

| gas materially higher than that required for complete con- 

bu st ion. | a _ . : - Oo 

| 7 When each of these gases 1s mixed with hydrogen 

/ the flame velocity is materially increased; in fact, some : 

of their experiments With mixtures of hydrogen and carbon | 

| monoxide proved that it was possible to obtain a velocity 

a of ignition that was greater than with hydrogen alone. For 

. example, a gas mixture of 93.4% by volume of hydrogen and | 

B06 parts by volume of carbon monoxide gave a flame | 

| velocity of 220 centimeters per second as compared with 202





| a ae | | ot a 4 

centimeters per second for pure hydrogen on the basis of . 

45% combustible and 55% air. A 50% hydrogen ~- 50% carbon 

monoxide mixture on the basis of 45% combustible and 55% 

air gave a flame speed of only 137 ecem. per second. 7 

The rate of flame propagation in a carbon monoxide-air 

mixture may be increased by the addition of water vapor. 

Various investigators including Wheeler (5) and Ubbelohde 

(6) showed that by adding approximately 7% by volume of | 

water vapor to all carbon monoxide-air mixtures, the maxi- 

min flame velocity can be obtained. Inerts like carbon - 

dioxide and nitrogen operate to reduce the flame speed. | 

| | the self propagation of flame through a mixture has 7 

been shown by Wheeler and Mason (7) to be possible when | 

| | the speed of reaction of between the combining ases is / | 

sufficient to overcome loss of heat by radiation, convection 

amd conduction uider the conditions of combustion. The - 

| speed of reaction is dependent on the temperature that the 

portion which is burning can impart to the adjoining layer 

about to burn. Hence preheating of the gas mixture in- 

--«@reases the speed of ignition, increases the range of ex- 

: plosive mixtures, and also involves a decrease in the air ; 

- gupply necessary for obtaining the maximum speed of igni- 

: tion. A mixture of gas and air eitner at the upper or, Lower 

limits can be made to ignite more rapidly if preheated than 

(5) Jnl. Gasbel. (1902) 286 © | 
(6 " " 57, 759 | 

| + } Jnl. Chem. Soc. 113, 15 } | po
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if at room temperature. The preheating of the gas-air | 

- mixture gives the flame a form such that the products of - 

combustion from the outside pressing toward the inner cone 

are presented with a much more unattractive angle of ap- 

. proach. With warm feed mixture the flame is taller and 

thinner than the flame resulting from unpreheated mixture. 

Wheeler (8) showed tha&é with an ethane (6%)-air 

| mixture the speed of flame propagation could be increased 

from around 200 c.m. per second for quiet gas to around ~ 

510 com. per second for turbulent conditions in the mixture. 

It is ordinarily supposed that ina Bunsen burner 

- all the air necessary for combustion should be supplied in 

tne tube with the gas. This condition may possible be | | 

realized if in the burner both the air and the gas are ad- 

mitted under pressure; but in the ordimry atmospheric 

burner, air from the room Surrounding the flame must also 

supply oxygen necessary for complete Combustion. Ubbelohde 

| (9) and Dommer using pure carbon monoxide-air mixtures | 

showed that the composition of the gases taken from various | 

places at or near the appex of the inner cone showed con= 

siderable variations from the theoretically possible. For | 

a mixture of 32.0% 0 in air, they computed what the products 

should be and compe red the observed resilts with the cal- | 

 gulated. 

(3) Jnl. Chem. Soe. 115, 81 | - 

(9) Jnl. Gasbel. 57, 736 a | | -





| P 

Percents 

. C05 CO 0 Ng 

Calculated _ | 

| 32.9 4.5 0.0 62.6 | 
__ Found | | 

1lm.m. above apex inner cone 24.5 10.5 3.0 62.0 
5 mm. q n " n 29.0 5.9 Zell 63.1 

lo 7 8 " " " " 2961 3.8 30 64.5 
eo "97 " " " "27.5 1.0 3.5 68.1 | 
5." ON " " " " 29.0 4.1 2.8 64.5 

| and 3m.m. from axis 

Rembert and Haslam (10) working with city gas 

; determined the relation between the supplied air-gas ratio 

and the used air-gas ratio. In all cases investigated, 

the ratio of utilized to supplied air passes through a 

maximum with respect to supplied air, the actual valves - 

depending on the port velocity. The fraction of the sup- 

plied air that is utilized for combustion increases with 

both port velocity and diameter, owing probably to an in- 

ereased rate of mixing. Ubbelohde and Dommer (9) using 

burners having diameters from 0.19 com. to 2.45 com. and 

carbon monoxideeair mixtures varying from 40%¢0 to 80% 

CO found that for burners greater than 2 e.m. diameter the 

influence of the secondary air has practically ceased. 

| Chemical Engineering Department, 

University of Wise onsin, 

| March, 1926. a 

(10) Jnl. Ind. & Eng. Chem. 17, 1238 
( 9) Jnl. Gasbel, 57, 739
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| PROGRESS REPORT ON TH: YORK 

Of THS FELLOWSHIP 

GAS SECTION, TISCONSIN UPILITIES ASSOCIATION 

| February 25, 1927 . | 

| by 0. Le. Lowalke. | 

The report read today by Mr. J. M. Spees on the 

use of limes of various kinds for liberating ammonia from 

: ammonium sulphate solutions constitutes the conclusion of 

that effort. lr. Spees as an undergraduate could not qua- 7 

lify for the tellowship under the original agreement, so 

he wrked at his problem in fulfullment of a requirement 

| for graduation. Following his gradvwation in February, 

he was appointed to the #ellowship for the secom semester, 

1926-1927 . | 

During the period from June to October 1926, 

various written communications passed among Messers. 

S$. Be Sherman, A. A. Sehuetz, and the writer relative to 

the problems to be studied for the current year. Ata | 

conference held in Milwaukee in November, it was decided 

| to continue the studies on combus tion space required in 

| furmaces, on which a report was made at the 1926 meting 

of the Gas Section. 

| In connection with the studies on combustion 

space, it was decided to investizate suitable means for 

aspirating the air required for combustion if the gas were 

| under pressure. NMyltiple jet aspirators were suggested
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by the Eclipse Fuel Engineering Company ef Rockford, 

Illinois, who also offer ed to give its services gratis | 

for patterns, mehine wrk, etc. At present the first | 

get of jets are being assembled for tests; the orifice - 

| meters are made and calibrated; and other accessories oe 

are ready. There is no printed information which can be 

| used as a guide and the present designs are mde from 

| suggestions obtained from devices ‘used on gas producers. 

‘ Last year Nr. Schuetz presented a problem in | | 

ease hardening with gas to the Chemical En gine eri ng De«+ 7 

partment and some progress was made toward the solution. | 

It seemed to the Committee that the study on this problem 

| should be continued. Mr. Spees for his work on the fellow- 

| ship will devote his time to this problem for the current 

semester under the supervision of Professor R. A. Ragatz. 

| These men hope to find out which of the hydrocarbon con- 

stituents in manufactured gas are most active in the case- 

| hardening process. Their methods of attack will be to in- 

troduce the various constituents separately into & gas 

known to be incapable of producing case hardening. : 

Both of these problems present peculiar diffi- 

a culties and it is not easy to predict when the conelusion 

will be forth coming. The action of the Gas Section in | 

May 1926 maxing the fands for the fellowship available for 

equipment and services has been of great help to the work 

on hand.‘ — | 

| Madison, Wigconsin. | | 
Chemical *ngi neering Department, 
University of Wiscorsin. :





| _ - EMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS OF HOT | 

7 | FLOWING GAS 7 oe 

| kK. M. Watson am Q. Le Kowalke. | | 

Published in Gas Age-Record, April 21, 1928 

| | The measurement of the temperature of gas flow- — 

7 ing in a well insulated pipe or e mduit Presents no un- 

uswl difficulties. However, if the confining walls are | 

| at temperatures different from that of the gas, several 

types of errars my be introdwed, due to the interchange 

of heat between the measuring instrument and the walls. 

~  $tudy of some recently published data on temperature | 

| masurenents of gas flowing in iron pipes showed errors @& 

¢onsiderable magnitude and suggested the desirability of | 

| mak ing rather extended experimen ts which included studies 

of the factors contributing to such errors when ordinary 

| temperature me asuri ng equipment is used. AS & result 

methods have been devised whereby accurate values may be 

| obtained. The errors in measuring temperature of gases 

flowing in pipes may be due to radiation, to conduction, 

. and to posit ion of the thermometer or. pyrometer. | 

Radiation Errors | | _ 
ee (1) measured the 

, Re T. Haslam and E. L, Chappell | | 

‘temperature of a relatively cool gas flowing through a | 

small pipe, (one inch diameter) the walls of which were | 

at red heat. They proposed expressions whereby the coef- — 

(1) a / | 
Ind. and Engr. Chem. 17; 402-0 (1925)





ficient of heat transfer could be ealeulated from data 

on. the velocity and the temperature of the gas and the 

dimensions of that part of the instrument in contact with | 

| the gas. By means of t be formulae proposed and data on : 

oe emissivities, it was possible to calculate the correct a 

| gas temperature from observations with ordinary equipment | 

Conduetance Brrors | oe | 

OS In case the above formula, which assumes inter-_ | 

| change of heat only by radiation and by transfer due to 

| — gontact of gas with the thermometer, is applied to ordin- | 

- ary technical methods of temperature measurement, a third 

manner of heat transfer must be considered. Ordinarily | | 

| | the instrument is metallic and is inserted thr ough the — . 

confining wall, in good thermal contaet with it. There | 

must thus exist a temperature gradient along the instru- a 

| ment and a corresponding flow of heat, governed by the 

thermal conductance. In many cesses the conductance loss | 

- may be far more important than that due to transfer by 

- Yvadiation. | | | | | 

| To include consideration of heat transfer due — - 

| to the conductance of the ins trument in the equilibrium - 

equation of Haslam and Chappell would lead to expressions 

ss 00 eomplicated far practical work. | | a 

Variations in Temperature Traverse: 

| Another difficulty is encountered when the mean 

tempe rature of a gas stream is to be determined. In the 

film eoncept of flowing fluids it is postulated that at } 

- the boundary between 4 flowing fluid and a confining wall





there exists a thin, stationary fiim of the fluid whose 

| therma 1 cond uc tivity may be very low. It is therefore 

cus tomary to assume that the entire temperature drop 

takes place through the thin, stationary film at the 

boundary. This condition is appr cached where the velocity 

is well above the critical value, and where the turbulent 

flow mkes possible a high effective conductivity of the 

main portion of the stream. Although: there will always be 

a temperature gradient across all yarts of the stream, 

that gradient across the central, turbulent portion will 

represent only a small part of the total difference in tem- — 

perature between eas and walls. 

In the case of a gas flowing in 4 circular pipe 

this relatively small temperature gradient is greatly magri- 

fied in its effect on the man temperature of the gas, be- 

eause the cross sectional area of rings near the walls re- 

: presents a large por tion of the total. The decrease in the. 

linear velocity near the walls, on the other hand, tends 

to counteract the effect of the increased cross-sectional 

area, but, under many conditions encountered in practice, 

the disregard of the entire effect may result in large 

errors. | 

The measurement of temperature of a gas stream 

| thus resolves itself into two parts. special precautions 

must be observed to determine the true gas temperature 

correctly at any one point in the cross section of the 

stream. In addition, if the mean temperature is desired, 

account must be taken of the variations in the temperature 

from point to point in the cross-section of the Stream.
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To obtain & general, quelitati ve igea ag to the mo st | a 

a desi rable characteristics in protecting tubes, a set of 

condi tions was arbitrarily adopted approximating some | 

| which migh t be met in practice. ~The errors produced by | 

| varying the diameter, the emissivity, and the longitudinal 

conductance of the well, each independent of the others, 

| were observed. Even though the relative order of magni- 

. ‘tude of the effects of the different variables might be 

a reversed under other conditions, interesting information | 

| as to the importance of recommended precautions in the : 

design of welis for thermometers was obtained. 

Experimental Apparatus: | 

| Fhe apparatus used in all of the experimantal 

work is diagrammatically shown in Figure 1. A stream of 

air Was supplied by a Sturtevant blower driven by a 1 

HeP. motor. Regulation of the volume delivered was ob- 

tained by an adjustable sleeve covering openings in the 

discharge pipe of the blower and by inserting a wedge 

shaped damper into the strean. 

For heating the gas stream electric energy was 

| dissipated in grids made of "chromel" ribbon, constructed 

in two sections to permit switching in either series or _ 

parallel; the flow of current was regulated by a reactance 

— @eoil in series with each section. The entire heating pnit 

| was encased in a sheet metal box which was thermally in- 

| sulated by means of fire-brickx. Prom the heater the gas 

| passed around & right-angle bend and into a 36" x 36", 

earefully insulated, expansion chamber provided wi th two 

perforated plates, set at right angles to the direetion a





of gas flow. The purpose of this expansion chamber was 

| two-fold; (1) it eliminated the possibility of radiant / 

ay heat from the heating chamber reaching the cooled test 

section of pipe, end (2) it smoothed out the velocity 

| ‘disturbances caused by the bend in the pipe line, giving 

| a test section in which velocity conditions approximated 

- those of a long, straight pipe. | , | 

A second expansion chambér for zas was placed 

: at the outlet end of the test section and was identical 

«in construction arid insulation to the first. From the . 

second expansion chamber the air stream was discitarged — 

into the room. — | | 

| The test section proper consi sted of a thin, 

sheet iron pipe, 6 inches in diameter and 6.71 feet long, 

surrounded by a leinch water-jacket divided into two | 

parts, the first one being 4.62 feet long. ‘The water-_ 

| . Jacke t of each section was connected to a mixing chamber 

7 into whieh hot and cold water could be admitted in regu-~_ 

Ja ted proportions. Inthis way, by using a high rate of 

water flow, it was possible to hold the inner wails of 

the test section at a desired temperature, almost con- | 

stant throughout its length. 7 

| Four openings through water-jacket and pipe were 

provided near the junction between the two sections and 

| through these all instruments to be tested were inserted. 

To determine the velocity of the gas stream, a ritot tube, 

calibrated by direct comparison to a Thomas meter, could 

. be inserted through one of these openings and moved about 

| to traverse the cross-section. To masure the temperature





Se of the inside walls of the test portion, copper-constan- 

| tan thermocouples were carefully soldered to the walls at 

three points along the length of the section. Hach elemert 

was individually joined to the wall by flattening the end. 

to a very thin sheet and pressing it against a thin soat’ 

: of molten solder on the galvanized pipe surface, thus | 

making & portion of the pipe wall forma part of each 

thermoelectric circuit. | 

| 7 AS & basis for comparison, the true, mean tem- 

| perature of the gas stream at the test cross-section was 

| also desired. To eliminate both radiation and traverse 

| errors @ niekel resistance thermometer in the form of a 

grid of fine wires across a 3$ inch annular ring of 

| “Transite” asbestos was inserted in a carefully insulated 

| section of the 5-inch pipe line leading into the first } 

expansion chamber. Due to the high velocity and mixing 

| of the air stream in passing throug’. the orifice of the 

ring, combined with the temperature equalizing action of _ 

the wire grid, such an instrument should indieate a close 

| approximation to mean temperatures. A Similar resistance 

| thermometer was placed at the outlet from the second ex- 

| pansion chamber. The resis tance thermometers, along with 

the other thermometric apparatus used in the investigation, 

were calibrated in an oil bath against a standard, platinun, 

resistence thermometer. — 

| By means of the resistance thermometers it was 

thus possible to determine the true, mean tempera ture at 

the entrance to the first expansion chamber ana at the 

outlet from the second. The assumption was made that the





heat losses from the carefully insulated expansion 

chambers were negligible in producing a temperature drop 

: in the air stream. On this basis the resistance thermo- | 

_ . meter readings represented the mean air temperatures at 

| respectively the inlet and the outlet of the wat er-jacket- 

ed test section. This assumption was verified by careful- 

ly regulating the water-jacket so that the walls ofthe  _ 

test section were at the same temperature as the gas 

stream. It was found that, at the high air velocities ) 

used, the heat losses were so small that they might be 

| neglected without introducing errors beyond the desired 

| limits of accuracy. 

7 If the inside walls in contact with the gas of 

the test section were kept ata uniform, known tempera- 

‘ture by the rapid circulation of the jacket water, it 

| was possible from the resistance thermometer readings, to 

calculate the mean air temperature at any cross-section oe 

in the test pipe, as follows: | - 

Let t, = temperature of gas entering test section 
| to = temperature of gas leaving test section 

| t * average temperature of gas at any point 

| | in test section 
: H = Heat transfer coefficient between gas and 

pipe/unit time/unit length/unit temp. 

| t * Wall temperature | cate , 

1” = Dist. from inlet of test section 
| w = Weight of air/unit time flowing through | 

c¢ = speck fie heat of airs. | 

| Consider a smll element with width dl and height | 

G~ Cys lying between the two curves representing respec- 

tively the variation of gas and wall temperatures along 

the length of the pipe. % | 4





| ‘fhe heat interchanged in this elemental length 

of section may be expressed by the equation: | 

a4Q = Hal (t - ty) = ow(dt) a 

or | | 

| al = GW _at ey dt if the term ew/H 
| Eq t- by) | { t-ty) | 

ds assumed to be constant with length. —_ 

_ Integrating this expression between the limits 

1 = 0 where t = t] and 1 = 1 where t = t: | , 

L1=k [ant tty) - 1d) = xX! | toet t-tyw) = Lo8(ty-ty) 

- When 1 * 6.71, t = te, from which K* may be 

evaluated. 7 

, ~ Togttg-ty) = Tog(ty-ty) 

fhe complete expression relating the gas temperature at 

any cress-section in the pipe to the distance from the 

inlet and then becomes, | 

1s 6.71 [roel t-te) - log(ty-ty 

log(ty-ty) ~- log (ti-ty) 7
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In order to measure the true temperature of the | 

| gas at any point in the cross~section of the stream, the 

thermocouple devised by R. f. Haslam-and E. L. chappell. | 

was used. A copper constantan thermocouple wes inserted 

in a small-bore, glass tube in the form of a Y having one | 

branch much longer than the other two. ‘The couple was 80 

placed that its junction was about #" from the end of the 

long branch, whieh was open. The thermocouple leads were 

passed through a seal in one of the short branches of the 

Y, while to the second short branch was connected a tube ~ | 

leading to the intake of a smll, impeller-type, laboratory 

blower. The blower served to draw a stream of gas at a 

very high velocity past the junction of the couple. — 

Effects of Protection Tube Construction: 7 

The effect of the longitudinal, thermal conduc- 

tance of the thermometer protecting tube on the indicated | 

temperature was studied by preparing a set of tubes of 

‘vary ing conduc tances each being of one-half inch outside _ 

diameter and 5 inches long. The thermal conductances were. 

varied by varying the wall thicknesses and materials of 

construction. The emigsivities were kept constant by coat-— 

ing the outside of each tube with a special, flat, black 

paint heaving an emissivity assumed to be approximately 

a unity. In all, six tubes were constructed using iron, | | 

brass, and wood, having conductances ranging from 0.000478 _ 

to 0.322 Beteu. per hour per degree Fahrenheit difference 

| } in temperature between the ends of the tube. The con- 

(1) Ind. and Engr. Chem. 17; 402-9 (1925)





 ductances were calculated from conductivity dete in - 

| engineering handbooks. | ce 

Por supporting the tubes in the test section of 

. pipe, a brass sleeve was fitted in to one of the openings 

through the water jacket into which the tubes were pressed, 

placing then in good thermal contact with the pipe walls. 

The end of the tube was adjusted to the center of the | 

pipe. A drop of mercury was placed in the bottom’ of each | 

tube and its temperature measured by a separate, copper- 

‘eonstantan thermocouple, making contact through the mercury. 

| | | The following condi tions were arbitrarily adopted 

for all of the tests relating to the construction of pro- | 

tection tubes: “ 

| | Pipe Diameter = 6" | | 

| Gas Velocity (center of Pipe) = 29 ft. per sec. 

Tempe rature of Pipe Walls = 30°¢ | | 

| Temperature of Gas (center of pipe) = 100° at 

test cross-section. | . | | 

| Temperature of gas (Mean) * 90°c at test section. 

Maintaining these conditions and taking care to allow suf- 

ficient time for equilibrium to be established, duplicate 

determinations were made of the temperstures at the bot- | 

toms of the various tubes. The results are shown graphi- 

cally in Figure 2, in which tube conductance is plotted | 

against indicated temperature. - | 

: In order to test the effect of the diameter of | 

the protecting tube, a second set of exyerimental tubes 

was made, painted black as before and mounted and used as 

in the preceding tests. In this case the tubes were de~





| signed with @different wall thicknesses and materials, 

so that all had the sam conductance but varied in out- Oo 

| side diameter from 3/8 inches to 5/8 inches. The results 

| are shown graphically in Figure 3. | 

| The effect of the emissivity of the protection | 

tube was determined by making up a set of tubes of. the ; 

same si zes and conductanees but finished to produce sur- 

| faces having emissivities varying from 0.05 to practically 

7 1.0, and tested as in the preceding. The surfaces were | 

- | metallic finished, and their emissivities were taken from 

the Smithsonian tables, In Fig. 4 are shom the results 
of the masurements together with the type of surface usad 

: for tm production of the various emissivities. 

| : From a study of the curves of Figures 2, o, and 

4, it may be seen that, under the conditions of the test, 

| both the emissivity and the conductance of the well have 

marked influence on the indicated temperature. However, 

over the range investigated, the effect produced by vary-— 

ing the diameter of the tube was less than the experimen- 

| tal error encountered in making the measurenents and con- 

structing tubes of constmt conductanee. The relative 

magnitudes of the errors introduced due to radiation and | 

- conductance for any particular tube construction may be | 

| roughly estimated from these curves. Considering Fig. 2, 

| it will be geen that the temperature error introduced due | 

only to the conductance of any well is approximately re- 

| presented by the difference between t he temperature corres- 

7 ponding to zero conductance and that corresponding to the
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actual conductance of the well in question. Thus under | | 

- the conditions of the test, the error which would be intro-. 

| | duced by each effect might be roughly estima ted for a | 

well of any particular emissivity or conduetance within | 

the range investigated. It mus t be emphasized that the | 

- magnitude of the errors thus determined would apply only 

to the conditions of temperature, velocity am pipe size 

- for which the data were obtained. However, an idea as to - 

| the relative magnitude of the two contributing effects 

| my be obtained which will apply over more general condi- 

tions. ) | | | | 

Were the pipe size larger, the conductance of . 

| the well would be of less importance. On the other hand, 

at higher temperatures or greater temperature differences, 

the effect of radiation errors would become relatively 

greater. It becomes obvious that umer condi tions ap- | 

_ proxinating those of these tests, it is important to con- 

sider both conductance and emissivity of the protecting | 

tube as well as its size, which may assume secondary in- | 

| por tance. 

Comparison of Central and Mean Temperatures: | | 

- Thus far, consideration has been given only to 

the problem of determining the true temperature of the gas 

at the center of the stream or at some definite point in 

the cross-section. Aven though some accurate device such 

as the "high velocity thermocouple" is used for such | 

measurements, an additional problem is mt where it is | 

| desired to obtain the true mean tempe rature of the stream.
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Reference to Figure 2 shows that the true mean tempera- 

ture of the gas stream is 90°C ani the true gas tempera- 

ture at the center of the pipe is 100°, a difference 

| of 10°C or about 15% of the ‘total difference in tempera-_ 

ture between the gas and the walls. | a 

Jo make a further, qualitative study of the. : 

nature of temperature traverses, a wire-wound laboratory 7 

furnace with a 2" by 24" cylindrical core was connected 

- to a compressed air line. At mid-length of the furnace & 

gma ll hole was drilled through the wall of the core throwgh 

which a small, "high-velocity type", ehr omel-alumel thermo- 

couple in a& quartz tube might be inserted, Air at room ; 

‘temperature was blow through the furnace at a velocity | 

me asu red by a Pitot tube set in the center of the outlet. 

end of the tube. ‘phe walls of the fumace were heated to © 

a temperature of about 700°C as estimated with an optical 

pyrometer. Under these conditions tbempe rature traverses | 

of the stream were made at four di eferent velocities of 

- flow, ranging from 4 ft. to 50 feet per second at the | 

| center of the pipe. The results are plotted in fig. #56 | 

It will be noted that at the lower velocities the var ia- 

tions are very large. There is also marxed evidence of 

convection in th displacement of the point of minimun | 

| temperature to a position below the center of the pipe. | 

The eritical velocity under su ch conditions is about 2 ft. 

_ per second. At the higher velocit ies the temperature 

’ variations become much smaller and the convection effect 

| disappears. It is evident that at even the highest
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velocity there is a very definite difference between _ 

mean and central tempera tur 68. | : 

| —— The mean temperatures of a gas stream in a 

a Gircular pipe may be readily calculated if both the linear 

| velocity ena the temperature are known at every point in | 

the cross~section. With this information the cross-section- 

al area of the pipe may be di vided into a number of 

elements in the form of annular rings and a calculation | 

made of the heat content of the gas passing through each © 

element per unit time. The total heat content of the 

stream per unit time, above the reference temperature, 

is tha obtained by the summation of that passing through _ 

| | each of the elements. The total volume of gas per unit 

time may be calculated in a similar way. The mean ten- 

| perature of the stream, above the reference value, is 

then obtained by dividing the total heat content of the 

| stream by the product of the total volume of gas, and 

neglecting its variations with temperature. For ordinary — 

work thig, assumption is sufficiently accurate where large 

temperature differences are not encountered. The speci- — 

fic heat of the gas then drops out of the calculations 

| entirely and the mean temperature is represented by the 

| summation of the products of the temperature ana volume 

of gas passing through each element per unit time, divided 

by the total gas volum per unit time. The ma jor so ur ee 

of error in such caleulations lies in the uncertainty in 

the determination of both the temperature ami the velo- 

city of the gas at the walls where the cross-secti onal |
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| - area is the greatest and accuracy mos t important. | 

a - This traverse method of determining mean tem- | 

- peratures was tested experimentally in the appa ratus - 

. used for t he tests, previously described. Thus, the | 

| caleulated mean temperature might be co mpar ed to the value | 

| obtained from the two grid resistance thermometers. In 

the first runs the gas stream was maintained at a mean 

temperature of appr ox ins tely 90°C with wall temperature of 

about 30°C. After the apparatus had reached equilibriun, | 

tempe rature traverses of the stream were taken by méans 

| of the "high velocity" thermocouple. Velocity traverses 

7 were then determined at the same cross-section by means 

of a calibrated Pitot tube. The results of two of these 

runs are shown graphically in Figure 6. The mean ten- | 

peratures were caleulated by dividinz the cross-section 

| 7 of the pips into amular rings one half inch in width. — 

: The product of the temperature, linear velocity, and area 

| | of each of these rings was then calculated and all added 

| together. This sum was then divided by the sum of the 

| products of the linear velocities md areas of the rings. 

It will be seen that the mean temperature of the gas as | 

indicated by the grid resistance thermomters was in oe 

each case 90.0°C. ‘The value calculated from the traverses — 

| was in one case 90.3°¢ ana in the other 90.4%. Other 

| comparisons made at somewhat different condi tions of velo- 

| cities and temperatures resulted in similar correspondence 

| between calculated and observed values of mean temperatures. 

This indicates an agreemat between the two methods which 

is within the limits of errors which would be expected
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from either. AS & result of this evidence of aeouracy - 

| under rather extreme conditions, it would geem that such 

: a traverse method might be considered as reliable for | | 

| all ordinary requirements. In industrial work satisfactory 

results might be ob taine a by permanently installing Fitot 

tubes am thermocouples ata limited number, for example 

| three, points in the eross section of the stream. Curves 

| might be plotted from such data by which fair values of © 

mean tenperature could be determined. | | 

Integrating Thermometers: | | | 

| : | In many cases it is not feasible or convenient 

to determine traverses in the flowing stream; in any case | 

| the necessary calculations are laborious. It is there- 

| fore desirable this t some method of masuring directly and 

easily the mean temperatures be available. Such an instru- 

| ment must be of an integrating type and the wire grid re- 

7 sistance thermometer seaned to offer the greatest possi- 

| bilities. By using wire of small diameter, errors due to 

| radiation my be minimized, while the relatively good 

, thermal comuctivity of the wire tends to equalize its | 

temperature to a value approximating the mean. By mount- © 

ing the grid in a ring thermally.insulated fromthe pipe. | 

. walls, conductance errors beeome negligible. Still great- 

er accur acy may be obtained by mounting the srid in a 

| sharp constriction or orifice. In such a case the velocity 

of the gas past the wires is greatly increased, thus in- . 

creasing the coefficient of heat transfer and rendering 

radiation transfer less important. The integrating action © 

is also greatly improved by the violent turbulence and





‘mixing of the gas in yeassing through the orifice. 

ae A resistance thermometer grid was constructed 

upon an annular ring of in Transite board with an inside 

diameter of 3%" and an outside diameter of 6", The re- 

sistence element was of #22 B. & S. gauge nickel wire, 

| strung across the supporting ring at =" intervals. The 

resistance was measured by means of a portable pot entio- 

meter and a standard resistance. The thermome ter and 

standard resistance were connected in series with a rheo- 

stat and a dry cell so that a current in the neighborhood 

of 0.01 amperes would flow through them. The potential 

drop was then alternately measured aeross the standard 

resistance and the thermometer. The thermome ter was cali- " 

brated, with the electrical apparatus, in an oil bath 

against a standard resistance thermome ter. _ 

This resistance thermomter was mounted in the 

| water-jacketed test por tion of pipe of the appsratus | 

| shown in Meure #1, With the walls of the section regu- 

lated to about 20°C, gas at & mean temperature of sbout 

| 90°C was passed through the apparatus. The reading of 

| the resistance thermometer was noted and both a tempera- 

| ture and velocity traverse determined at a cross-section 

| one ba lf inch down-stream from the the rmome ter. The | 

ss +rraverse data for two of the runs, at differmt gas velo- | 

- eities, are plotted in Figure #7. The mean temperature 

of the gas stream was then graphical ly calculsted as ‘aes- : 

- gribed above. It will be noted that in each case the 

| resistance thermometer indicated a temperature of ss°c
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| while in one ease the caleuilati on gave a result of 89.4 

| and in the other of 89°.0. This agreement is as good as | 

| could be expected in consideration of the difficulty of 

| determining traverse data in a jet of gas issuing from 

| an orifice. The resistance thermometer, mounted in an 

| ins ula ting oFifice would thus seem to be a direct method 

for determining man tenperatres, with accuracy sufficient 

| for ordinary industrial purposes. A still better a Ver age 

7 tem perature measurement might be obtained by winding the | 

resis tance the rmometer in the form of a spiral, thus dis- 

tributing the length of the wire in proportion to the 

| volume of gas yeassing it. — 

Chemical ingineecring Department, 

| University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. | |
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